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MILT= CURRICULUM MitritERIlitS

The militaty7developed currimxiaml*oterials in-this-course
package were _selected by_ the National Center for Research in
Vbcaticnal EducatiOn MilitaryCurriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Cooed nation Cen',..ers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these ossurses was to make curricultannaterialS
developed by the military more accessible to vocational -
educators in the civilian setting.,-

The course materials were aoguired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioner:: in the_ field, and prepared for

dissemination. MateriaIS which were specific to the nilitany
were deleted, copy=4*Akinaterials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These'cotu-se packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development:
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'Military_

Curriculum Materials

Dissemination is

an activity to increase the accessibility of

military-developed curriculum materials to

-Vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of

Education, includes the identification !nd

acquisition of :curriculum materials in print

form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,

Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is

provided through a "hint Miniiirandlirri of

Understanding" between the U.S. Office of

Education and the Departffient of Defense.

What Materials

Are Available? ,

how Can These

Materials Be Obtained?
furs.,t, A. tr.

.0.'0' ''. "-,"N
'

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche

(thirteen in paper forml. and descriptions of

each have been provided to the vocational

Curriculum Coordination Centers and other

instructional materials agencies for dissemi-

nation;

Coupe Materials include programmed

instruction, curriculum outlines; instructor

guides, student workbooks and technical

manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following

, sixteen vocational subject areas:

Tile acquired materials are reviewed by staff Agrictilture Food Service

and subjetrmatter-specialistsTand-courses-------Aviation ----.--11ealth

deemed applicable to vocational and tech- Building & Heating & Air

niCaleducation are selectRI for dissemination. Construction Conditioning

The Natio* Center for Research in

VocationarEclucation is the U.S. Office of

Eddcation's designated .representative to

acquire the materials and conduct the project

activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director

National-Center cjekinghouse

Shirley A. Chase-, Ph.D.

Project Director

Trades

Clerical

Occupations

Communications

Drafting

Electronics_

Engine Mechanic

Machine Shop

Management & ,

_Supervision

Meteorology &

Navigation

PhOtog_raphy

Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas

represented will expand as additional mate-

rials with application to vocational and

technical education are identified anal selected

for dissemination:

Contact the Curriculum doordination Center

in your region for information on obtaining

materials (e.j.,.availability and cost). TheY

will respond to your request directly or refer

you to an instructional materials agency

closer' to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

EAST CENTRAL

Rebecca S: Douglas's

Director

100 Nord) First Street

Springfield, IL 62777

217/7824759

NORTHWEST

William Daniels'

Director

Building 17

Airdustrial Park

Olympia, WA 98504

2116/753-0879

MIDWEST

Robert Patton

Director

1515 West Sixth Ave.

kllwater, OK 74704

4051377.2030

NORTHEAST

..foePli F. Kelly, Ph.D.

Director

225 West StateStreet

-Trenton. NJ 08625

609/292.6552

SOUTHEAST

James F. Shill, Ph.D.

Director

Mississippi State Unive.ity

Drawer DX

Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-2510

WESTERN

Lacrnce F-. H. Zane; RID.

Director

1776 University Ave-.

Horkolvlu, !3,1 44Z140.

94 &7834
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. . !'..j. ' .. : :. - . -.: I. i';':',..'
; .;.,, This is the second section of a four.part.course on metalS prOessirig;Training for the entire course includes fabrication of welded structures and metal .

..'' weld repairs; principles, techniques and processes of welding; cutting; soldering,brazing, and hard surfacing of various types of metals used in the fabrita. _

tr tion and repair of equipment; blueprint reading; heat treating, hardnett testing, identification and prevention of corrosionybuse of hand and rneasur3ing

.....: tools; and operation and maintenance oftWelditim.heaz treating; test equipment and power maihinery such as grinders, drill presses, power saws, and metal

7:717-cutSlvj sheari.--Safety is emphasized throughouftife7cOUrse:-Thirsectiorrdealt-WittiMetallicarbeieldingspecial metallic arc welding;_andresistance welding
'-

_
... applications covering 116 hours of instruction. StUlientS should complete Metals Processing Specialist; Blocks I & II (1316) before beginhing this second

it Of the MM. ___--=-,-1--,:::,03 .-'- ..
. .

Blobk Ill =. Introduction to Metallic Arc Welding contains six lessons including 58 hours of instruction. The leticin topics and respective hours

follow. .

:.:4145""

-.

Principleof Operation and Maintenaoce of Arc Welding Machines 13 hours)
Identification arid-lection of Electibtiet (4 hOuri)
Stringer Beads and Building Up Worn Surfaces (6 hours)
Fillet Welds in the Flat and Horizontal Positions (14 hoiirs)
Butt Joints of Carbbn Steel Plate (15 hours)
Butt Joints of Carbon Steel Sheet (16 hours)

Blcick IV ec-itr/ MeallkArc and Resistance Welding Applicaoons contains six lessons covering58 hoUri of instruction.

. .

Fillet Welds in the Vertical Position (12 hours)
Fillet Welds in the Overhead Position (18 hours)

- Pipe Joints (6 hours)
ICeSt and Corrosion Resistant Fairous Alloys (8 hours)
Cast Iron (4 hours)
Hard Surfacing, Mining, and Resistance Welding (10 hours)

This section contains both teacher and student materialt. Printed instructor materials include a course chart: detailed lesson plans; and.a plan of instruction

-
including the.units of instruction, criterion objectives; the duration of the lessons, andadditional materialt needed. Student materials Include a study gui

for each block which contains objectiSes: information, review exercises, and referentes- fortach-lessor%

Tekt materials are provided in the student study guides, however, severalcommercial texts and milittry technical manuals are referenced throughout the

course. Audiovisuals suggested for use in the entire ctiiirke iricludt.188 Slides; 8 films; 2 videotapes; and 9 transparency. sets. The audiovisuals are not

provided.

. "._.: .
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Course Mat'-erial - rNCLASSIT=
LOCK III = Introduction to Ktallic

Arc-Welding

80 Bouts TT 20 Hours CTT

Principles of OPeration and Meintenanceof Arc Welding

Machines (3'hrs); Identification and SeIectJen of Elec-

trodes (Z hrs); Strinz:er Beads and Building up lwrn

Surfaces (6 hrs); Fillet Welds in the Flat an` Poricontal

Positions (1/'; hrs); Butt Joints of Carbon Steel Plate

(15 hrs); Butt Joints of Carbon St,el Sheet (16 hrs);

Measuretent acd Critique (2 hrs). 4

,(Equip ment Kezards and Personnel Safety Integrated with

Above Subjects)

Course Ma-terial - _i_NZLASSfF:ED

BLOCK TV = Metollic Arc and

iResistance Iselaing Applicaticns

60 Hours C/L
a=97=1===1.1

78 Hours s-TT

7 'Fillet Veldt in'the Vertical Position (12 hrs); Fillet

Welds in the Overhead Position (18 Lrs)DP-Epe Joints

(4 hrt); Heat and Corrosion Resistant Ferrous Alloyt

8 (8 hrs); Cast Iron (4__hrs); Hard Surfacing; Cuttin--, and t---77777777--'
ResIstance Welding (10 hrs); Measurem.snt and Critique"_ I

hrs).

18 Hours CT

14.

(EqUipmentHazards and Personnel Safety Integrated -4-44-h- 1

Above Subjects)

4

60 Hours CIL



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE
.. .

Metals :ocesstg Specialist

BLOCK TITLE

iiitiOdUCCiOn to Metallic Arc Welding

t

.

- UNITS OF INSTRUCTION MD CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION ,

(HOURS)

2 .

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS MD GUIDANCE

1. Principles of Operation and Maintenance of

Arc Welding &Wag

a. _Without referencei state the

principles_of operation and uses of arc welding

5
(3/2)

' ,

!

i

.

.

,

4

,

.

- ,

Column I,Refereace STS Reference

Maintenance of Arc Welding

,

Electric Art Welding Machine,

Welding Table (1) qi

,

.

and- discuss shop

Make outside assignment
,

15_thru 23, Modern Welding;
.

this assignment. Cautica .

la : ,',.' 22a .

lb : 'lb; 22b

16 3b, 22c

machines with 75% accuracy. .

?:

. b. Given equipment, Ohile aseriting all

shili_saiety, set up and adjust an arc welding

tiChi0 preparatory to wilding IAR TO 344-1-5.

c. Given'equipment, while obserVing all

shop_safetyi,perform operator- maintenance of arc

welding machines JAR TO 34114-1-5.

.--

.-..:.,.: .4,
. . ,.

.

,

.

, . .

1

. .,.

:1,- : ..,,.:. ".'"''' ' '
,

Instructional Materials .

3AER53131-SG-301, Principles of Operation and

Machines
_ _

TO 34W4 -1 -5; Welding Theory and Application

Modern Welding (Chapter 6) -

Visual Aids

Chart: Arc Welding Machine Controls

Training.Equipzent

irc Welding Equipment

Protective_ Equipment,

Triiiiit: 3218,

Trainer:_3219i

Toolkit.(1)

Training Methods

consisting_of:
. Booth,

Arc Welding Cables, and

Electrical Weld (12)

Electrical (12)

.

Discussion/Demonstration (1.5 hrs)

Outside Assignment. (2 hrs)

Instructional_EnVironment/Desigu

CliSirbet (1 hi) ' ,

Laboratory (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize importance- of correct machine adjustment

safety_ applicable to arc welding equipment.

to read 3ABR53131-SG 302 and Chapter 6, pap

Administer appraisal test upon-completion of

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO 3A8a53131 - .

.

DATE
23 Septe mb er 1975

.

BLOCKNO. in . PAGE NO. 21

PlIVIGOSENTIONSGOSOLETZ.
l U.S. GPO: 1173.471403/1u (Final Copy.- 84% 8 X 10ii)

raf.M4V4,1 11 ,Nrv,
,s1

(Find rdietiin to &Mr No ow lb is



- .:.4', . .

FLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OSJECTsES
DURATION

(HOURS)
2

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

-- ..._....

(dentification and Selection of Electrodes

L. Given military_specifications; select

[mit+ the types of arc welding electrodes

it error. %. .

.

_.

). Given AWS numerical and color coded

it; select and identify the types cf arc

(g electrodes without error.

-.:

. .

,I. :,

.

° -

.

:..., e
r.

..

.

__6__

(4/2)

_

students not to mark or write on any training literature as it is to be
reused by subsequent classes..

__

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

2-1..:... : 22d

2b 22d

Instructional _Materials _

3ABR53131-SG-302,Identification and Selection of Electrodes

TO 34W4-1-8;_ Use of Welding; Brazing; and Silver SOldeting Eleettbdeti,

ROds and Wires

TO 34W4-1-5 --

Widern Welding (Chapter 6) '

Audio Visual Aids

Chart: Color Code Classification of Electrodes

Trashing Methods_ _

Discussion (1 ht)

Performance (3 hrs) __
.

Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Inst-uctional-Environmeat-/-Oeg_gcv

Classroom (l_hr)

Laboratory (3 htt)

.

Iiisithictibifal-Gitidakidd:
Emphasize_the_importance-of the correct selection and use of electrodes.

EZplain the_class codes and color markings of the various electrodes.

Make_outside assignment to read 3ABR53131-SG-303 and Chapter 5; pan
11,'Mbdern Welding. AdMinister appraisal test upon completion of this

:

assignment. .

.

.

. ,. .......
. , _ ... ......_ ....

_....._.

INSTRUCTION No. 3ABR53131 c ,'
DATE 23 September 1975; PAGE HO. 22tiO664c. III

.. . ...
_ .

, ', ..'

)841 mi '. PREVIOUS EDITIONS OBSOLETE.-73, ` ''. U.S. GPO' 1973-77V4 03/12S
,.;',.

i/
((Final Copy - 8 XJ.(84) .

..'...
iFid reduction% include gra Lobo. a is lid
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ciiiiid)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DUR-AT-ION

(HOURS)i SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

1 r

.

!

,11.11111...
3 .: Stringer Beads and BuiIding,:Up or

.. Surfaces '.. ..

a.. Given_metallic arc welding equipment:

and carbon steel spectmens, set up and employ

proper welding techniques In building up flat

and worn surfaces, free of undekit, overlap,

and slag inclusions for a total coined

distance of no less than 3/4 of the length of

the specimen, excluding the first 1/2 inch

start and the last 1/2 inch finish. All Shop

safety, good.housekeepingi.and fire prevention

measures iustbe observed. ::. ..,

.
,

8

(6/2)

.

i

...;

:

:

,

Cohan I Reference STS Reference

Up Worn Surfaces

.

,

.
.

equipment. Discuss ,,

surfaces. Hake outside

5; Modern V,elding.

thil assignment. Instructor

Hanclook H-56; Ard WeIdite

Block III. . Emphasize

of 2-itch stubs.

.

,3a : 32, 3b, 22e

,

Instructional Materials

3ABR53131-SG-303, Stringer Beads, and Building

TO 344l5

Modern Welding (Chapter 5)

Training Equipment

Arc Welding Booth Complete (1)

Toolkit (1)

-.

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)

Performance (5 hrs)

Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design

_

- .:.

..,...'...:.,...., .4. - .:...'.1.,

...... . .. . . , ,.- .

, .

.

:.:!,; '.'. ...

.,
.

. ,

.

.

. ,

. .

6 ,. ,, . .

.

.

.
.

.

::

.

. .1
.

,

:

,

.Classroom (.5 hr)

Laboratory (5.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize safety in via operation of arc welding

welding techniques i., building up flat and worn

aSsignent to read 31BR53131-SG-304 and Chapter

Administer_appraisaltest.uppn.completion of

will use "Quality and Reliability assurance

(Chapter 4), as an additional reference throuerot

conservation of electrodes - maximum length

. .
,

.

,

.

.

:.:..

,

.

9

.

.
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO, 3-ABF63i31 ". DATE

, 23 Septetber 1975
4:.o:K No.

III
PAGE NO. 23

.

ATC rs°11" 337A "cvicusE"''''c'es""c
m AR 73 U.S. GPO; 073-/71.4o30 ts

144

l(Final Copy - 84%. 8 X 10)
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V

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ciiritim;ecl)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRI2 ERIN OBJECTIvES
%RATION

'HMS' SUPPORT MATERIALS ,:;u1:ANcE

Fillet Welds in the Flat and Horizontal

Position

a; Given metallic arc Welding _equipment

indcarbon_steel sheet _specimens, set up and

take fillet weds in the flat Position, frM
of excessive penetration, overlap, undercut,

and slag inclusions for a total combined..

diitinei of no less_than_3/4.of the.Iength of

the specimen excluding the_first./Winch start

and the last 1/2 Inch finish. All shop safety,

good housekeeping; and fire prevention measures

must be Observed.

b. Given metallic arc welding equipment

and carbon steel sheet Specitens, set up and

make fillet welds in the horizontal position;

free of excessive_penetration,overlap.i

undercuti_and slag inclusions for a_total

combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the

length of the specimen, excluding the first

112 Inch start and thilast 1/2_inch finish.

All shop safety, good housekeeping-, and fire

prevention measures must be observed.

411,;..:j

18

(14!L

()

(7)

Column-1-Raference STS Reference
L5

3a, 3b, 111
4b

. 3a, 3b, 22k

InStrUctional Materials

3053131-SG-304; Fillet 1;ilds in the Flat and Horizontal position
TO 3414-1-5

Modern Wading (hap ter 5)

Training Equipment

Arc Welding Booth Complete (1)

looIkit (I),

Training Methods

Discussion/DeMOistration (3 hrs)

Performance (11 htt)

Outside Assignment (4 hrs)

mtructional Environment/Desin

Classroom (2 hrs)

Laboratory (12 hrs)

Initructional_Guidance

Emphasize welding safety and explain
the requirements for fillet welds

Eave each student_clean_lich
bead prior to the next pass. _Make outside

assignment to readMR53131-SG-305_and Chapter 5, Modern Welding.
Administer appraisal

test upon completien Of this assignment. Emphasize
conservation of heavy plate.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3AB1d3131

DATE,Iliw
=NM

NO.
r 1913

[LOC
K III PACEe 24,

PREVIOUS EDITIONS OftSOLLM.
US GPOi 1.73.07%4°3/In .

, as.dno

Copy X 106) .

V

s =1.. .11111

(Find tedIrceial to imetab as obit this hit/



2.
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (ConNnue.4

.

ITS OF INSTRUCTION AN.: CRITERION OBJECTIVE;
DURATION

(HOURS)
2

.
r:02,ORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3 1

t:Joints,of Ca::mon Steel Plate

......--

Given power shears, grinding equip-

d metal specitens, set up and prepare

or loIding:IAW.TO 34W4-175. All shop

good housekeeping, and fire prevention

must be observed. --..-, .,

Using e-Iist_of statements, select

cification Litid.ts pertairerng to welding

dh 752 accuracy.

Given_metallic arc welding equipment

äñ steal plate_specimens,'set up and

t joints in the flat position with

etration, free of undercut, overlap,

inclusions, for a.total combined

of no less thin 314 of the length of

imen excluding the first 1/2 inch

d the last 1/2 Lien finish. All shop

good housekeeping, and fire prevention

must .be Observed.:; ..:

. ,

. - .-

.. ... .- .

.

. .

..,.:

.

.

- .. . ... .,.._.

. .

.,.. . .
-__ __

19

(15/4)

(.5)

'(.5).

(14)

Column-1L-Refimence STS Reference

....
-,-.

.

. .

Plate

. ._.

Manual Arc Weld

.

.

.

and grinders. Explaiii the

joints. Make outside

Welding.-

this assignment.

welded coupons.

5a

5b

5c

Instructional_Materials_

22, 31,, 22f .:

3211. .

3a, 3b, 22h

. .

3A3R53131-SG-305, Butt Joints of CArbon Steel

TO 34W4-1-5

Modern Welding (Chapter 5)

Audio Visual Ards

Fil-: FLU 16-203, Prevention and Control of

Training Equipment -

Are Welding Booth Complete (1)

Grinders(4) ----

Tensile Tester (12)

Trainer: 32ifi_EIectricai Weld (12)

Power Shears (6)
..

Toolkit (1)

Training Methods

DiteuttiOn/DeMonttrittien (1 hr)

Performance (14 /as). - _

Outside Assignment (4 sirs)

Classroom (.5.hr). _

Laboratory (14.5 hrt)

lirittietibiai .

Emphasize.safety in the use of per shears
weld requirements for neavy steel plate butt

assignment to read 3ABR53131-SG-306_and Ghapter3i.Modern

Administer appraisal test upon completion of

Instructor will utilize tensile tester to_pull

Emphasize conservation of large diatter electrodes.-
.

..
_ .. .,...,
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0 ,. . ,, . ..

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (CoOliniii4 . :.

.---......--......-,---.---------
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CR:TERION OBJECTIVES

DQRATION

(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

,

.

.
.

Sheet
.

.

.

.

grinders: Explain the

Make outside

5, Ilodett Welding

this assignment; Emphasiti

..

r

; 0:: '

Cal 1 Reference

.6.1.1
KS Reference'

. Butt Joints of Carbon Steel Sheet

.

;_ .

_a._ Given metallic arc welding egidgett

and light gauge Ciibon_steel sheet specimens

set up andveld_butt'joints it the flat

?estate, vial 100:_Pititratitcri free of

undercut; overlap, and slag inclusions fOt a

total combined distance or Do lessthan:3/4

of the_lengthof the specimen; emeItditg_th

fizst 1/2 ire start an.the_last 1/2 inch

finish All shop safety; good housekeeping,

and fire prevention teaS4rei must be observed;

N b; Given metallic arc welding equipment

and heavy carbon steel sheet spetitets, set_....._

--up-aid-freld-biitt joints in the flat position;

with 100Z penetration, free of utdereut;

overlap, an slag inclusions for a_total
_

combined _distance of no less than 3/4 of the

length of the ePecita'en),excluding the _first

1/2 inch start and the last 1/2 inch finiih.

Al). Shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire

prevention measures must be obseted.

. .

.

.

. ,

.

,

.

.. Measurement and Critique .

. , . . . , '.

7, ,, '', . .

-21

(16/6)

(6)

(IC))

.

.

,.
2

, .

.,

fia .

3a 3b- 221

6b 3a, 3b; ,22h
.

Instructional _Materials

3kBR53131-SG-306, Butt jOints of Carbon Steel

TO 34W4-1-5

Modern Welding (ChiPtir 5)

.

Audio Visual-Aids-

Slides: Butt Joints

. .

Training__Equipment

Arc gelding loothComplete

Grinders (4)

Power Shears (6)

Traieer:__3218 Electrical

Toolkit (1)

.1

(1)

Weld (12)

__ _ _

(2 hrs)

(6 hrs)

.

Disctssion/Demonstratiou

Performance (14 hrs)

Outside Assignment

Instructional.Environmett/DesiOi

Classroom (1 hr)

Laboratory (15 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

ElphaSile safety

weld 'requirements

assignment to read

Administer appraisal

proper fait pacing

. ..

,

'
.

%

in the use of power shears and

for butt joints of steel.sheet;

3.kBR53131-SG-40l _and Chapter

test UpbnitODOletion of

to conserve filler rod;

._

' 1 i i'. . .1' :
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/0

: PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE
.

.
, .

Metals Processing Specialist

BLOCK IITLE
.

. .

.

.

,Special Metallic Arc and Resistance Welding Applications

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJE7 ,YES

.

DURATION

(NOuRSI

3

.

5.020R7 mATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

1; Fillet Welds to the Vertical Position

;_ __.

a; Given metallic arc welding eqUiptheit

and Carbon_steel plate_ spedmensi set up and

make fillet welds in the vertical petition,

free of undercut, overlap, and slag inclusions

for a.total coined distance of no less than

3/4 of the_langth of the sped:gni excluding

the 'first 1/2 it& start and the litt1/2tich

finish. All shop safety; good housekeeping, and

fire prevention *Nitres must be observed.

.

. .. , , .

16 '.

(12/4)

Column 1 Reference STS Referetct
.

.

. .

Ia 3a, 3b, 221
. '...

..

.

.

,

Instructional Metitiil!

3S3131 -SG-4O1, Fillet Welds in the Vertical Position

TO 34W4 -1 -5,Wildint Theory and Application .

.

Modern Welding (Chapter 3)

TrainingEguipment_

Art welding Booth CO#plite (1)

Trainer: 3218_Electrical Weld (12)

Power Shears (6)

Toolkit (1)
..).1.-,.,

.
.

Training Methods _

.

i.;

.

. .

..
_ ,..

0.

-.. ,'. ',,..ir.yle .

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

,. ., , -.,..

.

.

.... .

.4 6 P' ,, .. ,
. . . .1 . b.*f I

P

Discussion/Detoostration (1 hr)

Performatce,(11 hrs)_

Outside Assignment (4 hrs)

Instructional EnvirooMettlDisiga
. .

Classroom (.5 hr)

Laboratori, (11.5 bra) ,

'1

Irstratichal Giiide,.4Ce i

Emphasize welding safety apgicab/i to vertical position wilding.

Explain weld telditietti for fillet welds. Make outside assignment

to read 34R53131-SG-402 _and Chapter 5, Modern Welding: AdMinistet
.....

appraisal test toot COMPletion of this assignment.. Caution students not... .

to mark or write on any training literature as it is to be reused by

subsequent classes. Stress saximum utilization of entire joint length.'

..
. .

,
.

. . r

il

- . .... -- . --. - - . - - - .
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) ..

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTO1 ES

.

DURATION

i (HOURS)

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

2. Fillet Welds in the Overhead Position

a; Given metallic arc welding equipment

and.carbon steel plate specimens, set up and

make: fillet welds in the overhead position;

free of undercut, overlaR, and slag inclusions

fors total combined distance of_no_less than

314 of the specimen, exelUding the firtt 1/2

.4tich start and the last 1/2 inch finish. milp
shop safety, good hOusikippingond fire

prevention Measures must be observed.

.'.4

i
,

-

:

,.

7. :.
.

.
.

.

-.,. ::.
.... . .

.. ...,, .
.

... ... . . ... .

.

.

,

. :0(',77'

.. ,

__24__

(18/6)

.

PA= I Reference STS -Reference

.

.

. .

,.. ..%...

Positiln .

.

,

,

.

welding Etplain veld

outside- assignment to

thru 67, Wen Welding. .

this assignment. Emphasize

,

-

...,... ... . .... ,

.

..

2a . 3a; 3b, 22m

Instructional KateriaIs

3ABR53131-SG-402, Fillet Welds in the Overhead

TO.34W4-1-5

Modern Welding (Chapter 5)

N(
,....--

TraininCquipment

Arc Welding Booth Complete (1)

Trainer; 3218_ Electrical Weld (12)

Power Shears (6)

Toolkit (1)

.

I.aining Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)

Performince.(17 hrs).

Outside Assignment (6 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design

Classroom (.5.hr). ,.

Laboratory ,(17 ;5 hrs) .

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize welding safety applicable to overhead

requirements for overhead position welding.__Make

read 3ABR53131-S0=403 and Chapter. 18, pars 60

Ad:taster appraisal test upon_completion.of

short arc length to conserve electrodes. '

. . ,

.

.
. ....

,

,

.. ... ... ......

t
.

,.
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.0,
c: ..4, ..,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Contmuld)

UNITS OFINSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OaJF,CTi v ES
DURATION

HOURS) SUPPORT mATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Pipe Joints

a, Givetallic arc welding equipment

and carbon steel pipe specimens, set up and

weld pipe joints with100: penetration; free

of undercut, overlap, and slig.inclusions, for

a total combined distance of no less than 3/4

of the length of the weld. All ihop safety,

good housekeepingond fire gevettiot measures

must be observed.

.

..; , . . L.,

.

, . .

8

(6/2)

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

3a
. 3a, 35; 22t

Instructionil_MateriaIs

IARR53131-SG-403, Pipe Joints

TO 34W441-5_
.

Modern Welding (Chapter 18)

Audio VisualLids
.

Chart: Pipe Welding - Welding Sequences..

61

TraininOquipment _ _

Arc Wilding Booth Complete (1)

Power Saw (12)

Grinder (4) ,

Toolkit (1)

Training Methods,

.;

I

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)'

Performance (5 hrs)

Outside assignment (2 hr)

Instructional EntiteitteadDedge- . 4,

Classroom (.5 hr)

laboratory (5.5 hrs),

.

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize,welding_safetiond joint set-up procedures. Make outtide ':.'',-,. ',fi,'7,.. 1

assignment to read 311151131-50404 .and Chapter, 18, pare 13 thru 18,

Modern Welding. _amidst...1r appraisal test upon completion of this

Assigtmelt-. Emphasize proper' joint fit-up to conserve welding time

and material.
.

.

. .

I, , .. . ......

,.;.. ., .

:
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, PLAN OF INSTRUCTION1Continu4

-
.

.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
:ixulloti,

(HOURS).

....
SUPPORT mATERI ALS AND GUIDANCE

4. Beat and Corrosion Resistantlerrous

Alloys

.

a. 'Given iitallic arc Welding eqUipment

and heat and. corrosion resistant ferrous alloy

specimens, sit up and weld butt joints with

100: penetration; free of undercut; overlap;

and'slag inclusions:for'a total combined

distance of no less_than'3/4_of the length of

the specimeno.exclUding the first 1/2 Ind

start and the last_ 1/2 inch finish; All shop

safety, good housekeeping, and fire prevention

measures must be observed,

.

.

,
, ,

.,.
;.,.....,:.:

. .

,_.

.-i, , , .v --'; ,:',:i.' .

.... ,

.1:4^ '::.-; 4.'ci.,,:,,.1,4.

:+r.-.;!r,

10

(8/2)

.

.

.

...........
Column 1 Reference STS_Refetence

., _ . ..
_

Ferrous Alloys

.

.

,..

-.:"..i

.

. .

.

,

for heat and corrosion

to read 3ABR53131-

Welding. 'Administei

Emphasize coniervatiot

;--:4,";';
.. I. ....,,,...

*A., ....,. ,
roPr, .7'.

, ..

4i

InstruitionalMaterials

3ai 3b, 22o

.

3ABR53131-SG-404, Heat and Corrosion Resistant

TO 34W4-1-5.
,

Modern Welding (Chapter 18) .

Training Equipment .

Arc Welding Booth Complete (1)

Power Shears (6)

Toolkit (1)

Training Methods .

Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)

Performance (6 hrs)

Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

InstructionalEnvironment/Design

Classroom (1 hi)
.

Laboratory (7 hrs)

,

Instructioial_Guidance ..

EMphisize welding,safety and welding techniques

resistant ferrous; alloys; Mike Outside Migrant%

SG -405' and Chapter 18', para 28 thru 31.1 Modern

appraisal test upon completion of this assignment:

of heat and corrosion resistant ferrous: lloys,

.

. -
,,.. .., :,,... .'::!.

..,
,. ..

''. ,',:,, ,

......
,,-try .

.

,,i....... :.:,4,,...,;.......:...,:. * -.7,-- !.;,-.1,4-;.-.,',^
. , . . -

.
_ . ... . . ..
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.

,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (COAtiiN;e0 .

,

UNITS OF INSTRUCT3N AND CRITERION OBJECTIvES
D O_RATJDA

(HOURS'

------,
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

.

Iron
. :'s

.

a, Given metallic arc welding equipment

and gray_iron_castings; set up and wild butt

joints With 100Z penetration; free of undercut;

.overlap, and slag inclusions, for a total

combined distance of no less_than_3/4_of the

length of the.spe6imen excluding the first

1/2 ilia start and thi latt 1/2 inch finish.
.

All shop safety; good housekeeping; and fire-

prevention measures musibeobsorved. :,

. ... . ,

.

.1,.. .
. .

...
.

,. .. .: ...
-,-

:

.
,

4.
, .

.

v ",':1.,:

.

.. . .

. .. .

, . .
. .

.

,

[; ..,,,,-, ': .,. ,-;.-.,
.

.

.

. .
,

.

: !,,..;,,.,::::::'.,...:. ' :.:,,_..1..'4,....::,,
1` ,,,,. .

:" % 1. ,''' '' ;1.: ,:"....'

. -- :.'w . .-..-.t
1 .,:.:; ...' -1. ::F' ..- '.7:: ''!.". '.

. .
.

.
,

,.

6

(4/2)

.

.

.

.

.

-. -:.

'. , ,.

.

olulart I Reference STS Reference
.

....,,. : . _ ....

.,, ..-

.

. .

.
.

(..

,
.

. ,

:

iron. Stress the importance

;fake outside assignment to

and 20, Modern Welding;

this assigament.

iron electrodes; .

.

, 4

.
.

. . .. , ..-...-- . ....., .. ..

5a .' 3a; 3h; a
Instructional Mated-at _.

..',

3ABR53131 -SG-405; Cast Iron

TO 34W4 -1 -5 ,... ..

Modern gelciing'(Chapter 18)

Training Equipment

Arc Welding Booth COmplete(1)

Pover Saw (12)
,

Grinders (4)

Toolkit (1)

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)

Performance (B;hrs):''
.

Outside Assigftient (2'hrs) .

.

,

Instructional Environment/Detign ..

Classroom (.5 hr)

Laboratory (3.5 hrs)

.

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize welding

of proper welding,

read 3A56313140-406,440;pteri9i

Mminister appraisal

Emphasize conservation

.

".. . . .. .

i

safety applicable to_cast

techniques for cast iron,

13, lif

test upon completion of

of cast iron and cast

, , . .

I

,... . .... ,

+
.

....--.. - .-

PLAN OF INSTRuCTION NG,
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cantina

-
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION

MOOS/

.
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Bard Surfacing, Cutting, and Resistance

Welding

a._ Given a_list, identify procedures

pertaining to hard surfacing various metals

with 75Z accuracy. .',..::

: b. Using a list, identify procedures

relating.to metallic arc cutting operations

with 752 accuracy.

.

-c. Given welding equipment and ferrous

and nonferrous meta specimens, set up and

operate resistance spot welding equipment IAW

Chapter 13 of modern Welding; All shop safety;

good housekeeping, and fire prevention measures

must be observed.

d. Given tensile test equipment and

finished welds, while observing Al shop __

safety, set up and test resistance spot welds

for strength, porosity, nugget sizei_and shape;

TO of three veldt must conform to the proper

strength requirementsi nugget sizsi and shsPei

and be free of porosity IAW Chapter 13 and 14

of Modern Welding. . :

e. Given equipment, while observing

ell shop safety measures, perform operator

maintenance of resistance spot welding machines

.1,6, TO 34W4-1-5. ,.:`,'

:.

Related Training (identified in course

Chart).

.

8., ;Measurement and . Critique .:-..-7-;-''.

.. .
.,,

.

12

,(10/2)

(.5)

.

(.5)

' (7)
.

,

-
F
(1)

.

(1)

.

.

Column I Reference 1 SIS-Referenie .

and tesistance Welding.

.

40,v

a

;.,.

.

.

equipment and explain

read 3ABR53131-SC ;501

proper use and care'

reduce operational cost.

-,

.

. .

6a

6b

6c

6d

6e .

Instructional Materials_

a
22t

34, 3bi 24a

3b, 24b

, 3b, 24c

, .
.

_ _

3ABR53131-S040t, Hare Surfacing Cutting,

10.34W4-1-5

MOdern Welding (Chapters 9, 13, 14, and 20)

_'

Training afaipmant
.

kmt Nelder (12)

Foil Welder (3)

Tensile Tester (12) . .

Training Method/

i Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrS)

Performance (8 hrs)
.

Outside Assignment (2 hit) --

Instructional Environmett/IWiti
.

Classroom (1.5'hrs),

.. laboratory (8.5 hrs)

.

Instructional Guidance,

Emphasize safety in the operation_of spot welding

welding requirements for spot velcU.- Have student

and Chapters 11 and .12, Modern Welding. Emphasize

: of resistance weldersand test equipment to

.

,
.

. .

. ......

.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NC. 3A8R53331 ,DATE
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APPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE

.

TWSTI .:11- . -,
COURSE NUMBER

I..' r..

INSTRUCTOR

13-6 .

COURSE TITI.E

Metals Processing Specialist
BLOCK ',LUMBER

III BLOCK TITLE
. . .

IntiodUction to MetalliC lim__Weldinti
CeSSON TITLE .

krinej. Ole - 6.- _a _ nance of Arc Welding Madhirleb -

LESSON DURATION
CLASSROOM /Laboratory
D & D 1.5 Itttlrnrf 1.5 hrs-

Complement ...;,

[ -77 I -AV- /V- L'"'
TOTAL

. 3 ) hr5
.

POI REFERENCE
- PAGE NUMBER

21 and 22 .

PAGE DATE

11- 1975 -,

PARAGRAPH

1
STSCTS RErERINCE

_ .
..

NUMBER

STS-53-4
DATE

11 May 197.5
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

. SIGNATURE_ OATE SIGNATURE

_

.

.-

DATE

PRECL ASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
iN'LABDRAToRY

F QUIPM_E_N I .

FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS ANC
unct_AssigiEnmATrrnAL

1. 3ABR53131-301
2. TO. 34144-1-5
3- Modern Welding

(Chapter 6)
L. chart: 'CC74=225

Ara- Welding
Madhhe Controls

.

1. -Arc Welding Equip-

ment consisting of
. Booth, Electric_

Arc Welding Machine
Protective Equip-
ment; Arc Welding
Cables and Welding
Table.

f` cieroolkit

.

.

None

..

_

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

a. Without reference; state the principles of operation and uses of arc welding
.machines with 75 percent accuracy.'

.

b.
.

Given equipment, while observing all shop safety;_ set up and adjust an arc
welding_ machine- preparatory to welding lAW TO 34144-1-5.

_ _
Given equipment; while observing all_dhop safety, perform operator maintenance
of arc weldingmachines IAW TO 34W4=1=5.

;

_ .

Teaching steps are.listed in Part II. .
.

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORA-TORY(CONT) .

2; Trainer 3218; Electrical Weld; _

#

3. Trainer 3219 Eldetrica2
.1 .

.

.

ATC. "R" 770AUG 72
*GPO 171 77..394/23



Attention:

Review:

Overlliew:

Motivation:

INTRODUCTION

) /)3 L..

TIME: 10 Min

During' your last. lesson you- learned and applied the fundamentals
and principles of hhrd surfacing;

Upon completion of this lesson, students will learn the
principles of operation and maintenance of arc welding machines.

Presentation:

BODY

Ref Objectives la, b and c.

1. Students will discuss and learn
the principlesof operation and use
of electric arc welding machines.

a. Fundamentals of electricity:

(1) Electrical current
has a positive and
negative terminal or
pole.

(2) Polarity is the direc-
tion of current or
electron flow.

(a) Straight polarity
has the electrode
negative; and the
work positive.-

(b) Reverse polarity
has the.electrode
positive, and the
work negative.

(3) Electric circuit - -A

coapYete conducting
path over which an_
electric current flows..

(4) Electromotive Force (EMF),
or volt- -the push or
pressure that moves the
current.

TIME: 2 hrs 40 min

Demonstrate_ polarity and current
flow on Trainer 3219 electrical.



(5) Ampere--the rate of
electron or current
flow past a given
point per second.-

(6) Ohm--the unit of
resistance to current
flow- calculated by
voltage divided by
current.

(7) Arc stream-7K break or
gap in_an electric
circuit which current
flows or jumps across:

Types of welders:

(1) Transformer type AC
welder

(a) Most commonly used
AC welder.

(b) MOst'economi
to its lower initial
cost and lower-main-

, tenance cost.

(c) Rated-in amperses--
100 to 1200 amps.

(d) Main parts include:

1. Transformer.

2 Frame.

a; Ventilating System.

4. Shell.

5. Adjusting Mechanism.

(2) AC-DC welding machines
produce both currents_
through-the use of a

NOTE: -Use Flip- Chart
#CC741--225



(3) DC Welders

(a) Driven by suitable
motive power:

-
q. Gasoline engine.

2. Diesel engine.

-3. Electric motor--most
widely used DC welder
in Air Force.

II

(b) Variable Voltage Type:

1. Automatic voltage
control.

2. Manual Amperage.

(c) Mal Control Type:.

---
I. Manual vpitage-

control;

2. Set up and adjiist welding machine
preparatery to welding.

a. Current setting determined by:

(I) Size of electrode.
4

(2) Thickness of petal.
-

'(3) Skill of operator--in,
genera1,4the proper
current' settings are
obtained from experience
and should be adjusted
to fulfill the require-
ments,of tht particular.
welding operation.

b. Forces responsible for metal
deposition are:

(1) Gravity the principle
whichaccountsfor the
transfer of molten metal
in the flat welding posi-
tion.

39
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Verify importance-to_proper
set-up machine adjustMent--___
and welding by showing
various welds located on
Trainer 3218, Electrical Weld.



6sExpansion7-a,gas_
produCed by the burning.
of the dlectroda coating'
whiChexpands from the'
heat at the electrode
tip-and helpi to project
the molten globules of
metal and slag away from
the electrode tip and
into .the molten ;pool.

. ,

(3)-Electric Forcethe force
producedby the voltage --
across the arc that pulls-
the pinched off globule
of metal into the molten
poor-regardless of welding
position.

(4) Electromagnetic Force--t e
forces that-produce a
pinching effect on the
metal globule and speeds:
the separation from the:

C end Of the electrode.

(5)--Surface tensionthe force
which keeps the filler
metal and slag in contact
with the molten base metal
in the arc-crater;

c. Magnetic Arc Blow

(1) Erratic shifting of the arc.

(2)- Induced by DC current.

(3). Overcome by:.

(a) Changing position
of .the ground.

(b) Changing angle of the
electrode.

(c) Change to AC as a last
resort;



d. Md3or factors determining the
the qualityiof the weld as
outlined bythe CLASS rule:

(1) Current setting.

(2) Length of arc.

(3) Angle of electrode.

(4) Speed of tfael.

(5) _Selection of electrode.

3. .Perform operator maintenance of
arc welding machines:

a. Before servicing an arc
welding:machine; all elec-
tricity must be turned off.

b. As used: check cables, ground
And electrode holder.

_ Weekly: 'check for loose nuts;
-*--.,LbOlts; screws-aid parts.

d. Monthly:,-blow out all_dust_by
using dry_compressed_air_and
remove all grease and oil
residue.-

e. Semi-annual: lubricate using
only 'grease specified by the
manufacturer.

Contact points that are pitted
should be filed smooth.

. Contact points that are badly
buined will be replaced.

h. Major maintenance: to be per-
:formed by a qualified electrician
only.

4. Safety. Precautions':

.a.

a. While arc welding

(1) Eye protection.

(2) Shock hazards

(3) Protective clothing
5



b. Shop area

(1) No horse play

(2), Handling of hot metal

()-----Proper use of machines
and equipment

(4) Other safety precautions

3;
Application:

1. Students will participate in making
minor checks on arc welding machines
concerning electrical contact points
and cleaning.

2. Each student will receive a carbon,
steel plate 1/4" x 6 x 6 for practice
an adjugting the machine and learning
to get the arc started.

Evaluation:

Instructor will 'check students on
their performance of their inspection;
cleaning; setting up and using the
electric arc gelding machine'and
applicable equipment IAW 34W4-1-5.

2. _Given a series of questions;
.students must answer correctly a
minimum Of 75% of all questions.

a. What is a duals control arc
Welding machine?

*An arc welding machihe that
has two separate manual controls
for adjusting amperage and volt-
age.

b. How is the amperage controlled
on a dunI control machine?

* 4 .1g_oatatt-ito.ciiiii-ctiiiti,-ro_ _

c. How in the amperage controlled on
a single control machinc?

*By an automatic control;

42



d. Bow a re the cables connected

for Direct Current Straight
Polarity?

*Electrode is negative; work
is positive.

How are electrical contact
points that are pitted serviced?

*By

f; How is arc blow controlled?

*Either'by changing position
of ground, or changing. angle
of electrode.

. How-are.the cables connected
for Direct Current Reverse
Polarity?

*Electrode is positive; work
i.sr.egative.

hi What Must be checked daily
by,a welder?

*Cables,' ground and electrode
bolder

1: What is electric forces?

*The forces produced by voltage
which .pulls_the globules_ of
molten metal into the olten
pool regardless of weld position.

What determines the type-of:
grease to be used on welding.
maohines't.

*The type specified by the
manUfacturer.

What encourages the flow of..
electrons across the arc?.

*Voltage or electromotive force.

1. What effect doesa long arc have?
-

*Spattering, loss of puddle
control and Poor penetration;



.

m. What is surface tension?

n. What' are the*perage and
voltage requirements of a
gelding machine?

*Low voltage and high amperage.

o. Where is the beat generated
when arc welding?

*Between the end of the
electrode and the' base -metal.

What determines the amperage
setting?

p

*Size of electrode thickness
of baSe metal skill and
experience of welder:

. at-i.-s the first step before
performing maintenance on an
arc welding machine?'.

*Disconnect electrical. power.

CONCLUSION

Summary:

1. Fundamentals of electricity:

a. Electrical Circuit.

:b. Electromotive Force (EMF).

c, Ainpere.

d. Ohm;

e. Arc Stream;

2 -Types of welders:

a. AC Transformer.

b.- AC-DC Rectified.

C. DC Generator.

8
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.

3. Set up and adjustment of welding machines:.

a. Current settinzs.

b.. Forces in the arc.

4. Operator Maintenance

Assignment:

1. Read 3ABR53131-SC-302.

2. Read MWHB, Chap 6, para 15-

Remotivatim:

- Closure:
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INTRODUCTION

ATTENTION:

TIME: 10 Min

REVIEW: During our last lesson we learned the principles oloperation
-and-maintenance of arc welding-machines. Evaluate outside
assignmentand critique missed items,

OVERVIEW: Upon completion of this:lesson, students will learn the identi-
fication codes of metallic arc welding electrodes and be able
to select proper electrodes for given welding operations.

MOTIVATION:

BODY TIME: 3 Hrs 40 Min

PRESENTATION
(Refer objectives #. I & 2):

Types of coatingson electrodes
and types of electrodes :

a: Designed with wire core and
coated to allow for preVen-
tion of oxides and nitrides
which cause brittleness in
the weld

b. Types of electodes

(1) Bare -used with DC
straight polarity when
presenceof slag is,
undesirable and removal'
of slag is not feasible

(2) Light coated

(3) HeaVy coated

t. Types of Coatings

(1) Cellulose

fir

(a) Derived from wood
pulp; sawdust;

*cdtton or CompO§i-
tions Of rayon

(b) DC Reverse Polarity

current



(c) Protects weld with
slag

(2) Mineral

(a) Many different
types such as potas-
sium, natural sili-
cates, as asbestos
and clay-

(b) Used with DC Straight
Polarity

(c) Purpose_is to protect
the weld

(d) Burns at a lower temp-.
erature

2; Select and identify electrode types:-y;

a; Military specifications

(1) TO 34W4-1-5 and -8

(2) Air Force Supply Catalogs
identify arc welding elec-
trodes hyMilitary Specifi-
cation Numbers such as MIL=
E15599

AWS Nimerical and color code

(1) Four digit code
Example - E6013

(a) _Letter (E) stands for
7.-""-electrodes

(b) First two digits (60)
indicate PST in thousands

(c) Third digit (I) indicates
the recommended- position,
in this case, all posi-
tions

1 In special cases, it
will identify the type

a

.47

of flux and polarity

48
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(d) FOurth:cligit(3) Indi-
cates type of current
or coating, it this
case AC or DC Straight
Polarity which is used
with a miner'-al coating

(2) Five digit number code

(a) It the same at the four
digit code except that
the first three digits
indicate tensile
strength in thousands
of-PSI

(b) Electrodes with the
last digit of 5, 6,
7 or 8 are low hydro-
gen electrodes. ,Exam-
pIes are E 7016 or E
347-16

_ (3) Color code

(a) Primary Top tip of
electrode

(b) Secondary - Spot or
band on bare portion
about 1/2" from top

(6) Group - just below
the upper edge of
coating

) Special middle of
the electrode a manu-
facturer's mark, not
very common

3, Most common electrodes

a. E 6010

(I): No color marking

(2) All position'.

(3) DC Reverse Polarity

49



(4) Cellulose coating

(5) Best for vertical
and overhead work

(a) Good penetration

(b) Fast Freeze effect

( ) Mbstusedelectrode

b. E 6011

(1) Blue secondary

(2) All position

(3) AC* or DCRP

(4) Designed as E 6010
except for use on AC'

c. E 6012

(1) White secondary

(2) All position

(3) AC or DCSP

(4) Mineral coating

(5) Very good.for poor
fitupS_due to less

_pqnerration

(6) It is used primarily
for carbon steels

d. E 6013

(1) Brown secondary

(2) All position

43) AC* or DCSP

Rules for welding

a. Preparation and alignment:



b. Correct electrode and cur-
rent settings

c. Fill in craters

APPLICATION: #1. Students will be
given_military speci-
fications as a refer-
ence to select, and
identify the types
of welding electrodes.

APPLICATION: #2. Given AWSnumerical.
and color code systesm,
select, and identify
the_different types of
welding electrodes.

EVALUATION: Students will select and
identify different types
of welding electrodes;
without error.

END-OF DAY SUMMARY

I. Summary

a; Types of coatingS and elec-
trodes

b. Selection and identifi-
; cation of electrodes

by-means of

(I) Military specifica-
tions

(2) AWS Code

(3) Color code

c.' Most common electrodes

d; Rules' for welding
;

2 CTT:Assignment

a. Read 3ABR53131-SO-303

b. Read MW1!B Chpt 5 pars II

,

5



INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

I. Evaluate CTT assignment; critiqpe missed items;;;

2. Remotivation. Stress importance of knowing how to select and
identify electrodes.

-
3.- Review

a; Types of-coatings and
electrodes

b. Selection and identifi-
Eation of electrodes by
means of

(1) Military Specifications

(2) AWS Code

(3) Color code

c. Most common eIeCtrodes

d. Rules for welding

OVERVIEW: Using AWS numerical and
color code systems;
select and identify
arc welding electrodes.

BODY

PRESENTATION (Cont.)

APPLICATION: Given AWS numerical and
color code systems;
select and identify
the different types
,of welding electrodes;

EVALUATION: ,Students will select
.at14 identify _different
types of welding elec-_

-trodes..without error.



CONCLUSION

1._ Summary

a; Types of electrodes and coatings

b. Selection of electrodes by means of

(I) Military Specifications

(2) AWS Codes

(3) Color code

C. Most common electrodes

d. Rules for welding

2. Assignment. Assignment given in end -of day summary.

9.

TIME: 10 Min
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o
1. Attention:

INTRODUCTION TIME: 10 Min.

2. Review: During your last lesson you learned the identification and
selection of metallic arc welding electrodes.

Overview: Upon.completion-of this lesson, students will run stringer
beads in building up worn surface material-

3:

4. Motivation:

BODY TIME: 5-Hie-40Miti

PRESENTATION:
(Refer Obj. 3a)

1. Employ proper welding techniques in
building up flat surfaces.

a. Padding -- building upa_worn surface
or increasing the.thickness of the
:part.

b. 'Metal preparation; cleaning the
surface by:

Mechanical Methods.

a. Wire brushing or buffing for
dirty, rusty or scaly parts- -
dirt, rust and scale cause hard
spots and results in a weaker weld;

2. Chemical Methods

1-a. Trighlorethylene in vapor
degreaser for oily or greasy part's- -
welding on oily or greasy metal
causes a porous weld. :-

c. Priidedures for Padding

(1) Electrode is held so it will
"bite" into parent metal and into
of the_adjacent bead in order to

avoid slag inclusions.

(2) Run beads parallel or right angle;
longest dimensions first.



(a) :Longest period of time.
hetween-concentratiOns of
heat

(b) MiniMize stresses

(c) Allows time for the work
to absOrb and distribute
heat

(3) incircle the part with a perimeter

(a) Stringer beads are more easily
ended

-(h).. Possibility of crater tratith
is reduced

(c) Controls distortion

2. PraCtice-shOp safety=in performance of
required tasks

. Use proper gloves for handling metal

hi Use pliers for hot metal

c. Check machine for ,

(1) Cables witil bare wire

(2): Wear on electrode holder

d. Keep work area clean

3; Utilize health and safety equipment

-Wearglovesi apron; and jacket-for
protection from the arc rays and
globules cf hot molten _metal

Helmet

' (1) Correct lens number

(2) :Clear lens fcr chipping

c. Grinding

2



.(1) Use face shield

(2) Remove jec:rel.ry

433 -Check gam -inde-r---whis--and--.-t-toa

rest.- If wheel needs'dressing
or tool rest needs adjusting,
notify instructor for correction.

(4) Pay attention to what you are doing.
. .

APPLICATION:

1. Students will pad metal plates us in
Stringer beads.

2. Students will obserVe all safety rules
during accomplishment of project.

---
3. Assistance will be given as needed.

EVALUATION:

1. Students will be checked for proper
welding precedure,observance of
safety; good housekeeping and fire
prevention measures,. Assistance will
be given as needed.

SUMMARY

CTT ASS1GNMET:

END OF MAY SUMMARY

5 7

1. -Techniques in padding
2. Practiee of-shop safety
3. Utilization of health and

safety equipment
4. Grinding

1. Read 3ABR53230-SC-304and
answer questions; POI Item 3a:

2. Study Modern. Welding Handbook
(Chapter 5)



(Ilay 3, 1 hr) INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

I. Evaluate 'OTT Assignment and Critique
missed items;

-2:-7-Remut

3. Review:

a. TeChniques in_padding

lb. -Practice of shop safety

c. Utilization'of health and safety equipment

d. Grinding

:Overview: _Students will run stringer beads In
building up worn surfaces materials.

PRESENTATION (continued)
(Refer Objective 3a) -

APPLICATION

1. Students will continue on padding
plate. .

Students will observe all safety.
precautions

EVALUATION

I. Students will complete and turn in to
their instrF.Ctor their padded plates
which must meet c-iieria covered it this
lesson; Assist= e will. be given as needed.

= pscufsION TIME: 10 'Min

1. SummarS?

Techniques in padding.

Practices of shop safety

Utilization of health and safety equipment

d. Grinding

2. Assignment

Given at End of Day Summary.
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INTRODUCTION

.1. Attention:

TIME: 10 Min

2. Review; During our last lesson we learned tb run stringer beads in
bUilding up worn surface material.

3. Overview: Upon completion of this discussion students will set up and
make fillet welds in the fiat and horizontal positions;

Motivation:

BODY TIME: 13 hrs, 40 Min

PRESENTATION:
(Refer Objectives 4a & b)

1. Students will discuss and learn the
--Tptintifires-and-ne7cessary -steps involved-

in setiLng up and_welding_fillttwelds
of earl:MI steels in the flat position.

.a. Types of fillet joints,

(1)' Lap joint used where joint
surfaces are not required to
be flat; or on the same ?lane.

(a) Single lap

1 Stresses will occur at
the edges of the Weld
under fatigue or impact
loads.-

Plates will pull out of
line under tension.'

. _(b) Double Lap

1 Good for sheer and
tension

2.
.

Uns- uitable under fatigue
or impaCt loads

Go



(2) Tee Joint

(a) One plate is perpendicular
to the face of another plate

(b) Very rigid for structural
work

(c) May be welded from either side

b. Set up the weld tee joint in the flat
position

(1) Iaclined froM 0 o 15°

15_0_____to

210°

c. Welding procedure.

(1) :For lap joints

(a) to overlap 3-4T

:

(b). 'Electrode angle 15° to
300 frog vertical

Direct_arc to penetrate
both plates

(2) Fora Tee.Joints

(a) Can be welded in any
position

(b) No .bevel on metal up to
3/16" thickness

(c) SingleLbevel on 3/16"
,to 3/8" metal thickness
with 1/16" shoulder:
Spacing to be 1/16".

(d) Dodble bevel metal-of over
L3/8" thiCknessi with 1/18"_
shoulder. Spacing is 1/16".

di Weld Specifications

(1) For Lap Joints



(a) Upper leg IT

(b) Lower leg

. (c) Throat IT

(2) For Tee Joint

(a) ,Upper leg 1T

(b) Lower leg 11/2T

(c) Throat IT

APPLICATION:

1; Students will setup and weld tee'joints
in the flat'position usIng stringer beads
for each successive pass; and as outlined
in SQ=304:

2 All rules of safety; good.housekeeping and
fire prevention will be observed.

3. 'Assistance w.y.l.be given as necessary.

EVALUATION:

Students willbe Checked for proper
Welding procedure.

END OF DAY SUMMAiY

Summary:

1. Types of fillet joints

2. Tee joint in flat position

3; Welding procedure

4.* Weld specifications

CTT Assignment:

1. ReView 3Ah53230-S0-304.

2. Modern Welding Handbook
Chapter 5



. (Day 4, 6 hrs) INTRODUCTION 10 NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1; Evaluate CTT Assipment

2. Remotivation

3. Review:

(a) Types of fillet joints.

(b) Tee joint in flat position

(c) Welding procedure

(d), Weld specifications

.Overview: upon completion of : the lesson students will set up, and
make filletwelds in the flat and,horizontal position.

PRESENTATION (Continued)

2. Studentswill discuss and learn the
principles and techniques of setting
up and welding fillet welds of carbon
see]. in the horizontal position;

(a) Parts are inclined_45°or_more.__
with the weld running.horizontally.

(b) Use multiple passes as necessary.

.(c) Use stringer beads; building from
bottom plate to top plate;

(d) Electrode held perpendicular to
line of weld, bisecting angle
between two joint edges:

(1)' Tilted upward_

(2)- Directed back toward weld crater
to. assist in 'washing slag back,
and filling undercut.

APPLICATION

Students will continue to weld tee
fillet joints in the flat position,
while'observing all rules of safety;
good housekeeping and fire prevention.

2.. Students will set -up and weld tee
joints in the horizontal position,
using stringer beads for each pass,
and as outlined in SG-304.



3; ASsistance will be ivon as needed.

EVALUAZION

I. Students Will be checked for proper
welding procedure;

Eachstudent_will complete and tOrn-
:in_their fillet welds, which will meet
All criterion and specifications out-
lined4in this lesson:

i I

Summary:.

1. Incline parts at more than
45 ?.. angle; 'weld running

Stringer beads; multiple
passes.

3. Angle-and tilt of electrode--

CTT Assignment:

1. 'Read 3ABR53230-SG-305 and
_answer questions;

Modern Welding Handbook
Chapter 5.

(Day 5* 3 hr) INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1. Remotiration

:2; Review

(a) Incline-parts at more than 45°
angle, weld running horizontal.

(b) Stringer beads, multiple passes

(c) Angle and tilt of electrode

Overview: Upon completion of the lesson, students will set up and
make fillet welds in the horizontal position.-
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PRESENTATION (Continued)
(Ref Objective 4b)

APPLICATION:

1.. Students will continue to weld tee
fillet joints in the horizontal position;
while* observing all rules of safety; good
housekeeping and fire prevention.

2. Assistance will be given as needed.

EVALUATION::

I. Students will be-checked for proper welding
procedure.

Training equipment to be Used
at this time include:

a. arc welding booth complete
b. tool kit

2. Each student will complete and turn in_
their fillet welds, which will meet all
criterion and specifications outlined
in this lesson.

3. Students will be given a series Of questions
Of which 757.;acturacy of response is required.

CONCLUSION

I. Summary:

(a): Types of fillet joints

(b) WeIdingTee Joints

(I) in flat position

'(2) in horizontal position

(t) Welding procedures

(a) Weld specifications

?. Assignment:

Given at End of pay Sum 4y.

REMOTIVATION:

CLOSURE:

6

TIME: 10 Min
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INTRODUCTION

1. Attention:

2.. Review: -During our last:lesson we learned
to weld fillet jOints,in the flatr

3. Overview: .Upbn completiori of this lesson, s

Na.welding techniques:in making butt

4. Motivation;

- 'PRESENTATION:

BODY

Reference Objectives 5a, b, and c

1; Prepaeationof Joints for Welding

a. Typei of joints for butt joints
of steel plate

01) Double bevel

(2) Double vee

single dud double-U

b. Double Bevel

(1) Metals. over 3/8" 1

(2) Bevel angle 30° to 35°

(3) Used when the joining plate
cannot be beveled

Double V c.

(1) Differs from double bevel in
that both plates are beveled

e2) Included angle is 60° to 75°

(3) Used bn metal over 3/8" T

TIME: 10 Min.

and applied techniques used
and horizontal posit-lens.

tudents will learn and apply
welds on steel plaie.

TIME: 14- liras_ 4:0-Min, ____



. Generally butt joints are welded on
both sides.

.

(1) Easier welded

(2) Less. distortion

(3) Insure better weld metal in
heavy sections.

e. The single and double U

(1), Single U,

(a) Used-in- place of double V

(b)- Used on metal 1/2" to:3/4" T

(c) NOre satisfactctv and requires
IessfiIIer metal than V.beveIs
for heavy sections and deep
grooves.

_(d) Weld is mode on one side,
except last bead which is
made on opposite side;

(2) Double U

(a) Used on heavy plate over
.3/4" T'

(b). Requires Jess fillertod_ --
than. single

Cc) Welded on both sides

(d) Grooves are made with a cutting
torch; or they may be-machined;

Weld Specifications US6 Zainer 3218;
Electric Weld

d.." Bead width.to_be approx._1/8"
wider than original bevel:-
1 tti2 T.

-Depth-of-fusion ic -1/16" min;

c; ReinforgemeneheIeit 1/8"; or
,25%'of T.

Penetration -



Weld butt joint in flat position to
study guide specifications

a. Prepare joint to specified bevel
as previously outlined. .

b.-- Space plates at a distance about the
width of the flat shoulder at bottom
of joint edge.

c. Tack weld and check alignment.

d. Insure penetration at root of weld.

e. Use stringer beads for filling up.

4. Shop Safety

A. Remove all jewelry before operating
any shop equipment

bi Use gloved when handling metal with:
sharp edges

c; Use pliers for handling hot metal

d. Use faceshield when grindi: Do

not use arc -helmet when'grinaing..

e. Check lens in hood_for cracks.

f. Wear protective clothing when arc
welding.

Show FLC/203i Prevention and
Control of Manual Arc Welding.

Application:

PI Students will set up and prepare butt joints for,welding;

#2 'Instructor will administer appraisal test:on weld specifications
pertaining to welding.

#3 Upon completion of lesson students will set weld iw.tt joints

in the flat position.



Evaluation:

#1 Instructor will check for complianee with TO 344=1-5.

#2 Instructor will check to make sure that students have answered questions
with-75% accuracy;

a. What is the reinforcement of a 3/16"
butt ioint?

25% of T (Fig 37; pg 42)

is the required penetration of
a 1/4" butt joint?

* 100% (Fig 37; pg 42)

What site electrode is used for the
root pass on a le butt joint?

* 1/8" or 5/32" diameter (pg 40)

d. Why is a long arc held at the start of
a butt joint of light or heavy thickness?

To obtain good _penetration. at the start-
of the weld. (pg 41).

e. tlhat is the reinforcement width of a
butt joint on plate?

* 2 to 3 X T (Fig 37; pg 42)

f. What is_the depth of fusion. in.a
butt joint?

g

* Minimum of 1/16" (pg 42)

I It
-z

What must be done after tack-welding a
butt joint?

* Check alignment (pg 43)

h. What is_the angle of bevel on the one
plate of a single bevel?

* 30 to 35 degrees (pg 38)

#3 Instructor will check progress; and make sure that'students have
welded butt joints in the fiat position IAIY.POI objective 5c.

4



END OF DAY SUMMARY

Summary:

1; Types of butt joints

a. Double bevel

b. Double vee

c. Double U

2; Weld specifications

3. Welding procedure

CTT Assignment:

1; Review 3ABR53131-SG-305

2; Review Chap 5 of MWHB

(Day 6, 6 HtS) INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1. Evaluate CTT assignment and critique missed items.

2. Remotivation:

3. Review:

a. Types of butt joints for steel plate

(1) Double bevel

(2) Double vee

(3) Double U

b. Weld specifications

c. Welding procedure

4.- Overview: Upon completion of the lesson students will setup, and
weld butt joints in the flat position.

PRESENTATION (Continued)

Referenceobjectives (Sc,

APPLICATION:

1. Students will set up, and weld heavy, steel plate butt joints in the
flat position.

EVALUATION: insf:ructor will check the progress of the student; instructor
will also insure that the student's welds are lAW POI item 5c;

5



END OF DAY SLITs.IARY

Summary:

1. TyPes of butt joints

a; Double. bevel

b. Double vee

c. Double U

wrld specifications

3. Welding procedure

CTT.Assignment:

1. Read 3ABR53131-SG-306
el

- 2 Read MUHE Chap 5

(Day 7, 6 Hrs). . NS- TRUCTION

1. .Evaluate CTT assignment and critique missed items.

2. Remotivation:

3. Review

a; Types of butt joints for steel plate

(1) Double bevel

(2) Double vee

(3) Double U

Welding specifications

Welding procedure

4. Overview: Upon completion of the lesson students will set up; and
weld heavy carbon steel butt joints.

PRESENTATION (Continued)

Refer objectives (5c

APPLICATION:

1; Students'will set up and weld butt joints of steel plate in accordance
vath_all_welding specifications, procedures and rules-of_safety-covered---
in this'lesson.



EVALUATION:

1. Students 1.d.li:c6tplete and turn in welded butt joints which 'must
meet all stindards covered in POI ob:qctive Sc.

.

CONCLUSION TIME: 10 Min.

1. Summary

a. Types of butt joints

(1) DOUble beVel

(2) Double vee

(3) Double U

b. Weld specifications

c. Welding procedure

2. CTT Assignment

a. Read 3ABR53131-SG-306

and answer questions

b. _Read /NEB Chap 5.

14
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04.

INTRODUCTION TIME: 10 Min.

Attention:

Review: During our last lesson we learn:: to apply techniques used to
weld_butt joints_of steel plate. Evaluate CTT assignment and
Critique missed items.

Overview: Upon your completion of this lessoni students will set up and
weld butt joints of steel sheet..

Motivation:

BODY TIME: 15 hrs. 40 Min.

Presentation:
(Refer objective)

1. Preparation of joints for welding:

a. Types of joints for sheet

(1) Single bevel

(2) Single vee

(3) Square edge

Square edge

(1) No beVel required

(2) Used on metal 1/8" or
_ less

(3) Burrs should be removed

. Single bevel

(1) Metal 1/8" to 3/8".

.(2) Bevel bah plates to__
-aFnEM-calided angle of

600 to 75°

Weld Specifications: use.Trainer 3218; Electric Weld

a. Width iS2. to 3 XT
_ .

b. Bead reinforcement is 257-of T

c. Penetration is-100X

75



Weld butt joints t6 study guide
specifications, using following
procedure to insure, good weld
4eads. .

a. Prepare joint as outlined
previously

b. Tack weld, then Check
alignment

=

e:.___.1fisure penetration is 100%

4. Shop Safety:

a; Use all protective clothing
and equipment

b. Operate machine only that you
have been checked out on

c. Check equipment before using

Application:

1. Students will set up and weld light
gauge sheet steel butt joints in
the flat poSition.

Evaluation:

Students will be given aseties of
questions concerning weld specifica =-
tions and welding procedures of steel
sheet butt joints. Minimum of 75%
correct response is required.

2 The instructor will check welds made
on light .sheet steel. to ensure. they
have 1- ,re to staildards---set---forth

-y Checklist.

END OF DAY SUMMARY TIME 10 Min.

1. Summary:

a. Preparation of joints for welding

b; Weld specifications

t. Welding procedure

Shop safety



2; Assignment:

a. Review 3ABR53131-SO-306

b. Review MWH, Chapter 5

c.

d.

6

INTRODUCTION-TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION Day 9, 6.Ht'S
6

1. Evaluate assignment and critique missed
items.

2; Reniotivation:

3. Review:

e. Preparation of joints for welding

Weld specifications

c. Welding procedure_

d. Shop safety

4. Overview: Upon completion of_the less. students will set up and
weld butt joints of light carbon steel-sheet.

Presentation: Cont'd
(Refer objective 6b)

Application:

1. Students will set up and weld butt_loint-e-----------
of_heavy.carbon-steet-p at

Evaluation:

1. Students will be given a series of
questions concerning weld specifications
and weldingprocedures of steel sheet
butt joints. Minimum of 75% correct
response is required. .

Instructor will observe students welding
heavy carbon steel sheet -butt joints; and
ensure that they are IAW the Criterion
Checklist.
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1; Summary:

END OF DAY SUMMARY

Preparation of:joints for
welding

b.' Weld specifications

c. Shop safety

. Assignment:

a. Review 3A13R53131=SG=306

b. .Read NW1IS; Chapter 5

c. Review for block test

INTRObUCTION TO NEW_DAY'S.INSTRUCTION .

1. Evaluate assigamentand critique missed
items --

2. Rethotivatibn:

3. Review:

a. Preparation of joints_f6t--;-

welding r

specifications

c. Welding procedure-

d. Shop safety

Day 10, 4 Hrs

Overview! Upbn completing the leSSonj students will set up and weld

heavy carbon steel sheet butt joints in the flat position.

Presentation: Cont'd.

(Refer objective 6b)

Application: Student-s will continue to set up and weld butt joints of

heavy carbon steel plate in the flat position;

Evaluation: 'Instructor will check students' welds on-heavy carbon steel

butt joints for proper specifications IAW Criterion Check-

list;
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CONCLUSION:

1. Summary:

a. 1'f-6aration of jointsfor
velding

b. Weld specifications

c. Welding procedures

d. Shop sa ety--

signment:

A. -Read 3ABR53131-SG:401 and
.

answer questions

b. Read MNEBi Chapter 5

c.

Remotivation:

Closure:

a

9

TIME: 10 Min.

-
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INTRODUCTION

1; ATTENTION:

6/

Time: 10 min

Z. REVIEW: previous block covered: Operation of'machines, polarity of
electricity, selection of electrode. Evaluate CtT assignment and
critique missed items.

3. OVERVIEW: Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to
make fillet welds in the vertical position to study guide
specifications.

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION
Refer to objective

1. Vertical position welding

a. More difficult than flat or
horizontal welding

(1) slower speed of travel

b. Overcome force of gravity by

(1) hold short arc

(2) manipulate electrode

(3) control molten pool

(a) size of molten pool
2!=3T

(4) Gas expansion

(a) strongest force of metal
transfer

BODY Time: 11 hrs 40 min

1 Caused by burning of
electrode coating

. Electrode and current

a. E6010 highly recommended for position
welding - all 'positions



h; 'Electrode coating
- A

(1) 'Heavy

-(2) Light

C. --Reverse Pblarity .

11)-Heat.on7 electrode tip

(a) Positive side welding
circuit

12) Aids to:Seture proper penetration
- . ;

(a) -PositiVdside welding
circuit

Smaller diameter electrode

(1)- Less current
-.

12). . Aid in controlling mol ten pool l

(3); Over tome graviYisurface tension
of the electrodes

,,,,

(4) Maximum practical size 3/16"

3. 'Welding technique,

. a. Electrode angle 75 down for
starting shelf

. Elettrode angle for continuing
bend 15g up

_ .

(I); Welding- sequence

la)" Hold short arc when
*positing metal

(b) Aec never broken

(c) BUi-id she l f

td DepoSit another bead after
"shelf solidifies

Widdi Reads

Ak. More 'current



I
63

b. Larger electrode - 3116"

c. Weaving motion

(1) Side to side motion and
slightly outward

_(a) To eliminate a high
crown bead

(2) a at side to fill undercut

;revent overlap

AllOWS pool to solidify

(b) Eliminates high beads

5.. Fillet welds on tee joints

.

Number of beads will depend on

thilAness of Metal

(1) The thicker the metal the

more pauses required'

b. Serles of stringer beads

. (1) Always stringer bead in
root of joint

(a) For penetration

. Always knock off slag prior to
depositing next bead

(1) Prevent slag inclusions

Practice shop safety in performance
of required tasks

a. No horse play

b. No smoking

. Maintain clean area gnd

clean daily

Inspect cables

(1) Cracks

(2) Frayed wires



Utilize health and safety equipment

Welding helmet and eye protection

(1) Check daily

(a) For cracked lens

(b) For proper shade - #10

b. Gloves

c. Clothing suitable for job

High top boots

Long sleeved shirts

Aprons

Leathers

d. Use guards on machinery

(1)_ Face Shields

APPLICATION:

1. Students will.weld_fillet welds in
the vertiCal position to specifications
of TO34W4-1-5

. Stude:-.:7. will observe all safety
,ans during accomplishment

of projects

VALUATION:

I. Students projects Will be checked
during welding process for proper
procedure and preparation of material..
Assistance will be given Wheii necessary.

SUMMARY:

.

POI Item la

END OF DAY SUMMARY

AM%

Vertical position welding
2. Electrode and current
3. Welding techniques
4; Width beads
5. Fillet -Welds.

6. Shop safety

7; Safety -equipment (personal)



following assignment. After completion
Of ansignMent will be required to answeT
questions with 75% accuracy.

I. Review 3ABR5.?i31-SC-401.

2. Review TO 34Yli-1;-5 (chap 7)

3. Modern Welding (chap 5
pages 5=21=22)

f
INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY $ INSTRUCTION

Via ock *t' e-e /
I. EValuat - .TT-assignm.i-nt ciritqac

missed items;

2. Remotivation

3; Review:

a. Vertical position welding

b. Electrode and current

c. Welding techniques

d. Width of bead

é. Fillet Welds_

f. Shop Safety

g. Safety Equipment (personal)

4. Overview:

a. -Fillet weld'in the vertical position

APPL/CATION: Coned

1. Student will continue to weld filletS
it the vertical position.:

-. 2. Students will observe all safety pre-
cautions during accomplishment- of proiepts.

iVALUATION:

orojects will be checked during
welding _recess for proper procedures.
ASSistance will be given when necessary.

Instructor will check students' welds;

+NO



1; Summ:17

CONCLUSION Time; /0 Min

a. Tiller welds in vertical position

. Welding technique

c. Safety practices

.AY 2

2. CTT Assignment: Students !:11l read/review following assignment; after asrigr-
- Merit' will answer_ questions with 757 accuracy. Read 3ABR53131-SG -402 (POI

Item, POI Time 2 ht S).

3. Remotivation:

. Closing Statement:

fi
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. .

tention.:

"- -44:" -

INTRODUCTION Time: 10 min

2. Review: Previous lesson covered vertical welding, electrodes, manipulation,
angle and current settings. Evaluate CTT_assignment. Critique
missed items.

Overview: Upon completion of this lesson students will be able to make
fillet welds in the overhead position to study guide
specifications.

sir

MOtivation:

PRESENTATION_
Agt-cks

I; 0,;4rhebd welding

a--; Used in erection of structures

el. Probably hardest positio:1

( 1)

(2)

Falling metal

Uncomfortable

c. Forces in arc

(1)

(2)

BODY Time: 17 hrs 40 min

1.1..osL effective-gas expansion

-Biggest aid in overhead welding

2. Weld metatransfer

a; Short arc

(1) To control. molten pool

b. Electrode ;mule

(1) .200 to Vertical Plate

(2) 15- Direction of weld

4
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3.

,

c. Fora-5 that aid in metal.transfer

4P% (1) Adhesion

(2.) Surface tension of base metal

d. Forces that hinder metal transfer

(1) .Gravity

(2). Surface tension of electrode

(3) :Cohesion.

e. Pre-heat heavy' joints

(1) Hold long arc momentarily

Electrodes and current

a. Electrodes;-designed for overhead

(1.) 6010 - x-
)

(2) 3/16 max. practical size

b. DC Reverse current

(1) Heat on electrode till)

2) Positive side of circuit

(3) Aids In securing penetration

C. Amount of current

t(1) Depends on diameter of electrode

(2) Thickness of Mater al

Welding Technique

a. Hold short_arc

b. Series of stringer beads ar

(1) Fmaller than flat ,

.(2) First Pass-for pene.ra...

G. POketration

(1) lndiceted by Depth of crater

89
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;1

d; ,Remove slag and oxides

(1) To prevent slag inclusions

(2) Before matting additional beads

(3) Chipping hammer and wir brush

Practice shop safety in performance of

required tasks

. No horse play

b. No smoking

,c. 'Maintain clean area and clean daily
0

d. Inspect cables

(1) Cracks

(2) Frayed wires

- Utilile health and sa ety equIpment

a; Welding helmets and cye equipment

eifts (1) Check daily_
- -

(a) .For cracked lens

'5) For proper_ shack #10

b. Gi

c; C1 Ii7g suitable for job

(I) High top boots

(2) Long sleeved shirts

(3) Aprons

(h) Ledthers'

d; Use §uards on machinery

(1) Fac: shields

99
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APPLICATION:

Vv.

I. Students will weld fillet welds in
the overhead position to TO 34W4=l-3

specifications.

2. Students will observe all safety
precautions during accomplishment

of projects.

VALUATION:

"1. Students projecii.will be checked
during welding process for proper
preparation and procedures;
Attlgtance will be given when

necessary.

SUMMARY:

ASSIGNMENT:

DAY 3

END OF DAY SUMMARY

CTT assirrrnent Riven at
End of Day Summary

IX/

1. Overhead welding

2. Weld metal transfer

3. Electrodes and current

4. Welding technique

5. Practice shop safety

6. Safety equipment (personal)

Review:

3A6R53/91 3G-

2. Rev i e*:

INTRODUCTION TO NE,: DAYS INSTRUCTION
'er to Objective Za

REM"

TO 34W4-1-5

Modern Welding Handbook
(Chapter 5i,)



.-

Review:

O. OVerhead position welding

6 Weld metals transfer

C. Electrodes and current

,

WelAing technique

es Shop safety

f: Safety equipment (personal)

Overview7 Fillet welds in Overhead Position

APPLICATION

1. Students will weld fillet joint in
overhead position to study guide
,specificatiots.

Z. Students-will bserve all safety
precautions ddring accomHishment of
projects.

EVALUATION:

1. Students peojects will 6e checked
wring welding process for proper

welling procedure and preparation
of material. Assistance will be
given when necessary.'

2.- Instructor will check students
welds

SUMMARY:

CTT ASSIGNMENT
POI ITEM 2a

END OF DAY SUMMARY.

5 92

1. Overhead welding

2; Weld metal transfer

3. Electrode and current

4. Melding technique

5, Practice shop safety

/
6. safety equi- 7nt (personal)
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DAY 4

ASSIUHMENT:

711

CTT

1. Review: C//75 Nefre5-

2. Review: 3ABR53/3/ SG-402

3. Review: TO 31614-7-1.5

4. Modern Welding Handbook
(Chapter 5,)

4NTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION.
iZepeR.._ Otketromm

Evalunte CTT Rssignment critique m'.ssed items.

Remoti

Review:

1. Overhead position welding

2. Weld metal transfer .

3. Electrodes and current

4. Welding technique

5i' safety

6. Safety equipment (personal)

Overview - Fillet welds 71n OverhesA rositi6n

APPLICATION.

1. StLdents_ will weld fillet joint in
the ove,rhead position to TO 34W4-1-5

specifications;

2. Students will observe all safety
precautions during .accomplishment

.of Projects.

EVALUATION:

I. Students projects will checked
:for proPer'wetding procedure and
preparation of material: Assistance
will be given when necessary;

93
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CONCLUSION Time: 10 min

Summary

a; Electrodes used

b. Welding technique

Forces (Gravity and gas' expansion)

d. Safety (Shop and healt..)

DAY 5

3. CTT AssivIrlent: Students will readfreview_following assignment;
After ast' ent will answer questions with 75% accuracy; Read
3ABR53131-SG-403 (POI Item 3ai POI Time 2 hrs).

3. Remotivation:

4. Closing Statement:,

J."
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INTRODUCTION

'1. Attention:

2. Review: During our last lesson we

learned and applied the fundamental

principles of oyerhead welding.

Overview: Upon completing this lesson

you will understand and apply

the principles and techniques of
-Welding pipe with metallic arc

weldfng.

4. Motivation:

BODY

PRESENTATION

Refer.to Objective #1

1. General Information

a. Tubular section most efficient

' b.. Transferring materials from place

to place without loss...

c. Construction_ _Field
cs'

(1) Engine mounts

Ca. FraMeti platforms., jigs

(3) PetroleUm industry

(a) Pipe lines

Advantages Of Welded joints

a. Permanently fight

b. Greater strength

c. Less:resistance to flow

. .
s

-IQ min

7 : :.

Time: 5 hrs 40 min



C

More pleasing appearance

é. Easier and cheaper

f. Simplification of design

Butt joint

a. Most common joint in pipe

1 aback a

b. 'Types of joints

(1) Squaie:edge

(2) Bevel

c. Wall thickness less than 3/16

(9 One Pass

(2) No Bevel required

(3) Square edge butt joint

d. Well thickness 3/16 - -3/4"

(1) One pess per 1/8" metal thickness

(2) Bevel 30-37 1/2°

(3) 1/16" lip inside wall of pipe

(4) Light material bevel on grinder

(a) Use face shield

e. Win thickness 314 and up

(1) One pass per 1/8" metal thickness

(2) Bevel 20°

'(3) 1/16" lip inside wall of pipe

(4) Bevel with oxyacetelene torch

4. Backing =bags

a. Ring shaped strap fitted iftside pipe

-



(1) Plain flat strap

(2) Sinai] lip fol- spacing 1/1.6"

(3) Made out of brass or bronze

(a) Removes after welding:

Welded metal won't adhere

(4) Made out of base material

(a) Left inside-pipe

b.: Uses of backing rings

To. secure 1001 penetration

(3)

Preve,Rtion of slag and globules

from falling _inside pipe

Alignmentof pipe ends

(a) :Keep the pipe straight

c. Not ordinarily used

(1) Shop fabrications

<(2) When internal cleaning is
required

d. Reinforcement

(1) .1/16 maximum reinforcemznt

(2) Avoid excessive

(a) Can cause undesirable stress
concentrations

Template:

(I)

(2)

Used to lay out work

To insure proper fit-up

f. Wrinkle Bending

(1) Can be used on all sizes
and thickness of pipe



(2) oxyaceteier:. torch

is used for heat

E3) Easy.to correct mistakes

Welding procedure

a. Clean all. surfaces and _surrounding

areas 1/4". back from edges

P b. Rerrove all :

.(1) .N.bt
USe Mcch-z.n ical Cleaning

(2) Scale .

(3) 0 fl and greaSe
use atemiCal cleaning

(4) F.int

6. 4 Al ignment and tack weld

a. Use of 'backing rings

b. SUitafe fixtures

Proper welding sequence

At least. 4 tack wetds

(1) 2-3 T length

(2) IOC% penetrat ion

g. Practice shop safety in performa;Ice

of. requi red_ tasks

41)

d No hcrse play

No smoking

c; Maintain cyan area and
clean daily

0. Inspect cables

(1) Cracks

(2) Frayed wires

Utilize Health and safety equipment

a. Welding helmet and eye. protectioo

99



(I) Check daily

(a) For cracks

(b) -Proper shade size giO

b. Gloves

C. Clothing suitable for job

(I) Iii3h top boots

(2) Long sleeved shirts

Kr tons

(4) Leathers

d. Use guards on machinery

(1) Face shields

APPLICATION

410 given material Student will

a; P!epare the metal

b. Set up joint for weldirig

c. Weld pipe to specification of

", TO -.3414=.1-5

Student will observe all Safety

precautions in the accocplishment

. of project
C

EVALUATION

I. Student prdject will be checked for

proper preparation and welding

,procedures;

-ASSlttanee wIll be given when

.necessary.

. !nstrutter will check students

wtlds

011"
Summary.

.CONCLUSiOR



Review

Preparation of peroe

h. Pipe :4ciding techniqiieS

c; shop safety

2: Assignment

. a. .
Review 3ABR53

t. Review notes tal-..en in clet;7;

c. Co.riplete 3ABR53230-W5-4C4

.

'kw

0
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INTRODUCTION Time:

Review:' During our last lesson, we Covered the
principles of pipe welding, types of
joints and electrodes. Evaluate CTT
assignment and critique missed items.

NEN! Overview: Upon completion of this lesson you
-----,-wi-4-4.-----urt-der-stand--and a pp fy 'The

pr.jnciples and techniques of
r welding heat and corrosion resistant
ferrobs alloys.

Motivation:

fRESENTATION

Refer to objective 4_,fiL

I, Welding heat andcorroSion
resistance ferrous alloys

a. Stainless steels most comm sly
used and'will he discussed now
are:

(1) Chromium stainless

(a) Not recommended for
welding

(b) Subject to rapid grain
growth

( c )

BODY //--- Time:

Willnotresr;id"to heat
treatment (grains)

After welding; have very
little ductility

103
1
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-
(2) Chrordium nickels Austenitic Stiiniess

Steel .

(a) Highly recommenbed for Welding

(b): After Welding; extremely tbugh-
add ductile

r Higfily SUitable for
.aircraft parts

321 E. 347 are used For
__aircraft_ parts_

b.. Metallic arc weldingis generally used in
fabrication and repair of,Stainless Steels

(1) Metallic arc gives instant heating

(a) Quickly brought to melting temp
of 2650°F

(b) Surrounding metal compOti
cold'

1000° -- 1500 °F

2 -.Heat affected zone

(2) Didn't hold at melting-temp. too long

(a) If metal is over-heated

(3)

1 Warpage occurs

Loss of corrosion resistance

3 Undesirable grain growth

Arc welding of Stainless Steel is

recommended for it decreases 'carbide
precipitation

(a) Carbide precipitation

Free carbon comes out of
solution and films along
grain to boundaries

1U4

(



i
JO Electrode covering provides

a fluxing action - gas protective

shield

1 To protect the weld from
oxiOtion

(c). Various electrodecombinations
availa6lc

o

I_ For various alloys combinations

C.: -Selection of.electrd7fe, polarity

and current

(f) Military specification
(M1L-E-6844)

.(a) Color marking

347 Electrode

a 19=9

(b) 19% Chromium

(c) 9% Nickel

.1- Primary- yellow

Secondary - Blue-

.

(2) Ma pfactures stamp number
oh rod

4

(3) Manufactuties take into consideration
certain 'elements are lost as
they,pass through arc

(6) Compensate for_ loss by
increase in volatile
elements

(b) When welding 18-8 steel
a 19-9 rod is used

(c). Corm tum is added to S.S.
as a stabilizing agent.

(d)' 30eof Columbium is lost
during welding

(e)- Titaniuo will not transfer

across arc



Nee

-(4) Low,current DC with RP most generally used

.(a) Place the hot end at_the electrode tip

_(b) A lower current is used for Stainless Steel because
of its lower hear' condudtivity

d. Welding procedures for Stainless Steel Butt, Joint

(1) Preparation of. metal

"(a) Clean
(b) Bevel

(2) Setup proper ding and tack weld

(a)" For.good penetration
(b) Alignment of parts

(3) Hold proper arc length,and angle to insure good fusion

(a) Keep weaving down to a minimum

e. Weld characteristics

(1) Butt Java

.4a) Spacing - 1/16"

(b) Penetration 100%
(c) Reinforcement 1/16"
(d) Bead .width 3-4T

. (e) Electrode angle 200

(2) No overlap; undercat or slag inclusions:

f. Utilize health and safety equipment

(1) Eye.protection

g-

O

(a) #10 lens
(b) Arc helmet
(c) Check lens'for cracks

(2) Wearing suitable clothing

(a) High top boots
(b) Lang sleeved shirt

(c) Leather aprons
(d) Gloves

Practice shop safety in performance of reqUired tasks

: Nes g4 V7 keive been eim.;Ilect
iitotAxtver,ctit mAer;cei ;i-

106
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(0 Daily clean-up

(2) No smoking in la

(3) Check cables For cracks
or frayed wires

(4) Use protective clothing
when using power equipment

(a) Face shield

APPLICATtON--

Given material and equipment, for
welding a. butt, tap, tee; joint in
stainless steel, the student will:

a; Prepare joints for welding

b. Weld joints according to spec-
ifications of TO 34W4-1-5.

Student will observe all safety
,precaution'during'accomplishment,
of .project.

EVALUATION

'. 'Student projects Will be_ checked for

preparation of material and welding
prpcedures.0,kssistance will be given

when necessary; ,

.4'

END OF DAY SUMMARY

107
7

1. Stainless steels types

2. Metallit.,Art. Welding

3. Selection of Electrode.,

Polaricurrent

4. Welding PrOcedures

5; Weld chardcteristics

Shop safety

7. Safety equipment



DAY 7-
OTT Assignment

POT -Item 5a
POI Time 2 hrs

1; Read 3ABR53131-SG-405.

2. Answer questions at end
of chapter 405.

3., Review TO 34W4-1-5

4. Modern Welding Handbook
(chap pages 28 H31)

INTRODUCTION _TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION
. .

.Refer to objective 4a
Remotivation:

Review:

1. Evaluate CTT assignment and critique
missed items.

Types of stainleSs

-Metallic arc welding

.

4. Selection of eleCtrodeb polarity
current -

5; :Melding procedures

6.: Weld characteristics

7: Shop safety

Safety equipment,:(persOnaI)
.

Overview. g le.U&-Corrosion Resistant Ferrous Alloys

1. Students-will weldfstainiess 'steel
sheet id'-studyg4ide44ci1111-.

2. will obServeall.safet
pretutions during acoMplishment
of"Ptodects.

EVALUAiION:

l. Students' p jects will be checked:
for proper welding techniques and
procedures:



Assistance will
necessary..

3. instructor will
weIds, _

be .given when

check. students

CONCLUSION

. SuMmary

a; Type of StainIest Steel

b. Selection of elac.trodespolarity__
and current

b. Cleaning and repairs

d. Types of joints

e. .Safety

2. Atsignment: Given at End of Diy Summary.

3.. Remotivation:

i. Closing Statement:

IL

Time:
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ATTENTION:

INTRODUCTION

Time:

-REVIEW: During our last lessont we covered the characteristics and; types of
heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys. We also covered the
principles and techniques of welding heat and corrosion resistant
ferrous alloys.. Evaluate CTT assignment and critiqr- missed items.

OVERVIEW: Upon completion := this lesson, you will understand and apply the
principles and techniques of welding cast iron.

MOTIVATION:

C,4

PRESENTATION

Refer to Objective #57-.

I. :Weld butt:joint in gray iron cast'?

'a._ _General information

(f) Cast Iron contains

BODY Time:

(a) Carbon' - 1;7.- 4:5%

(b) Iron - 91 - 94%

(c) Silicon - Remainder with
..- alloying elempats

(2) Types of Cast'lron

Contains carbon in
- solution combined fo'rm

2- Silvery and white appear-__
ance when broken, no free
graphite

3 Hard and brittle -

a Used: in machinery

not 'subject toshock

-I/



Produced by quenching
rap-idly from molten
state

(b) Malleable Cast I ron

(0

'1 Will (bend before breaking

2 Suitable foruse where
- s-14oclLoccurs

3 Produced by prolonged
anneal ing of White cast

ron

Grey Cast Iron

I Most common type used

2 I f broken the surface
appears grey and nearly
covered with free graphite

3 Prodticed by stow cooling: in:
sand from molten state.

(3)--=_Characte_rist.i_cs=of -Cast -I-rorr-
.

(11)

(a) Hardness

(b) Brittleness

High Compression strength(

(d) /Ugh Shocki wear and corrosion
resistance

(e) Tendency to crack at quick
temperature Changes

(f). Not mailable at any
tompePa4ure---.

93

Metallic Arc Welding of Cast Iron

'('a) Repair of small parts. .

I_ Mild steel elect rode designed
for cast iron

a. Strong cast ferroweld

.;b_ Produces a non-Achonable
weld

1 1 2 _



2, Heavy coated 18-8 Electrode

I If machining Is.necessary use
a ni -rod or nlcast .rod

(b) Repair of larger patts

Pre-flea tto reduce danger
of cracking

1500° - 2000°F a

red color

5) Preparation of Metal

(a) Edges of joint, bevel to form
.60 angle (included)

174) 3/32 spacing for 1 p

(E) Drill a:small hole_ at each end
- of crack before welding- prevent

crack froiii spreading

(d) Studdin

1 Where maximum strength
is desired

2 Place steel studs 1/4 F= 3/8"
. Zia_ into parti project- 3/16 -
I/4 above and weld around

3_ Grooves "are:usedwhen studding
is not applicable

(6) Welding Procedures

(a). Rpvette Rolatity with mtnrmum
-current setting

I. 80=110 'amps - 1/8 6010
Electrode

(b) Stringer, beads of 1" length

Allow each bead to 'cool
before Continuing

2 Peen each bead to ;

a- Rel i eve. stresses

.....eaft..

0-



b. Reduce the danger of
cracking

3 Clean each bead free of

slag

k Use small dia. electrode

A sma 1 kr mot ten pool

better control

5_ Keep weaving down-to-a
minimum

6 Hold a long arc

a Set start on 7 1/2

(7) Carbon Ar6 Welding

(a) Single carbon arc using
cast iron filler rod

t Use a flux

coo,ling produces. a

machinable wetd==-__-

(b) Twin carbon arc forbrazing
of cast icon

2. Utilize Health and Safety Equipment

a. Eye Protection

(1) #10 lens

(2) Arc helmet

(3) Check lens fOr cracks

'Wearing suitablitekA+4-ntr--

(I) High top boots

2) Long-sleeved shirt

(3): Leather aprons

doves

,



3; Practice shop safety in performance
of required tasks

a. Daily clean up -

No smoking in lab

Check cables for cracks pr
frayed wires

.

d. Use protective clothing when
using power equipment

(1) Face shield

APPLICATION

Students will weld butt joints in
gray iron castings to TO 34144=1=5
specifications.

2. Students will observe ail r;cf.ct7_
precautions during accc=piishment

- of projects; F

5-VALUATION.

1: Students projectswiII be checked
for proper preparation of joint
and according to TO 34W4 -1 -5

specifications.

2; Assistance will be given when
necessary.

3. Instructor wincheck-welds;

,7CONCLUSION

I. End of Day Summary

.

a. Types of cast iron

__
b; Characteristics of cast iron

c. Welding procedures'

d. Safety equipment

e. Shop Safit :

f. Weld characteristics



Selection of electrode, polarity
and current

,CTT ASSIGNMENT: POI Items 6a, b, c, d, e

DAY 8 PrI Time 2 hrs

Remotivatien:

4. Closing Statement:

97

1. Read 3ABR53131-S0 -406.

2. Answer questions at end
of chapter.

3. Review TO 34W4-1-5.

4; Modern Welding Handbook
:(chap 9, 13, 14 S 20)

'
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.

.
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.
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.
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size and
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13 and 14 Modern

.
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LESSON PLAN (Part I; Gonna!) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued)

-Given equipment, while observing all shop safety measures; perform operator
maintenance, of resistance spot welding machines TAW TO 34W4=1=5.

Teaching steps are listed in Part. Ii;

.
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ATTENTION:

INTRODUCTION Time:

406

REVIEW: During our-last lessoh we covered the characteristics and types of

cast iron._-We,also covered the principles and techniques of welding

cast :iron.

OVERVIEW: Upon completion of this lesson, you,..rill understand and apply the

principles and techniques,of welding cast iron.

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION

BODY

Refer to objective #1

1,; Hard. surfacingi_cutting and
resistance welding

a. Hard surfacing

(1) ApPlxing a hard metal to
a softer one

(2) Applied to many parts and
equipment

(a) Farm and heavy eq pmert

(b)- Snow plows, railroad
rails

(c) Home Tools

Basically the same ip
oxyacetylene hard surfacing

(3)

(a) Differs in method of
application (ARC)

(4) Admantages of hard-surfacing,-

(a) Increase the life of a

part 2-25 tines

Time:



(b) Resistance to

I Wear

2 Abrasion

11- Corrosion

4 Impact

(5) Three general groups .

(a) Ferrous alloys-iron base

1 Group la

(b)' Non- ferrous .alloys

(c)

__
.Small amount of iron-

group 3

Diamond substituti

Groups 4 & 5

a POwdered or tubes

(6) -Method of application

(a) Metallit arc

(b) Carbon arc

(c) Oxyacetylene

b; Hard surfacing can be used On

Low and medium carbon steels
.50% or less

High carbon steels

(a) Heat treated before and
after to remove brittleness
and prevent cracking

(b) lf heat treating cannot be
done, use the transition method

-L 18-8 rod to build up, then
hard surface

/01



(3) Almost all ferrous the

(4) Low alf6y steels - heat
treated after

(5) Mangenese steels, 1l.=14%

Manganese

Avoid overheating

(0) Peen after_ welding to
relieve stresses

(6) Stainless Steels

(a) Maintain cormsion
resistant properties

(7) Cast Iron. (gray and alloy cast)

(a) Melts lower thah stainless
steel

(8) Malleablelron

(a)- Reheat to remove sub-
surface .brittleness

(b) 1500°F

(9) Monel metal

(10) in some cases, heavy sections of
brass, bronze and copper

(a) 'eheat to a red heat then
apply group 3,alloys

c Hard'surfacing cannot be applied to:

(1) Thin sections of

(a) Brasi

(b Bronze

(c) Copper and its- alloys

(2) AluminUm and its alloy-

(3)' High speed steels

(a) Already as hard as they 121
can be, 1'

log



6.

d. Alloys used for hard surfacing

Classified 'into five groups

(a) Gr. 1-80% or more of iron

(b), Gr. 2-50% to- 80% i rOn

(c) Gr. 3-non-ferrous alloys

(d) Carbide material up to

95% tungsten carbide-

. (e) Pure crushed tungsten
carbide

(2) No single hard surfacing material is

satisfactory for all applications

(a) Upends.on base metal and
desired surface

I Hardness

2 Toughness

3 Shoek and wear resistance

ex anvil after hard

surfacing-

e. Metal Preparation

(1) Cleanin-g = Mechanical

ja)" Machining

(b) Grinding

(c) 'Fi ling.

,
(d) Sandblasting and wire

brushing as a last resort

r only

'Because 'grease and oil are
driven. into the metals pores

(2) Round off thin edges-to :prevent

overheating

/O2J4



Preheati_ng

(1) Same precautions as for
welding

(2) Heat treated steels are to be
annealed

(a) Re-heat treated

(3) After heat treatment use a slow
quench

(a). Oil

Thidkness of hard surface will range.
from 1/16" O 1/4" =

(1) Bead Width 3/4T to 1 1/4T

(2) lf a greater build up is requiredi
use_ group 1 alloys then finjsh
with ,group 2 or 3'

h. Metallic Arc W!)ding
. .

(1)c Bare or coated electrodes
use DCRP

(a) Except some of groups
4 & 5

(2)- Flux coating

(a) Assures good penetration

(b) Helps stabilize the arc

(c) Prevents oxidation

1 Provides slag coating

(3) Hold a long arc
c.

(4) Bare electrodes

(a) Produce heavy beads

i. Carbon arc welding

(1) Can be used for all metals that
can be metallic arc welded

p
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(2) Straight polarity

(a) NOn-donsumabie electrode

(b) Used _for some of the group_

4 and.5 powdered and granulated
alloys

.

1; Arc Cutting

a. Used to cut non-ferrous material
and cast iron

Used in welding shops

(1) Used in scrap yards for
salvage work

(2) Fast and economical

c.' Three arc cutting processes

(1) Metallic arc

(a) AC or DC straight polarity

(2) arbon arc

laY DC straight polarity

(3) Oxy-Arc

(4) All are faster than
oxy-acetylene

(a) But leave a rougher.

cut

d. Application

(1) Metallic Arc

(6) Plat type; heavy coated
electrode

E-6012 or E -6013

Coating serves as insulator

To prevent rapid melting

of electrode



(c ) Current setting much higher

than for welding

diameter = current

I/8" 200 amps

5/32" 300 amps

3/16" 400 amps

(d) Cutting procedures

1 Safety-clothes areorn

2 -Remove all combustible

material

I Start from;-top of part
to bottom

4. AC or DCSP

(2) CarbOn Arc Cutting-

(a) DCSP, high current,
long arc -

(b) Carbon electrode

- I Tapered 6-8T

(c) Cut 'from top to bottom

(3) oxy arc

(a) Special hollow electrodes

,

(b). Regular heavy coated

electrodes

(c) Carbon electrodes

(d) Holder has oxygen orifice
to blow away metal

(e) .Speed of travel like

oxy-acetylene

I_ Jagged cut

(f) Metal is .riot oxidized as in

oxy-acetylene cutting



Resistance Welding:

Metals resistance to electriCity, ow

Metal turns plastic r EXPLAIN

Spot welding

(1) Most widely used resistance
welding process:

(2) Weld is made at one spot
'between the electrodes

b. Spot welding machines

(1) Rocker arm

(a) Upper arm pivots

(b) Lower arm in fixed

position

.(2)

(c) Air pressure or hydraulic

Press type spot welder moves
straight up and down

(a) Lower arm in fixed

position

(3) Multiple spot welders

(a) More than one weld -
mass production

(b) Used in auto body
prodyction

(4) Portable,gun spot welders

(a) Where'pait won't fit n.

jaws of conventional
spot welders

c. Seam welding

-(1) Same principle as spot welding -
electrodes are copper alloy wheels

or rollers

(2) One of the wheels is motor driven



..

(3) Varied

(a) Current

(b) SPeed 'of travel

(c) yield space

(4) Looks like continuous weld

(a). Really a.series of
spot welds

(5) Used on-:

(a) Inner combustion chambers

(b) Outer' combustion chambers

(c) Fuel tanks

Othr.liquid or gas
tight containers

I Always test first with
scrap metal of the same
type as that to be spot

welded

d. Spot welding .electrodes

,(l) High copper alloy

(a) 80% elettrical conductivity

(b) Various types of surfaces

(2)' Hollow

(a) Water cabled

I_ 1 gallon per minute

(3) Contact face diameter-should
equal 4T of-plate to.be spot
`welded

-(4) Re-dressed regularly with a die-
point dresser or emery cloth

Mete] foil welding-unit- vacuum tube
welder

4.



( 1 ) Designed to weld metal from
.002" - .008" thick

(2) Less heat than spot welders

(3) Adjustable heat and repeat cycle

(4) Designed to weld-foil or mesh

(a) Used on insulation blankets
on some types of jet engines

(b) To keep heat away from other
aircraft parts

(c) Helps to maintain maximum
engine performance

(5) Damages

(al Tears

(b) Snags '

(c) Pin holes

I Cut patch with scissors

(6) Welding

(a), Set single-repeat switch
to single

(b) Turn on power and wait for
green light to come on

(c) Set current

(d) Hold tapered ground flat against
the work- to obtain the best
possible ground

I Check for.:strength

Pull'patch off if pottible-

4.- Factors to consider for resistance welding

variables

Cl) Current

(a) Heat to obtain plastic state

1

/0s
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(2) Pressure

(a) To combine the plates

(3) Time

(a) Long enough _for proper

fusion

(4) Electrode contact area

(a) Must be 4T

b. Timing periods in seconds

(1) Weld time

(2) Squeeze time

(3) Hold time

(4) Off time

(a) Metal cooled, cycle
completed

(b) Electrode released

Preparation of metal

a. Very important to get maximum

electron flow

Ethery c :th and acetone

Welding carbon steels

a. Easiest of all metals

Because of its wide plastic range

c. Welded with a variety of

Current settings

Pressures

Time settings

7, Welding Stainless Steels

EasY to Weld but time, pressureand
_

current must controlled:

1 29
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b. Because of carbide precipitation

Welded: ik'raiiidly as possible

8;. Titanium and its alloyt

a. Cleaning is most important

(I) Wash in trichlorethylene

(a) Immersion foe 10=15 minutes

in aconcentratiOn of 8%

nitric acid and 2% hydro=

flouric acid

Test spot weld for strength, porosity,

nugget size and shape

a. Inspection of outer surface

Smooth and flat

Free of cracks

Free of tip pick up and

flash pits
4

(a) .No. contamination from

electrcide

'b. Internal insPection

(1) Sheared weld should

(a) Tear away from other plate

(b) Fine grained and round

W Rough fused

(2) Hammer and chisel

(3) Microscope is used to determine

grain size and check for cracks

(4) Penetration 20 to 8b of I

10. Perform operator maintenance of

resistance welder

a. Clean contact surfaces of lower

armature with steel.wool

17130
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(1) Every six months when welding

steel

. (2) Every month when welding
aluminum

(3) Die point dresser and emery
cloth

(4) Lubricate swivel arm every
eight hours

II. Utilize health and safety equipment

a. For Arc Cutting

#10 or 12 lens

High.top shoes

Long sleeved shirt

Leather sleeves and apron

Gloves

b. For resistance welding

(1) Gloves

(2) Face shield

12. Practice shop safety in performance
of required tasks

a. Daily clean up

b. No smoking in lab

c. Check area for flammable materials
while cutting

e;

Check cables for cracks or frayed

wires

Use protective clothing-for cutting,
spot welding and when using power
equipment in the shop



APPt1CATION

1. Given maierial,studenti will operate
resistance spot welders and Foil ;welders
and will.weld vayious types of material

to TO 34W4=1=5 specifications. Students

wilt^ also arc cut and perform-:mlmar
maintenance on:spot welding eqUipment.

2. ASsistance willbe given whenjiecessary.

3. Students will observe.all safety precautions
during welding procedu'res.

EVALUATION:

I. Students will be checked for preparation
of metal, nugget size, penetration and
grain size.

2. Students will be checked for.cleanress

of arc cut.

Students will be checked out while performing
minor maintenance-on resistance welders,

END OF DAY SUMMARY

1. Hard surfacing

a; Groups

b. When used

2. Arc Cutting

a. Types

b.- Principles

3. Resistance Welding'

a. Types

b. Principles

Maintenance-
,

Weld Chard6terristics

e. Selection of electrode sizes

14-132
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Study Guides and_Workbooks are training. publications authorized by Air TrainingCommand (ATC)
for student use in ATC courses.

. .

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presenfv the information you need to complete the unit of instruction or
makes assignments for you to read in other publications which contain the required information;

The -WORKBOOK- (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you achieve the learrring
objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge acquired from using the study guide will help you perform
the missions or exercises, Si:Aire the Problems,- or answer questions presented in the workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains-both SG and WB material under one cover.
The two training publications may be combined when the WB is not designed for you to write in, or when
both SG and WB are issued for you to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for twining
purposeS; but are NOT to_be _used on the job as authbritative references in preference to Technical Orders
or other official publications.

UNIT

"Vier

CONTENTS

TITLE PAGE
. -

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
OF ARC WELDING MACHINES

I through 9

302 IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF ELECTRODES 11 through 15

303 STRINGER BEADS AND BUILDING UP WORN SURFACES 17 through 22

304 FILLET:WELft IN THE FLAT AND HORIZONTAL 23-through 31
POSITIONS

305 BUTT JOINTS OF CARBON STEEL PLATE 33 through 37

306 , BUTT JOINTS OF CARBON STEEL 39 through 40
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Mettle Technology Branch
Chanute-APB, Illinois

3ABR53131-:SC-301

PRINCIPLES OFOPEWION AND MAINTENANCE OF
ARC WELDING MACHINES

OBJECTIVES

115

After_cOMpleting this study guide and classroom instruction, you will understand

basic electricity and the operatingprinciples_as they apply to arc welding machines.

You will set up an arc welding machine for welding; and perform operator maintenance.

INTRODUCTION

'Tbe electriccurrent
'used for metallic
arc, welding is:supplied
by a machine that
converts line voltage
of 110, 220, or 44a
volts to low voltage,
.highjiMptrage current;
The heat required is
generated in the Space
between a consumable
electrode'and the basic

metal by thexedtkent_
jumping -this space and
creating an electric'
arc, _The temperature
of this arc varies from
5;000! to 10,000°F1
Since you must know -:

What controls this arc
and why it needs to;_

be controlled,,We Will
discdat the operation
and maintenancenf the
various types of arc
Wilditt machines.

INFORMATION.

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY AND RESOURCES

Due to the conservation
of energy resources,
do not Write In or mark'
on any training literature
since it will-be reused
by'other classes. Lights
will be turned off any
time the classroom is
vacant foi more than
20 minutes. All consumable
materials will be used'
conservatively through9ut
Block III.

a

-ARC
STREAM

Figure

FUNDAMENTALS OF
ELECTRICITY IN
ARC WELDING

1.. Simplified Diagram Of Biectrtc
Arc W4ding Circuit;

commonly known as,voltage;
The voltage is created
by an imbalance-of
electricity. This
imbalance is created -

when the'welding generator
develops At adOttidal
Charge greater than
the resistance -in the

leads. The voltage
then fortes the electric.
'current through_the
welding lead And electrode;
AA the current reaches
the end of,the_electrodei
the voltage builda.
up until, like lightning,
it has the necessary
push to force the current
across the ariTiap;
The current passing
across the_arc_gap
releases energy in
the form of heat, causing
the molten_pool to
form almost immediately;

Ampere

In order to control
the amount of electricity
in any given circuit;
it needs to-be measured

_,Thereare baiic electrical
facts which you should
know in-order to
understand the purpose,
and use of electricity
in arc welding:'

Circuit

.-Electricity cannot
flow without a complete
conducting path. This
path is called a circuit.
In arc welding, this
circuit is made_up of
the welding leads,
electrode, and'the arc
stream; as shown in
figure 1.

VQ1tage

Electricity needs
-a'push to move through
the circuit jusp as
waterdoes thrbugh.a
pipe; -This push is

supplied by an-
electromotive force

1

135 .a



first:' The unit of
measurement is called.=
an ampere.- An ampeie
is a 4-sure, of the
amount of. current.
flowing past a. given
pOint in asecont.

Otim

The rate of current_
floWin$ in the difddit.
is partially determined
by the-amount of resistance.

--------,---Resiatinceito current
flow is measured in
ohms._ Each metalhas
iteo*namount of
resiatancet In welding,

leads must be made
from ametarryhich.-:
has a Iow resistance. ;-
Since copper_isone-
of the beat Eendactors -2
-(1dit resistance)", it

is used in many elettrical
appliante#, generators;
lined; and yeIding
leads. Steel has
a high_ resistance and
would become too hot
for welding- purposes
other than itS use
as an electrode.

Art Length

When metallic are
Welding, the proper
length of arc is
oeceaserrto concentrate
the heatOn the work:
With a long arc, muck.
of the heat is ldat
by radiating into
the atmosphere: A
short arc is more
giving more control
of the molten pool.
With a short ire.
vapors from the-burning
electrode coating _

surround the 416-aid-de
Metal and the:mate:a
pooI;preWeatinglaii
from reaching thed.

ARC WELDING PRINCIPLES

When a current =_
tarrying'dircuit is

WC MTN, 1104.T01 VELD IIILTM.

-
VICLD DOOMED .

Figwre 2. Arc Char=teris

broken, the current will
continue to flow across
inopenitguhtil the

`'gap becomes too wide.
In bridging-this gap,_
the current is carried
by superheated gases
from the- heated atmosihere
and particlesdf_metal
from the_terminals.
This Will'develOii_an
intensely bright light
which is called an
electric arc. Since
the resistance in the'
arc is very high.' a
great deal of- electrical

atergy'is converted
into heati_both in
the arc and at the
points at which it
enters and leaves tha
tertinala.- When the
proper,arc length is
used the -metal exposed
to it will melt almost
instantly. Figure _

2 -shows the characteristics
of.the electric-arc.

Polarity

Every electrical
circuit has a positive
and a. negative terminal
or pole. In a direct

en-
:circuit currnt (DC),

-

ties of Heavy-Coated Eie

' the current flows in
one direction only.

' The line that carries_
current from the qumly
is tilled the 'positive -

side, --and the line

that- returns the current
to_the suppiy is tailed
the negative side - (depending'

on_the_theory_use4).
Polarity is simply
defined is the direction
of curreht-floW. By
Changing the direction

- of the current- through`
the work and electrode,

. the polarity Is changed;

In straight polarity,
the work istounetted-
to_the positive side; .

and thealectrOdeis
connected to thenegative
side. In- reverse polarity,
'the_work is connected
to the negative side
and the electrode is
connected to the positive
side; Figure 3 illustrates
current flow in straight
and reverse polarity, .

DC wading.

Wheausing-aterniting
,current (AC) welding
machines, there is
no polarity choice.

g
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Ai Straight Polarity.

Alternating current
changes its direction
of flow twice each
cycle. Because of
this, AC machines
cannot be used for
all types of welding.
However, AC welding
dOes have one advantage
over DC welding; the
changing polarity
reduces or elhninates
"arc blow."

Weld Metal Deposition

metallic arc
welding-processes,
five separate and
distinct forces are:.
responsible for the
transfer of molten
filler metal and slag
-to the base metal.

B. Reverse Polarity.

Figure 3. Fotarity.of WeDding 'CirFuits.

GRAVITY. .This is
the principle which
accounts for the transfer
of molten metal in
the flat position.
In tbether welding
positions, gravity_
may cause a loss of
weld -metal and slag
-because surface tension
cannot retain large
amounts of molten,

. metal and slag in the
weld crater.. in these
casesi a smaller electrode
with lowercurrelit-
sertings should be7used.

GAS EXPANSION. A:
gas le produced'by
the burning of the
electrode_coating._ This
gaaexpanda from.the
heat at the electrode
tip and helps to project

- the molten globules
of metal and slag away
from_the electrode tip
and into theTmaten
pool. The electrode
Casting, extending beyond
the tip of the electrode,
controls the:direction:
of gas expansion and
directs the molten metal.
into the molten pool.

ELECTROMIGablild FORCES..

The electrode tip acts
as an electrical conductor.
Sinde-the molten metal
globule is also am electrical
.s.onductori it -is- affected.

by" -the magnetic forces
acting at 96 degrees
to the direction of
current-flow. These
forcesproduce a pinching
effect on the metal_
globule and speeds its
separation from the
end of the electrode.
This is particularly
helpful in transferring
the Metal in_the horizontal,
vertical, and'overhead
positions.

ELECTRICAL FORCES.
The force produced by the

3

voltage_across the
arc pulls thepindhed
off gIobuIe:of metal
into the molten pool
regardless of the welding
position.

SURFACEIWISION;
Surface tension is. .

tle force whiCh_keeps
the-fillermetal and
Slag in contact with
themolten_basemetil.---
in the arc crater.
It helps to retain
the molten metal in
the horizontal, vertical;
and overhead positions,
and. is a determining
factor in the shape
of the weld, contour;

Magnetic Arc Blow

A Phenomenon. of DC
arm.welding is the
tendendyof the arc
to waver as though
a blast of air were
being blown against
it. Thit trouble is
often encountered when
welding in corners
and at the start and
end of butt joints;
The arc is forcibly:
moved by a-magnetic
field that is set up
in the work by_the
flow of the welding
current. The direction
and amount of the arc.



bending depends.oia the
direction and strength
of the magnetic field.
In orderto eliminate.
or a5nim49ethis_
interference, the
"position_of the ground
in relation to the arc
or the angle to the
electrode ahould be
changed. Altha.igh these

two methods are not
the only way to_pl4iillate
arc blow,_they:do work
more often than any
other method. As you_;
.become more proficient
in welding, another -

methOd may be found
WhiCh WOrka better;

SELECTION OF CURRENT
AND ELECTRODE

The selection of the
proper welding current
and voltage depends
upon the size of the
electrode, thickness
of the metal being
welded, :position of
the weld, acid the experience
and skill of the welder.
Since several factors
May affect the current
settings; information
published by_welding
machine manufacturers
should only be used
as a guide.

One of the difficulties
often encountered in ..

learning to strike an
arc is having the. electrode
freeze to_the work.
This can be overcome
by tavtag_the electrode
across the workas if
striking A_MatCh, as
Shown it figure 4.

After establishing
the arc, develop a long
arc momentarily to preheat
the base metal, then
Shorten it to the proper
:length and continue
the weld. The proper. arc

.4\-!

.777,717/0W11:14

FiOurS 4. Procedure for
Strikim the Arc;

_length is approximately
the same as the diameter
of the electrode and
has a characteristic
hissing and crackling
Sound; If the arc
is too short, it will
sputter, go out
Intermittently, and
the electrode will
stick to the work.
An arc that is too
long causes_ spattering,
loss ofpriddle_control,
and poor penetration.

General -Procedures

The following are
general procedures to be
used when arc welding:

1. Clean the surface
of the metal to be
welded.

2; Uncoil the welding
cables. 1Place the.
ground_ plate -on .the

Melding table and the
electrode holder in
its receptaab.

3* Plug in the:power
cable and start the
machine.

4.- Grip the electrode
in the holder near
the end.

S;' Pick out a definite
spot on,the plate,.
lower_the helmet,_
au strike the arc..

4

6. Hold a long arc
momentarily, then
shorten it.

7. ,Break the arc
after depositing a few
globules of metal.

S. .Continue this
procedure until the
arc can be struck at
the first attempt and
at the right spot.

PRECAUTIONS:

1. HAKE SURE THE
GOKIND CONNECTION"
ON THE MACHINE
IS PROPERLY MADE.

2. AVOTY"FLASRING"
YOURSELF OR
OTHERS

3. USE PLIERS TO
HANDLE HOT METAL.

C.L,A.S.S. Rule

There are five major
factors of welding
thich will greatly
affect the quality
of the weld. taking
the first letter of
each and forming an
abbreviation from them,
the name C.L.A.S.S.
rule was formed. The
factors are:

CTIRREN2 SETTING (C).
This can affect undercut,
overlap, and penetration.

ZEROTH OF ARC (V.
This affects amount of
splatter, bead shape, -

and penetration.

MGM OF ELECMODE (A).
The electrode acts much
the same as an oxyacetylene
-torch in this manner;_
Undercut, overlap* and
improper weld bead -

contour are common defects
caused by improper angle.

111
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bkbel OF TRAM (9).:
yarlationa of this factor
can cause variations
in_bead height, bead
Width, Undettitt, and

overlap

6772CTION OF ELECTRODE:

(S); The correct selection
is important in getting:.
the proper mechanical
properties in a weld;
Common defects_caused '

by itiPtOPer selection
are loss of corrosion
resfstance_and ductility
in the: weld.

ELECTRIC. ARC
WELDING MACHINES

The function of an
-eledttit arc welding
maehlri is to provide
the source of current
necessary fOr welding.
It also provides a means
for sustaining and
controllini the amount
of weldtig current.
These functions_are
achieved in various
ways, depending on:the
design features of the
mandfaCturer. Although
arc welding machines
may be elassified in
various ways, they are
either- direct current:
(DC) ovalternating
current (AC).. In recent
yearsi.howsveri electric:

-. and selemilma plate
rectifiers have been

_ developed which operate
on_AC to produce,a DC
Welding turtent;

DIRECT CURRENT ARC
WELDING. MACHINES

.DC arc welding Machined
are suitable for use
on all metaIs. They

usually PrOdUee more
satisfactory results
when welding thin
materials because of

, the low current settings

tequire1; However,
-the _type.ofmachine
besE suited for metallic
'art welding depends
upon many factors.
The main difference
between AC and DC. arc
welding is in the lower
initial cost and lower
operating costs of
the AC equipment.

Electric Motor-Driven
GeneratoF

The most widely-used
welding machines are
the motor-generator
tvtie. These machines
operate:on electric
power and prodUce
direct current of the
proper characteristics'
for arc welding. They
consist of a driving
motor and a direct
current generator..
The armature of the
generator is mounted
.on the same Shaft'at
the rotor of the driving
motor: . The shaft is_
supported.ateach end
on ball bearings and
the machine is made
as compact_as_possible.
TWO controls for the
wading current are
provided;_ one_for large
increases or decreases,
and the other for small.
changes. SomeMadhinee
provide a switch for
changing polarity;
.whereas, others require
changing the.position
of the welding cable
leads.: A pushbutton
switch located on the
control panel allows
convenient starting
and stopping of the
machine and _overload
protection for' the
driving motor. ,A voltmeter
and ammeter permit_
you to set-the machine
tathe correct current
output. Most of these

5

imithltire mounted ."
on a chassis so that _.

you can move them around :
imtheshop. They
can be mounted_either
vertieallyor_horizontally;
Motor- generator welders
are rated by current_
adtpdt_in amperes'and
range. from 100 to 1200
amps.. A 300 amp_welder
is theaverage_size____
used in most Air Force
welding shops. These .

current ratings represent
theatount'of current
which theM'achine can
.generite:coniinuously
for one hour without
exceeding a. specific
temperature rise. However,
they can deliver more
than_the rated current
fdr.bi short _period
without damage to the
marhina.

Figure 5.. FMrtable Goaaiine
Aro Wider.

Engine-Driven Generator

When an electric
power source is not
available, a gasoline
or diesel - engine is

used to drive the welding
generator. The engine
is equipped with an
automatic throttle:
-control and a governor
to control the powei
demand on the generator.
The complete unit, .

as shown in figure 5, is
usually mounted on
a trailer-type chassis

139`
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VOLT=AMPMETERI

VOLTAGE RHEOSTAT

STARTING SWITCH

CURRENT AMPERAGE
SELECTOR

GROUND PLATE

POLARITY SWITCH

tae

ELECTRODE HOLDER

Figure 6;

and can be towed to .

the JO site.

DC Motor Generator (Dual

.When both voltage and
amperagacfthawalder
are_adjustable by manual
controls, the machine
is classified as eirhial
control type, as shown:
in figure 6;

Rectifier Welder

The voltage fret
such a generator usually
ranges from 15 to 45.
volts across the arc,
although any setting
is subjected to constant
variation due to ChhaSet
in the arc length:
-Current output may-
-vary from 20 to up
4006, depending on
the type of unit.
in most DC welders,
the generator is a
variable voltage type
and is- arranged do-
that the voltage

. automatically adjusts"
Itself .to the detheads_,

Of the are; The amperage

is adjusted manually
and is -set to the proper
range by either a selector
switch or a series
of plug receptacles.

Arc .Weeding Machine.

The rectifier welder
changes alternating
current to direct current '

for welding. Electronic
tubes or 'selenium plates
are used to: change (rectify)
three-phase_alternating
current todirect =rent.
There are controls to
change the welding curtent,
open circuit voltage,
and polarity. The current
output of these Machines
Allows _a stable arc
to be held -at any setting
from 5 to 75 amps. This
allows welding of metals
as thin as 1116" as

6

easily as. welding metals

1/4" trick-

ALTERNATING CURRENT (AC)
ARC WELDING MACHINES

The two general types
of AC arc welders are
the transformer and
rotating types. Most
AC arc welding-machines
are essentially static
transformers. The
transformer ofVrs
three advantages:
(1) low initial cost,
(2) law operettas cost,
and (3) low maintenance
cost. Due to the absence
of moving parts, the
initial and *maintenance
costs are less than
that for DC machines.'

Transformer Type

The transformer type
Of AC welding machine

e.
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:operates from one
phase of the power
supply. the primary
winding is connected'
to the power line
whereas the secondary
winding is- connected
to the wading cables;'
Some machines have
the transforeir winding
tapPed_at intervals
to allow changes in
the_welding current
to be made. By using
the different. taps,
you can increase or
dedreate the current
to suit Your needs.
Other machines have
a movable adl or
cote which is controlled
by a_bandeheel._ Current
settings are made
by either turning
the handwheel clockeite
didfUnterdledkwite
to raise or lower
the current setting.
These machines are
rated by current output.
and_are available with
A wide range of current
settings; Since these
transformers draw _

current only during
the time the weld
is being runi_they
give remarkable cdonomy
in power consumption.
Theyare easily adjusted
to the required current
settings and require
very little maintenance.

Rotating Type.

The rotating type
of welding machine
is a motor-generator.
It can be combined
with a frequency changer
to allow the Welding
machine to be .converted
to hell -arc operations
or to'a_Phase changer
to supply auxiliary ,

power for tools or_
lights. A two-position
switch permits selection'''

of either a high or:

tow current. An auxiliary
control is used for
fine current adjustments.

Accessories

Arc welding machines
require certain accessories
to -make a complete
welding outfit.

WELDING CABLES; Melding
cables (leads) are-
rubber covered, multistrand,
copper cables made
specifically for arc
welding. The size
of cableused depends
on the normal welding
current and the.distande.
from -the machine to

the work. For distances
up to 50 feet,: a-200!
ampere machine should
have a No. 2 cable,
a 300_ampere machine
should have a No; 0
cablei, and a_4.00 ampere

madhine should hatid
aqio. 00 cable.

ELECTRODE HOLDER.
The electrode holder
is attached to one
of the welding cables
and has a clamping
device for holding
the electrode. Various
sizes are available
according to the amperage
capacity of the welding.
machine.

WINTENANCE OF ARC
. WELDING MACHINES

Due to the amount
of dust and grit piesent
in all welding shops,
proper maintenance
of equipment is very
important. _Although_
you can perform.routine
eaintenance;
electrician should
perform any extensive
repairs or adjustments.
The following periodic

7

maintenance sdhedule
should-help Prevent
a major breakdown and
prolong the life of _

'theequipment. Detailed
instructions for the
.operation, maintenance,
overhaul, and the pattt.
catalog for specific
types of arc Welding
machines can be_teued
in the 34W4 series
TO entitled "Welding
Machines and Related
Equipment." An inspection
record noting dates
and maintenance perforeed
.is kept for each machine

Cleaning and Inspection

A maintenance schedule.
is set up to_keep the
welding machine in
good operating condition.
This maintenance should
be scheduled according
to how often the marh-ing.
is _used.

On a daily or "as_ _

used" basis, the cables,
ground,. clamp, and
electrode holder should
be checked_fOr bete
wires and loose connections;

On i weeklY basis,
the welding machine
should be. checked for
loose nuts,: bolts,
screws, or parts; These
components tend to
work loose due to the
vibrations of the. cooling
fan and generator;

Air is drawn into
the' machine by the _ _

cooling fan and circulated
through passages and
around the motor-generator
windings. An accumulation
of dust in thete areas
will cause blockage
o f the air flow and
an increase in operating
temperatures. 'Clean
outthd eedhind with dry
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Electrical Parts

During the monthly
inspection, check the
condition of the switch
points, brushes, commutator,
shown in figure 8, __

and the bearings;
Brushes that have
vorn.enough to appreciably
reduce their spring
tension_should be
replaced. BruSh springs
that have been weakened
from overheating should
be replaCed to assure
positive brush contact.

Each tine the brudhes
are replaced the commutator
should be_checked
for cleanliness and
wear. A commutator
in good condition has a

deep bronze color.
Ridges or pockets on
the surface of the
commutator should be
removed by turning
it Aown on a lathe.

Figure 9.

Electrical switch
contacts that are pitted
should be sanded
smooth (figure 9). Badly
burned contacts should
be replaced.

The Windings of the
generator and motor
should be inspected
once a year. A coat
of shellac should be
applied if they are
dry or cracked.

Lubrication

Welding machines
:having moving parts_
should be lubricated
at 4 to 6month intervals
depending on the nuMber
-Of operating 1i-ours.-

The more the welder
is used, the shorter
the timebetween
lubrications.. Be sure
not to:use too:much.
grease since the excess
could be. thrown onto
the commutator or windings
and cause deterioration
of the inaUlation and
a possible short
circuit. Use the grease
specified by the
manufacturer as found
on the datazplate or
in the Mil Spec..

8

SAFETY

Eyes

The helmet is_your
most important item
of personal safety .

equipment. When fitted
With the proper lens,
it protects you from
three types of radiation;
heat, light, and infrared
and ultraviolet rays;
Since the light rays_
can be hartfUl'to other
people in the area;
use screens or shielda
around- your- work --_
it is necessary to
weld in' an open areai:

keep ill_unnecessary
personnel away and
make sure that your
helper has and uses
a heldet; Itni shades
are determined_by the
amperage used it welding.
A No; 10 shade is
satisfactory-up_to
200_amps; from 200
to 400 amps, a No.
12 shade is_used; and
for over 400 amps,
use a NO. 14 shade;

Clothing

Wear gauntlet type
leather gloves to protect
your hands from heat
and sparks. Use a leather
apron to protect your
clothing from sparks
and globules of molten
metal. 'Wear high top'
shoes and trousers
without cuffs. Cuffs
can collect hot_ sparka
and molten metal which
may ignite your clothing,
resulting in serious
burns. Never wear
torn or ragged clothing
since it can catch
fire easier and exposed
parts of the body may
be painfully burned.

L
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Electric Shock"

When working in a
wet area, be yery careful
when changing electrodes..
Stand on a dry beard
or some other type
of insulating material
And BE SURE that the
machine is GRC'UNDED.

Grinder Operation

A grinder is a simple,
easi, to use tool but
should not be taken

lightly. If used
improperly, it can
cause severe eye- daMage

and cuts.'

Even if the grinder
has a clear shield-
mounted on it, a face
shield is required
for eye protection
from flying sparks
and chips; Safety:
goggles maS, be used
When a face shield
is not available.

A tool rest on the
grinder is another
piece of safety_
equipment and-should
be .positioned no more
than_1/8" from the
grinding wheel. A
distance of morechan

this can causeche
wheel to "grab" the
metal out of your-
handand thus result
in a severe cut.

Note: Always let the
grinding wheel obtain
full rpm before using
it.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all
questions on a separate
sheet of paper,
DO NOT WRITE ON THIS
STU1Y-7a. welding?

/2_3
6; What effect does -

a long arc have on
voltage?

7._ What is surface
tension?.

8. What are the
amperage and voltage
requirements for a
welding machine'

9. Where is the
heat generated when
Welding?

10. What determines
amperage settings While

1. How are the cables
Connected for DCRP?

2. What, are electric
forces?

3. What determines
the type of grease
to be used on welding
machines?

4. What determines
the polarity setting
on a welding machine?

5. What encourages
the flow of electrons
across the arc?

9
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IDENTIFICATION AND;.SELECTION OF ELECTRODES

.

12V

OBJECTIVES.

After completing this study guide and classrbom instruction, you will identify

and select electrodes using Military specifications and AWS numerical and color

codes..

INTRODUCTION

, The electrodes used
for metallic arc welding
do the same job as
the filler rod in
oXyacetylene welding. The

major difference between
the two rods is the
flux coating on the
electrode. Tbit flux
coating serves to protect
the weld from oxidation
while it cools. There
are two basic types
of flux coating with
variations of each
one. Since these electrodes
and coatings are designed
for a specific purpose,
itit necessary for
you to be able to
identify them by their
number or color code.

INFORMATION

. MANAGEMENT OF_DEFENSE
ENERGY AND RESOURCES

Due to the-conservation
of energy resources,
do' not Write inTor..'
mark on any training
literatureaince it-

_ will be reused by other

classes. Lights will
be-turned off any time
theelassroomds vacant
more than 20, minutes.

All- consumable materials
will 'be used conservatively
throughout Block III.

SHIELDED ARC OR HEAVY
COATED ELECTRODES

In order to protect
the weld metal from

ti

the harmful effects
of often and nitrogen
in the air surroundin
the arc, some form of
protection must be provided
in the arc streaL. Since
absorptionofthe oxygen
and nitrogen by the
hot weld metal causes
brittleness in the
weld; the electrodes
are designed with a
tuitahle_coating to prevent
this absorption; The
coating produces a gas

Which kee0S-the-air_
from the arc and forms
slag which acts as
a blanket to slow the
tooling rate of the
molten pool. This
belps_purifythe weld
by letting the impurities
float to the surface.

Shielded arc or heavy
coated electrodes are
made from wire Vhith
has a definite
composition With a heavY
coating around the wire;
These coatings have
been designed to improve
the physical properties
of the weld deposit, T

tcLcontrol arc stability,
and to increase the
speed and ease of
welding in the vertical
and overhead_positions.
These electrodes are
manufactured by extrusion,
wrapping, heavy clipping,
or combinations of
these processes. The
coating of these, electrodes

may be either cellulose,
mineral, or a combination
of both.

Reverse polarity
electrodeshave acellulbde
coating madefrOM:WOOd
pulp; sawdust; cotton,
or various compositions
of rayon. This type
of coating protects
the weld by_forming
a-gate:Out thield as
it burns away; This
gaseous shield allows
the weld to cool and
set up faster; This is
a_ distinct'advautage
Mhen_wilding in_the

ar avprhamt
positions.____

Straight polarity'
electrodes -have a mineral
coating Made from metallic
oxides in the form
of natural-silicates,
such aaatbestos, clay,
or specially manufactured
:forms of silicates.
This coating' protects
the weld by forming
a blanket-of slag which
reduces the_dobling
rate.. Figure 10 illustrates
the shielding effect
-Of.the heavy. tineral.

coating;
.

Low Hydrogen.Electrodes

Jaydrogen.has a hirefUl
effect_onalloY steels
such as causing intergranular
cracks which-are.known
as hydrogen ernbrittlemeut;
This condition 'lowers
the fatigue resistance
And Strength of the
metal;

-LOW hydrogen electrodes
deposit a minimum of
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Figure 10. Aetioi: of Hecroy'rtectroz12 Coaiirig;

hydrogen in the .WeIdient.
The low hydrogen Condition
is obtained by using
spedial coverings of
14-; titania; and iron
powder (AWS nuMbeta

steel and lthw alloy

electrodes; It can
be either_a_foUr digit
or five digit nUMber.
Eadh digit or group
of digits has a specific

A "2" would indicate
fIat-and-horieontal
welding positions,
and a "3" would indicate
welding in theflat
position only._

__Tbe fourth,digit
"0" refers to the type
of current to be used
and indirectly the
type of elettrdde coating.
This digit can be any
number from "0" to
"8." Table 1Shows_
the current for some
of these numhere._ The
coating_is also given..
for-nuthers,5, 6, and

8;

The five'digit number
'gives the_sameinformation
as the foUr digit rusher;
houiver, the first
three digits are the_
tensile strength i4iile
thiTIest two are iMLLL-
the-position-and 'current

selection.

ending in 5, 6, 7;

oe-8);

The electrode conforms
to AWSE-6010, E- 7016,-
and E-7018 specifications.,
It is Uted On hard to
weld steels (free .

machining), high carbon
low allby steels, and
hardenable steels.
Although the-slag is
very fluid, good flat
convex beads are easily
obtained. .

Identification of
Electrodes

The American Welding
Society 1AWS) had .

established a number and
color code system-far
identification and SeledtiOn

of electrtiden; It is

absolutely necessary
that you understand
the system in order
to select the proper
electrode for the job.

AMER CODE. This
code is used on mild

meaning.

Sincethe E-6010
electrode is the most
common, we wilruse
it as the example of
howto interpret this
number code.

_The letter E desigmatet
that this is an electric
welding filler rod__
(electrode). The first
two digits "60" indite.
the minimum.:tenstle._
strength in thoudandthb
Of pounds per square
indh; In this example,
the tensile_strength
Of'the electrode is
:a minimum of 60,000
psi.

The third digit "1"
indicates the weld
position in which the
electrode can best

be used. This number
can be any one of
three. The "1" in
the example indicates
that thit is an all
position electrode..

AWS COLOR CODE. This
code consists of three.
markings; primary (and):
secondary (spot), and
group, as shoWn in
figure_11. The ,primary

and secondary color
indicates the composition
of the_electrode while
the group color indicates
the type of current.
Theprtmary (end) color
is on the top of the
base or grip end of
the electrode. The
secondary (spot) color
in located on the grip
end midway between'
the end of the electrode
and the-flux coating.
The group color is
Iocated'on the flux
coating just below
the grip-tend of the

electrode; The color
coding for common
electrodes is Shown
in foldout 1.
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0 - DC reverse when third digit is 1.

0 - DC reverse polarity; AC;when third digit is 2 or 3.

1 - Ac* or DC reverse polarity.

2 = DC straight polarity or AC.

3 - AC* or DC straight polarity.

5.- DC reverse polarity- (lime or titania sodium low
hydrogen).

6 - AC* or DC reverse polarity -(titania or lime potassium
_low hydrogen).

8 - AC or DC reverse polarity (iron powder plus low
hydrogen. sodium covering).

*Preferred

rabic 1. Electrode Covering Compositions arid Currant Sala-et-ion.
such as wood flour
or. paper flour; which
are combined with other
ingredients. These
ingredients are added
co-obtain certain specific
qualities; such as
volume and fluidity
of the Slag. .The heat
of the arc causes the
casting to burn and
generate large volumes ,

of'_gases which effective'-
shield the molten 'Metal-
from_the air and prevent
the formationnf.hartfUl
Oxides and nitrides.
Good penetration is_
Characteristie of the
cellulosic type as
well- as quick freezing
of the weld metal Slag._
This mimes it applicable
for vertical and overhead
work.

Figure 11.

Chirsctmristicsnf
COMMOn Electrodes

Cotor /tentification hUrkings.

THE 1492a ; ELECTRODE.

This electrode is the
c'most universally used
of all metallic arc.
welding electrodes.
This is because it.
can be mied in all

i

positions and the weld
deposit has physical
.properties at least
as good:as any other
electrode. 'It is
sometimes referred
to as_the cellulosic
type because to coating
Contains a considerable
amount of cellulose,-

13

THE E-6011 ELECTRODE.
This electrode is designed
to perform the same
work using alternating
current that E=6010
performs on reverse
polarity direct current.
It is an all- position

-146:



electrode whiCh_OrodUced
more slag than the
E-6010. The range

of welding current
in.whiCh various sizes:
of electrodes can
be used satisfactorily

narrower than is
the case with E=6010.
This mesas that the
welding current controls
must be -set more_

-preciaely. (Basically
:Cellulose type coating.)

. .

THE E=6012 ELECTRODE;
This electrode is for
use:with directcurrent.-
Straight Oblarity but
works very-well-on---
aIternat.:mg current.
This is the case with
most, straight polarity

eIectrodes._:Penetration
is not. deep; coasequently.
the E-6012 has many
advantages -on jobs

where the "fit=Ug"
is poor. It is also
advantageous -on light

gage material because -.
there is less tendency
to burn through_than
there is with the E-6.010

or E-6011. The E-6012
is an all- position
electrode whiCh hat
fast welding speeds
and gives less spatter
than,most other types.
The bead profile is
not as flat_ai_that
from the E=6010 bdt
it is often preferred ;

:for horizontal fillets
because of the appearance
of the weld. (Basically

mineral type coating).
.4

THE E=6013 ELECTRODE;
This electrode operates,

on_alternating_current
And fulfills the same
purpose as the E-6012
does operating on straight
polarity direct current.
The coating contains
a high percentage of
material for stabilizing

and mainrAfTwing the

arc. Penetration is
lead than that usually
obtained with the E-6012
and_the spatter loss
is low. -This electrode
has proven to be_the
most successful for
welding light tubular
assemblies; therefore;
It is used to a great
extent in aircraft
construction. Although
it is often_used With_
straight polarity direct
current; the original
intention"was topcie
it with the E-salt

.tmein tiie_me
way_that_the E=6C12
is gaited with the
E-6010.

Classification

Air Foice supply
catalogs identify are
welding electrodes
by military_specification
bUnlidit rather than -

AWS'cIassification
numbers._ The folloWing_
information is of importance
to Air Force welders
and can_be founitla_
the 34W4 series teChnicaI-
orders;

CLASS .A ELECTRODE;

This class corresponds
to the -AWS elactroded
Whose last two digits
are 12 or 13; such
as E-6012 or 5=6013.

CUSS E ELECTRODE._
This_class corresponds
to the AWS electrodes
whose last two digits
are 10_or 11; such_
ii_E=6010 or E -6011.

This type;of electrode
is_used with DC reverse
polarity except when
Specified as an AC
electrode. This electrode

is normally_ preferred
for good. fit-ups and
vertical or overhead

14

welding since penetration
is deep. 'This electrode
should not be used ,.

when heat treatment
is required;

CLASS C ELECTRODE.
These are alloy steel
electrodes. They are
to be used in welding
of chrome molybdenum
and Chrome-nickel-
molybdenum steels when
heat treatment ts required.
The corresponding AWS
electrode specification
would be E-7020 ot.
E-I0020, This type
of electrode is generally
used with straight
polarity; although,
it may_also be used.
with AC current. Only

the smaller_diameter_
electrodie (5/64" and
3/32") , are adaptable
to all positions. The
larger dialeterelectroded
are genetally_used.
for horizontal fillets
and flat work_where
deeg penetration is
not required.

I7

CLASS D ELECTRODE;
This is a companion _
rod to the class C electrode;
It has, the same specification
and is used where'deeper
penetration_is required.
It iS used for welding_
Chrome-molybdenum (4135
and 4140)_ and chrome-
tiCkel-molybdenum (8735
and 8740) steels. These
steels require preheating
of the parts from 400°
to 500°F; The corresponding
AWS_electrode specifidition
would be E-7030 or
5-10030; This,type
of electrode is generally
used with reverse polarity -.
but may also he used
'with AC_current. It

ism all position
electrode;
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EIec*de Diameter Amperes.
Mirimum Maiimum

Standard Electrode
Lengths

1/16 in 40 - 60 8 i.n

3/32 in 70 - 90 11 1/2 in

1/8 -in 110 = 135 314 or 18 in

'5/3?-in .150 - Igo 14 or 18 in

3/16 in .180 - 220 lb or 18 in

1/4* in 250 = 300 lk or 18 in

5 /16s in 300 - 425 or.18 in

3/8*. in 450 550 11: or 18 in

.

4 Diameters; 1/h in-5/16 in and 378 in are for flat position. only

Table 2. Currenti Used With adicediiiiiikz-F44-zgpt ErisetriodSs;.'

Selection of Welding
Current for Metallic
Electrodes

The selection of
the proper_weIding
current and'voltage_
depends on-three basic
factors: (1) the--size

of_the ele4prede,
(2) the thickness of
the plate being welded;
and -i3) the -welder's
Skill.= Higher Current
values and voltages
maybe used id the
flat position welding;
more than for vertical
and_ometheak.Welas"
With an electrode of
the same size: In
general; the proper
current and voltage
requirements; data
published by the
manufacturers should
be used only as a guidee .

The mineral coated
type of shielded arc_
electrode; WhiCh.producel
a slag as a Shield;
requires higher_welding_
currents than the cellulose
coated me; The
cellulose coated type
produces a large_volume
of gaies to shield
the arc stream. Table 2

Shows thecurrent

requirements for the
mineral coated or.slag-
formiug electrode and
the cellulose coated
or gaseous type of__
*1i-etre-dd. The welding
voltage varies from
20 amps_for the_3/32"
electrodes to 100
Amps for the 3/8" heavy-
coated electrodes of
either the gatio#g
or slag fog types;

The Shielded-Art
electrode has replaced:
the bare -and light-
coated electrodes_ for
Most welding applications.
The factors-responsible
for thia are: higher
welding speeds; better
weld metal_quality;
and the Ability to
introduce certain
alloying elements into -
the weld Metal thrbugh
the heavy coatings
on the electrode.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all
questions on a separate
sheet of paper. DO NOT
WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. What_are the
Cold* markings Of 6010; 6011;
6012; and 6013 electrodes?

15

0 s.
2. What_polarities :are

recommended for 6010,
6011; 6012.; and 6013

electrodes?

3; How do the penetration
resuIts_differ_between
the 6010 and 6013 electrodes?

4. 'What_are two
types of electrede
coatings?

5.; Which electrode
is used for stainless
steel?.

REFERENCES

1.:TO 34W4-1-8; Dee
o Welding ;. Brazing

and Silver -Soldering_
reAss,4LOSAaElect

2. NodemAACidilwk
Handbook (Chapter 5)
Electrodes.
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STRINGER BEADS AND BUILDING UP WORN SURFACES

a?
3ABR53131-SC-303

OBJECTIVES
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

= After completing this:study guide-and classroom instruction, you
will apply

the_welding technique used in running s=mblgeibeads to build up flat and worn

Surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

Although building
up worn surfadit is
a relatively simple
operation, it is one
of the most important. -
Since replacing worn
parts with new ones
is not alwaTs possible,
building up a worn
surface may be the
only 'way to return

a vehicle or an aircraft
to a serviceable
condition.

INFORMATION

to allow for marhitiing.
the part back to its .

original dimensions;
If only a. thin layer
of filler metal
required, it is added
by weaving- the electrode
to produce a Wide- bead

Of thin cross section;

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY AND RESOURCES

Due to the conservation-
of energy resources,
do not write in or
mark on any training
literature since it,

will be reused by
other classes. Lights

Will be turned off
-any time the classroom
is vacant_ or more -

then_20 minutes. All
consumable materials
will be used conservatively-
thrdhghOut Block In,

STRINGER BEADS

Building upa worn
surface is done:I-4

. running successive -

beads parallel withl
and adjoinin,_to,eadt
other and the base
metal:- This process
is used to build up
worn parts high enough

7

cleatiifig motals_and

Electrode Angles

One Of thefirat
rules Of good welding
is maintain a clean
working- surface. The
presence of oil, dirt,
or other foreign matter
on the metal to be
welded May_reatlt in
such defects as a lade
of fusion, porosity,
and slag inclusions.

To prepare parts
fOr welding, the surface
Of the .metal must- .

be cleaned. Wire brushing
or buffing is- usually
adequate unless the,
part is greasy, rusty,
oidirty from other
-causes.

Trichlendethylene_
in 4:vapor degreaser
ahead be usedto remove-
grease or dilAnda
Sandblaster or grinder
used to remove rust
and scale.

Caution: Oil.or grease
on the metal may result
in a porous weld.

17

In bead welding with
coated electrodes,
the electrode it_tilt6d
,5 to -15 degrees in

the -direction of travel,
as shown in figure 12.
Tilting of the_electrode
provides a clearer'
view of the crater
and aidsinzantrolling_
the molten slag.

Once the arc is struck,
particles of molten
metal melt off the
end of the electrode
and are deposited in
the molten crater on

-the plate' surface.
Thid causes the arc
to increase in_length
unless the electrode
is fed down to the
plate as fast as it
is deposited. Cood

arc welding depends
on the development
of close Control over
the motion of the electrode
down-to and along the
surface of the plate
While a constant arc
length is maintained.

The proper arc length
or_gap between'the
end of the electrode
and the plate should
be approximately equal
tp the diameter of
the electrode used.

_However, in starting
a weld, a long arc
.is held momentarily
in ord'er to preheat
the base me.a1 and
permit fusion at the
beginning of the weld.



Figure 12. Aiigle of Etc oti:aocu in Making BoacTs.

the base metal and
the molten metal is
piled up.around the-

-,elepression.which_ is

referred to as the
arc crater, as shown
is figure 13.

Zigiav 13. A2°0

Wetctod Rend.

The :reverse being:
true, at the -end of
the weld, the arc length'

.is shortenekin.order.
to eliminate' a crater
.of depression: Alternate
methods of ending a

r. are LI" .. .11

restart the weld:or
reverse e-the -direction

of travel fef a short .

distance:

`,Aro'Crater Penetration
sand Speed of Travel

.

If the current,
Polarity, and arc length
.is_correct, the metal
melts And forms a pool..
.of maim metal oat
'the point where-the.
arc strikes the plate.
This molten metal is
forcedaut.of the_ pool
b the blast of the..
arc; Thus, a small
depression is formed in

The size and'depth
of the-crater depends
an the current_setting,
speed of trav dieter
of electrode, th

of arc. 'The depih'
of the crater provides
a means af observing ;

the "penetration" or
depth to which the
arc meltainto,the
'base metal, The depth
of penetration should
not be less thai 1/16".

The speed of travel
: -
proportions of the
bead desired;' current

,value, and size of
the electrode being-
used. The speed of
travel is gwerned

-by results observed
at the trailing edge
of the-crates. By
closely watching the
crater and its trailing
edge, the operator
can determine the
penetration width and
'height of the reinforcement.
Since_ the speed of
travel and current
setting are related
factors_in determining
the quality of a weld,

18
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the operator tust learn-
to recognizeo the weld

appearance resulting
from either factor
being wrong. Figure
14 shows the results
of various welding
speeds and current
Values%

General Procedures'

The following are
general- procedures used
when running beads.

I. Clean the surface'
)3f:the metal'ta be
welded:.

2. Bsing-scrap_meta4
Adj.ust-the-c-oas

130

on the welding Machine
until'the best setting
is found.

3. -.Weld tie beads-
on the plate in the
arectpn.of travel;
as shown In figuie 15.
.

4: Wire brush each
bead before starting.
the neat one

5. Cover the surface
With overlapping beads
by traveling in the:
direction-af-tlie-arrow;

...

6._ Quench thepiate.
often-Wough to keep-
it.from becoming_
excessively hot.

BUILDING UP WORN SURFACES

Flat.SUrfaces.

The first stringer
bead should encircle'
the part, as Shown
in figure 16, so that
the -other stringer
beads can be started
and ended with less'
difficulty.: This- also
reduces the possibility
of Crater cracks and
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Figure 16. The First S^p in Building Up a Worn surface.

FUSION BETWEEN BEADS PE NETRATION

Figure 17. :ac:Trec

VOIDS a SLAG INCLUSIONS

LACK OF PENETRATION

Figure 18. Incorrect.
20
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overheating with the edges

being burned away.

The first full -layer
of beads is run lengthwise

o n the ,part because
it allows more time
for the part to absorb
And distribute thA heat
from the arc- As each
bead is run, be sure
there is penetration
into the previous_bead
and the base metal,
AS shown in figure 17.
If you don't-get complete
fusion*_as shown it"
figure 18, defects
such as -slag inclusion
and voids may develop..
TheSA defects-can cause
additional man -hours
and material to be used
en.the part; All voids

and slag inclusions
*ould be removed to
Avoid uneven wear and
premature failure of_

Round suffate

..,
The most Common round

surface requiring buildup
is a shaft. It may

be from a blower*
generator, or from a .

piece Of...heAVIrearth

moving equipment. The

shaft may_range_from.
1/2" to 8r4i*'diatiotor
And may be from to

20'-long. This type
of surface is more fficuIt

to build up than a riat'
surface bUt iffdone
properly* it can be

easy.

The easiest way to
bUild up a, shaft is
to place it on rollers
and run :the beads
lengthwise as sham
in figure_19. The
rollers allow for easy
handling and ruantm&
the beads lengthwise
allows for heat

diStipation. The first
bead should be placed-
slightly above_the
horizontal center line
with.each successive
bead added above the
previous attil Depending
upon the thickness-
of the shaft,___it should
be rotated 180° after
two or three passes
to decrease the possibility
of-warping. By using
this procedurei the
thickness of the depodit
can be closely controlled
and the desired diameter
can be obtained in .

one peas:

Precautions

1. Hold a long arc
momentarily in starting
each pass;

_2. Avoid overheating
the edge's and be sure
;ail craters are filled
in.

3. Each bead -strainbe

cleaned with a wire
brush and a slag hammer;

General Procedures.

'The. following are
general procedures to
beusedwtto building up-
worn srzfaces.

1. Clean the surface
of the metal.

2. Select the proper
electrode.

,3. Weld successive
beads on the plate
with each bead overlapping
half of the previous.
bead.

4. Dower
current for
beads along

5. Clean
of beads.

the welding
depositing
the edge.

each layer

22

6. Try different
angles of the electrode
until you find one
that, ives good_penetration
into_both the plate
And the previous bead;

_7. Wheiiand layer
Of beads has been deposited,
turn the plate,so that
the next layer is deposited
At right angles, to
the previous- layer,
as shown:in figure 20.

Caution: Sides and
corners must have
enough fused metal
to be finished square.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all_
questions on a' separate
sheet of paper. DO NOT-
WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. What are the .

electrode angles recommended
for padding in the
flat position?

2. _What determines
penetration?

3. What.causes slag
inclusions?

4. Why -is a- round shaft

rotated 180° thilo.padding?_

What -is ihe'purpose-
Of__"ineirdling" a plate

beferepadding?

REFERENCES

1. TO '34W471-5i. welamg-
The

2. _Modern_Welding_
Mt-dab-et& (Chapter 5)

Padding;



Metals Technology Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

FILLET WELDS IN THE FLAT AND HORIZONTAL POSITIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing
techniques heed:to

INTRODUCTION

35'
3ABR.53131-SG-304;

this
weld

study guide and classroom instruction, you will apply the
fillets in the flat and-horizontal

do not write in or
mark on any training
literature since it.
Will be reused by other
classes. Lights will
be turned off any time
the classroom is vacant
for more than 20 minutes.
All' consumable maternal;
will be used conservatively
throughout Block III.

The fillet weld is
a weld bead used to
join two pieces of metal
when one surface 1s
PetPemdloular:to the
Other; The fillet
weld-is used on lap
and tee joints. Since_

'the metal pieces of .-.,

A ,putt joint are parallel
and_on the same_plane,
it is noeconsidered:
to be-a -fi let weld.

BACh fillei weld has
its specific use The

lap joint is_used vhen
A quick repair is needed;
such as a patch over
hole._ _It may AlSO

be used in the construction
of fuel storage tams
when_ the appearance_ .

Of the joint dr Veld
is not important;

'The tee', oint is
used as a reinforcement
to gain_additional Strength
over a mug aplo:__An
etampte of this would _

_be shiPbuildim:,, Aircraft
fuel ranks may haw:
Lee welds AS Stiffeners._
An- internal cOrde
Wild L a tbdified
tee joint since the
requirements Of i fillet
J IQ muitVe mmr even
though it is only welded
from one Side. .

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY AND RESOURCES

'Due cuz conservation
of ete4,17 awa resources,

TYPES OF JOINTS AND
USES

When you &reconsidering
which joint to_use,_
you must consider three
important factors:

1. The type of load
and where it is applied
against theweld.

2,. The manner in
which the load is swlied.

1. The cost and .

appearance of thameld.

___-
A 1,p joint woula

fail rather quiCkly
if a sudden or variable
load was applied against
the weld. A twisting
or beL.;Ang load would
tared cause it to fall;
whereas; it could stand
up indefinitelY Under
A tension or compression
load; The lap_3oint -

is relatively inexpensive
to Mae since there
are no joint edges_
to prepare or special
welding ttlChniques
:other than what you would
normally_usi. 1:6 ensure a r

good Veld. The metal should
overlap 3 to 4 "T"74hen
prep&ring a UP

23

The tee joint 1.wrks_

very_well when a_steally.
bending or impact load
is applied; Warpage_
and distortion is eliminated
And it stands up very
well to either a compression
or, tension load. The
doet.tif making this
type of joint must
be considered because
Of the expense involved'
with jointpreparation.,

The belt type of
joint to use_in order,' _

to gain_the full_strength
of the base metal and .

the highest: esistanCe
to any type of_applied
Lied is the butt'joimt;
It is also the best
when.appearance_mmet
be considered;-however,
the cost must be considered
due to the amount/ of
rime. inVolvedWprepaFation
of the jointedges. .;

At tidies the choice
will be' made by your
aupervisor or a design
engineer. Even when
tbis.is the case; you:
Are the one_that turns
out the finished product;
Be sure youJiave the
'prOperMaChind'adtting,
electrodes, and skill
necessary to do the
job.

POSITIONS:OF WELDS

All welding can be
classified according
to the position_ of
the plate or welded
joint on the plates _

or-sections being Welded.
Mere are four general



positions in which welds
are required to be
made, These_are designated
as flat, vertical;
horizontal, and_overhead
positione. Fillet
or groove welds may
be made in all of these._
positions.

Flat Position Welding

Flat position welding
is when the welding
is performed from the
upper side of the joint
and the face of the
joint is approximately
horizontal.

Horizontal Position
of Welding

FILLET WELD. ThiS
is.the position of welding
in which welding is
performed on the upper_
side ofan approximately
horizontal surface and
against_anupproximately
vertical surface.

GROOVE 'WELD. This

is the position of welding
Whereto the axis of
the weld 'lies in an
approximately horizontal
plane and the face of-
the weld lies in an
approximately vertical
plane.

Note: The axis of
a Weld is a line
through the Iengtli

of,the.
perpendicular to the
cross section at its
center of gravity.

Veiiical Position of

Welding.

This is the position
of welding wherein the
axis of4 the weld is

approximately vertical.

overhead Position of
Welding

This is the position
of welding in which
welding is performed_
from_the under:Ade of
theAoiht. .

WELDING LAP..JOINTS-

In lap joint, the
edges_of two sheets
are placed one above___
the_other; and the weld
applied joining the
edge ofone Sheet_to
the surface of the other;
Lap joints are used
in theconstruction
of equipment fabricated
from_plate and_sheet
metal. Lap joints are
not as efficient in
thetransmission of:'
load stresses as are
butt joints, brit certain
types oflap joints
develop_the full strength
of the base metal under
a tensile pull.

Types of Lap Joints

SINGLE=FILLET LAP
JOINT. This type of
joint is frequently
used,2-since it requires
no machining of the
joint edges. This joint
is welded from one side
only when the design-
of the part does not
Termit welding from
both sides. The single-
fillet lap joint, figure
21, does not develop
full base_metal strength,
but is stronger than
a butt vela for some
applications. When
tubing or frames overlap
or telescope together,
the lap joint is preferable
to'thehutt joint.
loading_is not too severe, .
this joint is suitable
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t.36
for welding metals of

'an thicknesses. If

fatigue or impact loads
are encountered,
concentration of stress
occur at the edge of
the.weld. Under tension,
the plates may pull
out of linei_sublecting____
the root.to bending.

_DOUBLE-FILLET LAP
JOINT. This jainti__
figure 21, is suitable'
for much more severe
loadconditions than.
can be met by the single-
fillet lap joint; When
properly made; this
joint develops the
tali strength of the
base metal. However,
for extremely severe
loads; the butt joint
is preferred.

JOGGLED up JOINT.
When you want to use
-a lap joint but the
metal surface must
be kept on the same
plane, the joggled
lap joint, fighie 21,
is used. This joint

4gives a more uniform
distribution Of load
stresses than the single
or double-lap type.
The joint produces
a-greater strength
than the Single-fillet
lap joint, but is-more
difficult to prepare
for welding.

Weld 'Specifications

1.. The upper leg
should_equal the base
metal ih thickness,
the lower Ieg 1-1/2
"Ti" figure 22. When
-welds are made on metals
of unequal thickness,
the specifications are
based upon the thickness
of the lighter gage sheet;
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Piz:Jr.:re 23. Tack Welding a Lap Joint.

Figure 24. Position of Electrode on Lap Joint.

NOTE ALL

Figure %.25. Lap Joints on Plectes ofDifferent,Thickness.

2. Thi fate'shouId
be slightly convex
in shape.

3. penetration_ should.

be a minimum of 1/16
inch.

4. _The throat thickness:
should equal the thickness
of the base metal.

Welding Technique

1: In making lap
joints two overlapping
plates are tack-welded
in place (figure 23)
and a fillet weld in
the horizontal position
is deposited along
the joint.

26
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2. The procedure

for making this fillet
weld is similar to
that used for making
fillet welds in tee
joints. The elentrode
Should be held so as
to form an angle_
approximately 30° from
the vertical and tilted
15° in the direction
of welding. The-position
of the electrode in
relation to the plates
is shown in figure
24. The weaving motion
is the same as that
used for tee joints
except that the pause

-.at the edge of the
top plate is sufficiently,
long toensure good
fusion and no undercut.
Lapjoints on 1/2 --
inch plate or heavier
are satisfactorily
made by depositing
a sequence of string
beadsi.as shown in
figure 24. ] 7

1;6:Eakin lap joints
on- plates of different
thicknesses, as Shown
in figure 25; the electrode
is held so as to form
an angle of between.
20° and 30° from the
vertical. Care must
be taken notto overheat.
or undercut the thinner
plate edge, and the_ -_
arc must be controlled
to wash up-the molten
metal to the edge of
this plate.

WELDING TEE JOINTS__
IN THE FLAT POSITION

_Tee joints may be
welded in the flat;
horizontal, vertical,
or overhead.Tositions.
In the flat position;
the weld is inclined
from 0 to 45 degrees
and the rotation
of thefare 4c



from 0 to 45 degrees
from the 180 degree
flat position.

The fillet_weid_in
a tee joint it made
by depositing multiple
passes of stringer
beads_or_by_weaVing
the electrode to ford
a wide bead. Stringer
beads are generillY
preferred for fillet
welds ofamadadmm strength
and ductility because'
each successive bead
tends '.to refinathe,
grain structure of
the previois beads.
The sequence of the
first three passes
of a Multiple-pass
flat fillet -is shown
in:figure 26. Figure
.27 shows several accepted
weave motions for
-depOsiting a weave
bead to cover the stringer
beads of amuItipler:-
Apasallat_fillat Weld.

TN I-RD
PASS -

TACK ALL. CORNERS

BEFORE 1DiNG

FIRST
PASS

SECON D
PASS .

Figure 26; Welding -Tee

Joint in FiatPosition.

Preparation

_There are two variations
of the tee joint;
the square edge tee joint
__

START

START

START-

/3?

Figure 27. ideave Motions Flat Foeition).

WIG WIG TO
alai

® soma v Ita

TEE

® Dou.i.. TEE

Figure 28.' Preparation_O?Metale
for Welding T- Joints.

and the beveled edge
tee joint. The_square
edge tee joint (shown
in figure 28A) ISJISe4
on- metal -up to 1716"
thick and is usually
welded from one side.
The single bevel (shown
in figure 28B) is used
on metal from 3/16"
-to 318" thick -and is
usually welded from
one side The double
beveled tee joint (shown

27
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in figure 28C) is utdd
on metal over 3/8" thick
and is welded from
both sides. Whicheiier

edge preparation is
used; the_edges must
be cleaned of all-oxide,
dirt, etc. to allow a
good weld to be produced.

Specifications

Regard- eas of whether
stringer or weave beads.
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ABC 7 ISOSceles Right Angle
Triantle..

AB = BC _AB: 3/8"
Fillet Weld Size - 3/8"

Figure 29. Size of Fillet.

Figure 30; Nomenclature ofTee joint.

-to 1-1/2 times T, and,
the pinetration should
be 1/16" minimum.,

are used in'making_
a tee joint, the site-:-
of the weld remalms
the same: The_size

of a fillet Weld;dAL
expressed in terms
of the length of Vhe
legs of the istgest
isosceles triangle
which can be insCribed_
in tbe welt cross section,
as shown in figure
`29. The common terms
used in naming the
parts of a tee joint
are shown in figure
30. The throat of
a tee joint should
be equal to the thicbness
of the base Metal (T).
The legs should be equal

Meld'faults

UNDERCUT: Id the
welding of, tee joints;
undercutting frequently
occurs along the.toe
of the upper let; This
defect is a- groove
'Melted in the base
metal adjoining the
toe of_the_weld,_at
shown in figure'3lA;
The primary causes
of this defect are
welding current too

high and an improper_
are of the electrode

28
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Correcting the current
setting; changing the
electrode anglei and
manipulating the electrode
to wash molten metal
up to the toe of the
vertical leg usually -
corrects this fault.
Figure 31B shows the
characteristics_of
a good

OVERLAP. This defect
is the result of filler
metal overlapping on
the base metal without'
fusing to it; as shown
in figure 31A. The
angles of the electrcide
illustrated in figure
32 with the weave
illustrated in figure 33
helps to overcome
overlapping= Only
highly- skilled operators
can successfully make
large horizontal fillet--
welds using a weave
bead, so that multiple -
pass stringer bead
filletlwelds-are most
widely recommended
for large horizontal
fillet welds.

--.SIAG INCLUSIONS.

.Nonmetallic:inclusions
trapped in the weld
are called slag inclusions.
They are caused by
the covering of the
alectrode_being trapped
in the solten.pool
when there is insufficient
heat too long an arc,
or an'i#roper'angle
Of the electrode;

Procedure Used to Prevent
Faults

1. Clean the surfaces
of the metal:

2. Select the proper

electrode.

3. Complete the first
pass in each joint.



Figure 31A. trharactcrietice
of a Poor Tee Joint.

Figure 32. Angle of Elactrod.
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Figure 313. Characteriatw'
of a good Tee Joint.

Figure 33. Electrode



Figureii; Positions of Horizontal Weida.

t

Figure 35. Wide Beads Horizontal Phosition.

4. Chip off the slag stringer beaas or weave

and wirebrush all the 'beads.

welds.

5. Complete each
-joint by making the
welds in the proper
order.

WELDING_TEEAOINTS
IN THE HORIZONTAL POSITION

.: When the work.cannoi_
be_positioned forth:Milian
welding, it is referred
to as position welding.
Position welaing-lb-
weldihgthat must be
done in the potition
normally occupied_by
the joint. When the
metal parts -are inclined
more than 45 degrees
from horizontal with
the line of weld running
hOrizontally as shown
in_figure 34, it is-

called a horizontal:
weld. The weld beads can
either be applied as

Weave Beads.

WeaVe-beadsi_normally_
used in all other positions,
cannot.be used in making
horizontal welds. A
normal Weave is not:
used because there
is no "shelf" of'previously
deposited metal to
hold the molten metal
in place. _Therefore,
in place of a normal
weave bedid; a series
of short diagonal:welds
are made along the
line of the weld; Figure

35 illuitrates this
method. Theupward
path is indicated: by :

a dotted line which

ofa
rapid movement

Of the electrode with
very little metal- deposit.
:The main deposit is
'made on the downward
movement as indicated

30
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by_the_dark arrows.
A_distinct hesitatibn
with a slight backward
and forward motion
on the top of the weld
assures penetration
at this point. _Each
diagonal_weld should
overlap the preceding
weld in order to avoid
undercut areas and
produce a uniform weld
deposit. The tip of
the electrode should
be tilted upward and
directed back toward
the weld crater to
assist in washing the
slag backward' and fill
the undercut areas.

Stringer Beads

In making fillet
welds in horizontal
tee joints, the electrode
Should be held perpendicular
to'the_line,of weld;
bisectintthe angle
between the joint edges.
When :one weld is .

insufficient to produce
the correct fillet size,
multiple-pass welds
or stringer beads'are
used. The initial
weld Or "root bead" .

is deposited so that
the weld metal is equally
divided between the
upper and lower.plate
The cleaning of each
Weld is necessary before
additional welds are
placed in the joint:
The second weld is
made by directing -the
arc on the edge of
the first weld. This
perMits fusion to take
place one-half its
width into -the first
weld-and the other
half into the lower
plate._ This_same procedure
isused on the next
pass, fusing the root
bead with the edge
of the upper plate and
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FigWre 36; Fillet Weld

the_stringer bead:
Additional welds may
be deposited as required
to_produce a fillet
weld of the proper size....
Figure 36 illustrates -_

this technique of depositing
i;nSther of stringer
beads in tee Joints
in heavy steel

QUESTIONS

Note-Akiin7er all
questions _on a
separate sheet of_
paper. DO NOT WRITE
IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

WORKING POSITIONS

in Horizontal Position.

1. What degrees
are considered flat -

welding?

'2. What angles are

recommended,fot a horizontal
fillet?

- 3. 'What edge preparation
is necessary for a hay
inch tee joint?

'4.. Why is grease and-
oil removed before welding?

5. HOW is undercutting
eliminated when using
aweave beld?
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6. Why are stringer

beads in a tee joint
overlapped half of
the prior bead?

7; Where is the
initial_ deposit made
when_Weiding tee

8. What. is the overlap
when setting up a lap
Jane--

8. Why are tee joints
spacedprior to tacking
and welding?

10. Where Is the
second pass directed_
theavelding horizontal
tees? -..

REFERENCES

1. TO 34W471=5,

2. ; Modern Welaing
Einidb&k (Chapter 5,
pare 17);
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BUTT JOINTS OF CARBON STEEL PLATE
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.
After complefing this study guide and classroom instruction; you will applytthe

welding techniques in making butt welds of carbon steel plate.

INTRODUCTION

A butt joint is
used to -join two pieces
Of metal whose surfaces
are in the same_plane.
"Several types of butt
joints may be used;
depending upon-the
position and thickneAS
of the metal. When

-doproperly made; the
butt_joint Withstand6
bending; Shearing;
and twisting loads_
better than any other
joint.

INFORMATION .

MANAGEMENT OF-DEFENSE
ENERGY-AND RESOURCES

Due to the - conservation

of energy-and resources,
do not Wrice-in'or-
maik on any training
literature since it
Will be reused by other
'classes., Lights will
be turned off any time
-the classroot is vacant
for'more than 20 minutes.
All..cOnsUMAble materials
Vill-be used conservatively.
throughout Block III.

-WELDING

In order to meet
Welding requirebets
for heavysections,
joint edgAS must-be
prepared. by leveling
the .edges of the plates.

This joint preparation
ianecessaryrolpw,2ri
complete penetm _

to the root of the joint.

When, due to the thickness
of the plates, welds
:cannot be made by a
single weld bead; a
series Of_eiti4i.stringer
or weave beads are
.used.

Multiple-Pass Bpads

This method of depOsiting
weld metal Is used
when welding thick
,plates. It is done
in order to avoid carrying
a large molten pool
Whichmay cause slag
inclusions or cold
Shuts in the weld:
.A large: molten pool
is difficUlt to control;
therefore; it requires
high -heat and a slow
speed of travel, resulting
in excessive melting
dawn-of the joint edges.

By vsiAgmultIpIe- _

`Vass welds on heavy
butt joints, you can
concentrate. on getting

good penetration at
the root of the V in
the fAst pass or layer.
On succeeding layers,
devote yob' effort:
entirelyto getting
good f:,-ion with the
dide6 theN and
'the preceding layer.
The final layer .is -

then easily controlled
.
to obtain a good smooth
surfaie.

__This-method-of welding
permits the metal deposited
in a given layei to
be partly or wholly
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refined and- therefore
improves the ductility__
in the succeeding layers.
The:2.ower_layer of
weld aetal,,often cooling
to a black'heat, -is
reheated by.the upper
lay= to a temperature
high enough to permit
grsiorefinement, which
in effect is a fOrm -

of heat treatment;
The depth:of metal
affected by thit action,
in user dent upon the
penetration of the
welding heat. In some
classes of work, when
this added quality
is desired in the top
layer of the welded"
jointi_an excess layer_ _

of weld Metal is deposited
on the finished weld
and then machined -off.
The porpose-of-thia
b e a d as simply. to supply

welding heat to- refine
the weld metal in the
final layer at the-
surface of:the joint.

Joint Preparation
_ .

In taking various
types of butt2Weids
in carbon steel plate,
the following examples.:
ire typical and should
serve as a general-
guide for welding steel :

plate of various
thicknesses. In addition
to the plate thieknett,
another factor which
may influence the_method
of joint preparation
is the type of equipment
available for beveling -



or grooving: Joint.

edges can be prepared
by flame cutting; shearing,
flame grooving; maehfriing;
Chippingi' or grinding.

welded from both sides.
The double V requires
approximately one -half
as much electrode as_.
the single V butt joidt;

A SINGLE U

SINGLE BEVEL
SINGLE V

B DOUBLE BEVEL

Figure 37._ Beveled
Butt gqint.

The single bevel;
shown in- figure 37A;
is used in melding
metals. from 1/8" to

3/8 "- thick. The_edge
should be beVeled to
an angle of 30 to 35
degrees.' The single
bevel is used when
one of the plates cannot
be beveled due to its
shape, ldeatidt; Or
fixed position. -In

this case, the weld_
is bade-fedtiOne tide;

The double bevel;
shown in figure 378;
is used on metals over
3/8" thick. The edge
it.beVeled ft6M.beth"
sides with each side
being-beveled to an
angle of 30to 35 degrees.
The double. bevel may
be used when the joining
plate. Cannot be beVeled
in the same manner
and for work that can be

8 DOUBLE

Figure 38. V Butt
Joint.

The single V, shown
in figure 38A, differs
frOm the single bevel
in that edges of
both plates are beveled.
The included angle of
the bevel'should be
from 60 to 75 degrees.
It is used on the same
thickness of metal as
the single bevel. The
weld is made from one
side only. The number
OUpastet required will ---
depend on the thickness
of the metal.

The double Vi shown
in fignte_388i differs
from the double bevel
by the edges of both
plates_being beveled.
instead\of just one;
The included angle of
the_double V bevel should
be frOM 60 to 75 degrees
and is used on the same
thickness Of metal as
the doubleAbeVel. In

\34
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!B DOUBLE U

Figure 39. U Butt Joint.

general; butt joints
prepared from both,
sides permit easier
welding; produce less
distortion; and ensure
better veld-Metal qualities.

- in heavy sections than
fbints that_are prepared
from one side only:

The single_U; agown
in figure 39A; may
'be used in place of
the single_or &dale
V for joining plates
1/2":to 3/4" thick
and occasionally_
used on heavier gates.
The U-shaped type_of
joint ismoresatitfactory
and requires less filler
metal than the V type
when_welding heavy__ ___1

sections or deep grooves.
The weld is made_from
one side except for
a single bead which
is made last on the

. opposite Side of the
U.

. U,:shown_
in ily,4;e:39B; is used

foz 3oining_heavy plates
usually -3/4 "- and greater:

Less veld metal is



Figure 40. Square Edge Butt
Weld With Backing Strip.

required than with the-
single U and welding
is done from both sides._

The square edge butt
joint with backup_stripi
shown in _figure 40,
is used for joining
heavy plate where beveling
is not practical. If

necessary; the backup
strip may be removed
by scarfing_ after
completing the joint;

Procedure

The joint edges shoUld -----

be prepared as previously
outlined. -Depending
upon the size of the
shoulder at the bottom
of the joint edge,
spacing should be provided
in the exact amount.
The parts should be
tack welded in place_
at short intervals along
the seam: The slag
deposited during. tack -

welding should be removed
to prevent its inclusion
into the weld. The
first_bead (root bead)
shoUld be bade with
an electrode small enough
in diameter to obtain
'good penetration and
fusion. at the base of

the_joint. A_1/8" or
5/32" electrode is suitable
for this purpose.

A langarc is held
momentarily in order
to obtain penetration
at the start of the
weld. The top of the
electrode should _be-_
-tilted slightly in the

Figure 41; Typical Heavy Weld Weave.

direction of travel.
The exact angle depends
on the type of electrode
used and the current
setting. The root
bead should be thoroughly
cleaned by chilVing
and wire brushing before
additional passes or
layers of weld metal
are deposited. A 5/32"
or 3/16" electrode
should be used to make
additional passes of
filler metal in the
joint. Weaving makes
it possible to deposit
more metal at a single
pass in welding in
a V on heavy weld without
stopping, and at the
same time proceeding
along the line of weld.
Figure 41 illustrates
a weaving motion of
the electrode which
Will produce best results
in welding heavy butt
joints in the flat
position. The movement
of the electrode is
semicircular across
the line of weld. .A
slight hesitation of
the electrode at the
toes of the weld will
aid in preventing
undercutting. The
number of passes or ,

layers of weld metal will

1 66
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depend upon_the thickness-
of metal being welded;
however; a sufficient
number_in agY_case,
is used to build the
weld with a series
of small stringer or
weave beads. The heat
input and, therefore
the formation_of hard
-zones in the base metal,
will' be kept to a minimum.
'Each bead or_layer
of weld metal will
refine. the grain in
the weld_immediately
beneath it and will:
anneal or soften the
hardness produced in
the haze metal by the
previous bead;

In welding heAVY
sections:that are beveled
from both,sides, the
weave beads Should
be deposited alternately
on one side and then
on the other. This
reduces the amount
of_distortion in the__
Weld metal. Thoroughly
remove all scale; oxides;
and_adhering slag_before
additional metal is
deposited.' The 'Motion

of the electrodeshould
be controlled to take
each bead uniform in
thickness and to prevent



WELD REQUIREMENTS HEAVY BUTT JOINT OF CARBON STEEL'

I_ TO 2
TIMES'T

25% Or '

IN & OVER

. 4)

_ENFORCEMENT- or _tiam Is usuALcr.
SUFFICIENT

Figure 42. Specifications for Thicker Metals.

undercutting aod_o4erlaP
at_the edges of=the

. . weld;

The welds shown in
figure 42 illustrate
the requirements for
butt joints on steel
Plate for thicknesses
from 3/16" to 3/8"__

and over. The width
Of the fusion zone
for heavyplates is
governed by the
-preparation of the_

joint. When the edged
to be welded are - beveled;

the weld shoOld_be
approximately 1/8"_
Wider thah-the included
angle of the bevel.
The depth- of fusion
infothe beveled edges
of the joint should
be a_mintmum of 1/16".
Reinforcemeht height'
of 1/8" is usually
sufficient for heavy_
plate. :The penetration
for butt welds must
be 100% regardless_
of the thickness of
plate. In the case
of double edge preparatiOU,
penetration of -50%

it Obtained from each
side toTproduce the
required f011 bate
metal penetration;

BEND TEST; The bend
test may be used to
produce a fradtete
through the weld so
that a cross section
of theweld Metal-it
exposed for examimation.
The specimen is placed
in_a vise so the jaws
will grip the metal
just at the_seam that
hasbieh Welded, The
projecting portion
of the specimenis
then bent back toward
the Veld side until
a fracture_is_produced.;
This testndidatet
the soundness of the
weld by showing on
the fradtOted surface
the extent of the
penetration obtainedi
the presence of oxide.
Or slag inclusions
and the degree of porosity.

ETCH TEST; Some
joints; such as fillet
welds_berwdeb tubes
and sheers of heavy
plate welds; cannot
be_brokeu to produce
kfratture These
joints may, be examined

by etching. The Weld .

exposed at each cut
must then be polished
and etched-with a solution
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consisting of equal_
parts of hydrodhloric
acid end water; or
one part nitric acid
to two.partsof water;
The procedure using
either solution is .

as follows:

1, Remove_ all saw
Marks fromthe surface
with a fine mill file.

2. Work out the
file marks with coarse-
grained emery cloth.

3; Bring the surfaces
to a mirror-like fioish
using successively
finer grained emery
cloth.

4. Avoid touching
the polished surface
with the hands or any
substance that may
leave a film of grease
or oil.

1 '17

5. _Apply the acid:
solution Withabrush
or swab and allow the
piece to stand until all
chemical action has ceased.

6. Wash the surfaces.
with warm water and
allow to dry;
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'7. Examine the
surfaces for defects.
The depth of. fusion
and uniformity of grain
structure may be readily

seen.

General Procedures

The following general
procedures will be used
when welding butt joints

on steel plate.

1. Bevel the edges
of the metal.

2. Grind or file
the shoulders approximately
3/32" deep.

3. Check the pieces

for alignment.

'4; Space the pieces
approximately 3/32"
and tack weld both
ends securely.

5. Support the
work clear of the surface
of the table and weld
the first pass, using
a 1/8" diameter electrode.

6. Chip off slag
and brush clean.

7. Weld the second
pass. Weave the electrode
to secure the correct
width of bead, using
a 5/32" diameter electrode.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all
questions on o separate -

sheet of paper. _DO
NOT WRITE IN THIS
STUDY GUIDE.

I. What is the
reinforcement of a 3/16"
butt joint?

2. What is the required
penetration of a 1/4"
butt joint?

3. What size electrode
is used for the root
pass on a 1/2" butt joint?

4. Why is a long arc
held at the start of a
butt jaittl
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5. What is the_
reinforcement's width on
a 1/4" butt joint?

6. What is_the_depth of
fusion in a 1/4" butt joint?

7. What must be done
after tacking and prior to
welding a butt joint?

8..What is the angle of
bevel on one plate of a
single bevel butt joint?

. 9. Why is spacing required
in preparing a butt joint?

10. Draw- a picture of
the single vee butt joint.

REFERENCES

1. TO 34W4-1-5, Welding-
Theory and Application.

2. }Sodetii-Weldilit

Handbook (Chapter 5,
para 17).
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BUTT JOINTS *OF CARBON STEEL SHEET

OBJECTIVES

kfi:er completing this study guide and classroom instruction, you will apply the

wading teChniqu,a in making butt welds of carbon steel sheet;

INTRODUCTION

The butt_j6dt is
probably the nost difficult
joint to 'weld. The
weld specifications
must all be met to
produce a joint.that
is as strong, if not
stronger, than the
base metal. The butt
joint also withstandt
bending and twisting
loads better than any
other joint.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY AND RESOURCES.

Due to the conservation
of energy and resources,
'do not write in -or'

mark On-Any training
literature since it
will be reused'by other
classeS., Lights will
be turned off any time
the classroom is vacant
for more than 20 minutes.
All consumable materials _

will be used_conservatiVelY.
throughddt BlOCk III.

WELDING

Edges should be deburred
and squared .order

to meet welding _
rSquirements for sheet
steel. Further
preparation, such as
beveling, to secure
complete penetration
tothe_root of the
joint 1s unnecessary
on_metal_up_to_.125"
(1/8") of thickness.

PrJper spacing and
current setting are
tri:-Ical to ensure
sound welds._ A single
stringer beadis used
for best resuIts.;. Due
to the thiCkness of _
the-metal, weave beads
or multiple stringer
beads are not recommended.

Single Stringer Bead

nbiber of passes
or_ thicknesses of the
lAyer_weld metal will
depend upon_the thickness
Of metal being welded. _

On sheet:steel .125"
or lessi_dhe stringer
bead will be sufficient
using 1/8" electrode.
The joint edge thohld
be prepared as previcusIy
outlined. Spacing_
should be tack welded
in plateat short intervals
along the seam. _The.

slag deposited during
tack welding Should
be removed to prevent
iti,inclusion into
the weld.

A long_arc_iSheld
momentarily in order
to obtain penetration
at the start of the
Weld. The top. f the
electrode should be
tilted slightly in
the direction of travel;
the exact smount_depends

.on-the type of elef:trode
used and the current
setting;

Whenever possible,
thin sections should

39

be held and_spaced
in a fixture to allow
for shrinkage along
the seams, as Shown__
in figure 43.' A properly
designed fixture will
hold the edges in alignment:
and firiniTnIrP the. flow

of heat into the sheet;
thereby reducing the
amount of expansion
and Subsequent contraction.
The edges to be welded
Should be spaced an
amount equal_to the
calculated AhMinkage
of'the weld; The amount
of specing:wal_depend
upon the kind of metal
being welded; For
carbon steel, a space
equal to the metal
thickness is allowed
at the starting_eid___
of the joint_and 1/4"
for each foot of seam

' length plus the metal
thickness at the opposite

end.

The welds_shown in
figure 44 illustrate.
the:requirements for
butt joints_on_steel
sheet for thicknesses
up to 1/8 ". The width
of the fusionzone
forheavy plates is
,governed by the _preparation
of the joint.. When
the edges to be welded
are beveled, the-weld
should_be approximately
1/8" wider than the
spacing. The depth

of fusion_into the
beveled edges of the
joint should be 30%
to SU. Reinforcement
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Figure 43; Holding Metal-S-1in d-Fitture;

I

MELD REQUIREMENTS SHEET STEEL BUTT JOINT

3014 TO 5014

Ftgure 44. Specifications of Carbdn Sheet Steel;

current required to
produce_ fusion in the

base metal; The electrode
most Suitable for welding;
14410.4ge steel sheet
in flat position_
is classed -by -the AWS

(AMerican Welding Society)
as E-1012. This electrode
can be used with direct
current welding machines
and straight polarity
or with alternating

. current machines:

L-
General Procedures

The following are
general procedures to
be used when welding
carbon steel sheets.

I

1. 'Clean_the edges
of any impurities.

height Of 25% "T" is
usually sufficient for
steel sheet. The
penetration for butt
welds must be 100%
regardless of thi_
thickness of tetal;

Light Butt Joint

As the thickness
of the metal to be
welded decreases;
the welding current
Must be lowered'and
a smaller electrode
used: However; there
is a limit _to both

of these adjustments.
The Minimum value of
weIding,current with
which astable arc
can be maintained _

depends upon the welding
madhine; The smallest
diameter of eIedtrode
that can be used is
theond Whidh will
not collapse under
the amount of welding

it

2. Match the edges

of the sheet.

3. Tack-spacing equal to

the metal thickness.

171

40

151
4; !lupport the work

. rlx. surface

oi

5. Make weld using
1/8 "- electrode.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all
questions on a
separate sheet of
paper. DO NOT WRITE
IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. How many layers .

of weld metal are required
for in

thitkness?

2. Why is a ion,
arc had at the start
of a weld?

3; What is the purpose
of_spacing in _a butt
joist of steel sheet?

4. What is the required
weld reinforcement
for a 1/8" metal butt
joint?

5; What is the penevratio
requirements for_d
metal biitt joint?.

REFERENCES

1; TO 34W4 -1 -5; Welding

Theoiy and ApplicatiOM.

2. Modern Welding
Handbook.
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Study_ Guides and Workbooks are training publications authorized by Air TrainingCommand (ATC)
for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit_ of instruction or
makes assignments for you to read in other publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you achiev,e the learning
objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge acquired from using the study guide will help you perform
the missions or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presentSd in the workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB material under one coven
The two training publications may be combined when the WB is not designed for you to write in, or when
both SG and WB are issued for you to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for training
.purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Oideit
or other official publications



Metal & MDT Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

FILLET WELDS IN THE VERTICAL POSITION

3ABR53131-SG-401

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and classroom instruction, you will apply the
techniques and procedures required for welding vertical fillet joints;

The fillet welded tee joint is commonly
used in building and naval construction
and_is often made in the vertical
position. It reqUires much practide to
make consistently good welds in the
vertical position. ,Once this skiffis
acquired, you:Will:be equipped to make
welds in practically any position; Many_

commerciar_businesses classify operators'
in two,divisions: one qualified to do
work in the fiat position only; whereas
the_otheegis qualified'to do work in all
positions.

INTRODUCTION-'

Making fillet welds In the_vertical
position is -one of the most difficult
welding tasks you will encounter.
Normally; more stringer beads are required
to meet -the pint requirements because of
the need to run smaller beads due to the
efficts of gravity and surface tension.
These factors can be overcome Only by
using smaller electrodes and shorter arc
lengths; The skill of the operator -is the
primary factor in selecting electrode
sizes'and in determining are lengths;
Your skill as a welder will be determined
by the amount of performance you do on
the vertical fillet joint;

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT -OF- DEFENSE
ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of energy
resources; doLnot write in or mark on
any training literature since it will be
reused by other classes; _Lights will be.
turned off any time'the classroom is
Vacant for more than 20 minutes; All
consumable materials will be used_
conservatively throughout Block IV.

VERTICAL FILLET MELDS

Welding in the vertical position is
much more difficult than welding in the
flat position. The force of graVity
acting-on the molten globules passing
across the arc tends to deflect -them
from the crater. The operator is forced
to hold a short arc aid to manipulate the
electrode in order_to control the size of
the molten pool. The strongest force
propelling the globules across the arc
is exerted by the,gas produced frOmthe
electrpde coating. This gas expands at
i rapid rate; forcing the metal across
the gap;

1

Lap joints which must be welded in the
vertical position, expecially those
found in the field; are often found in
steel struttures fabricated by welding,
One reason for using lap joints is that
they do not ordinarily require the close
tolerances and.fitups that butt joints
do;

Stringer Beads

The correct position -and manipulation
of the electrode -for welding upward_in__
the vertical position is shown in figure
1; The electrode is -held perpendicular.
to the plates laterally.. It IS also_
inclined down about 5 degrees-from the
horizontal plane; so that the tip of the
electrode pOifits slightly upward and
away from the crater.

The weld is Started by directing the
end of the electrode down; as shown in
figure I., This permits the deposited
metal to form a shelf. After building
up the shelf; the angle of the electrode
is changed with the end directed upward.
As the veld provesses,laletivofthe
electrode is momentarily moved upward

-ahead of the pool of molten metal long
enough tb permit the depOsit_to solidify;
This is repeated along the line of weld
to the top of the plate.



PPROkIMATE ELECTRODE ANGLE
AFTER WELD IS STARTED .

SHELF

ELECTRODE ANGLE AT
START OF WELD

Figure 1. Technique for Wading Upward in the Vertical Position.

A.someWhat shorter arc length it
required to control the Site of the
Molten pool; The arc is never broken
throughout the movement of the electrode.
The end Of thO-electrtide Is moved from
the crater just long enough torpermit the
deposited metal to _solidify and form a
shelf upon which additional metal is
deposited; The timing of this movement

may vary since some operators work faster

and use higher -current allies -than others;_

Attilal effective deposition'ofimetal
should take place only during_the-tiMe in
which the electrode it position at the

downward end of the movement";

Weave Beads 4

Use a slight weaving motion With
the electrode when you want welds that
are wider than those produced by the
stringer bead technique.' You thodld use
a slightly larger electrode with higher
welding current to produce the wider Wald.

A 3/16" diameter electrode it the Maizlitum
practical -Site felt vertical welding

.

An_example_of a typical weave in:"

the vertical position is:showitin figure
2;* The electrode is moved with_aslight
side to side motion in the CrAtOrdUring
the dePOSitiOU of WeId_metal;' This is
followed by an upward movement of the
electrode momentarily_to_allow the
deposited Metal to Solidify; This

procedure eliminates the highly crowned

bead 147' may result_whes tl weaving
motion aotused. Use a series of
stringer beads when Iatger_maximum
strength Welds are required.

WHIPPING
UP MOTION,

IL

_DIRECTION
OF WELDING

WEAVE BEAD
I/ 2.WIDE

Figure 2. Vertical Weave Bead,,
- Welding Up.

When al1±c arc_weldiugi the
-preferred direction'of welding heavy
metaltis_from the bottom upward:
However, Considerable welding on thin
metal is done from the top d-obsTrn; .Welding

downward on eitteli in the vertical -
:position reduces the _possibility of
burn-through._ A higher de- of skill

is required when usitirth ocedure

because of the tendency slag to trap

in the weld.

2
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Tee Joints

The number of welds required to_
make a vertical tee weld depends on the
thickness of the metal being welded:.
Where more than one layer is required to
meet weld specifications,_either the

stringer bead, Shown in- figure 3; or the
weave bead, shown in figure 4, can be
used; A combination of the two can AlSO

be used. In either case, the first pass
is made in the-root of the joint to
obtain adequate_ penetration into the root
of the- weld.-'If additional layers are to
be stringer beads then each added layer
of weld metal_requires an additional bead.
Each weld is -fused into the preceding
veld by holding the canter of the crater
at the edge of the last weld. To avoid

gipping- slag, clean each Weld thoroughly

by gipping off the slag and then
wirebrushing it.

1W;M-ALL-COWERS
-VICLOWG

444

ST AZ RIWA0

No
srIWw OG 0

«4'
Figure S. Stringer Beads,

Vertical Position.

WAN= WAD

Weeve_beads can be -made by- weaving

the electrode, as Shown in figure 5.
After the root bead has been_completed
and thoroughly cleaned_of_All_slag, the
weave is started by building a shelf then
moving the'electrode laterally to the-
desired width of the bead. The electrode
is held perpendicular to the plate and
moved from side to side._ A,slight,
hestitation at the end of the weave
results in good fusion without
undercutting the plate at. the_edge of the
weld._ If the weld_metal should overheat,
the_electrOde may be_raised from the
crater at short rapid intervals without
breaking the -arc. This illoWdthetatem
Metal to solidify without running down;

3

icy
hoverer, the electrode should be returned'
to the weld crater_ immediately tm_maintain

. the desired size of the fillet weld. TO
el nitrate a crater'at the end of the weld,
break the arc momentarilyto-allow the

-weld_metal to Solidify._ ThiS -reduces the
possibility of overheating and allows the
end of the bead to build up to rhe -

required specifications.

Figure 4. Vertical Zee Joint.

OR

WEAVE

I

DIRECTION OF WELDING

Figure S. Weaving Motton,
Vertical Position.

Lap Joints

When welding lap_jointMinthe_
vettical:p6dition, the electrode should
be manipulated as shown in figure_6.
:Holding the electrode approximately



perpendicular tothe,plates, start the
arc and deposit the weld metal to form a

shelf. Alove'thelanc up and away frord_the
molten pool until the molten metal has
solidified. Continuous depositing of
metal without using this movement causes
molten metal to run over the shelf and
down the weld. A slight hesitation of
the electrode at the bottom of the "4"
With the arc directed mainly upon the
lower plate aids in_penetrationand
reduces the possibility of overlapping
and undercutting:: ,

WEAVE

NOTE-
LOWER PART SLOW
UPPER PART FAST

Figure 6. Vertical Lap joint.

When you weld lap joints of plate up

- to 1/4" thick, one pass on each side of

the weld is normally sufficient to develop

the full strength of the base metal.e;If
the metal is thicker than 112", a series
of stringer beads may be needed, as shown

in figure 7. The final pass can be made

by weaving the electrode as shown in
figure 8. _This-procedure is necessary
when the weld specification cannot be met
by a single weld.

4

.

Figure 7. Stringer Beads
Verticai Lap Joint.

1 78

DIRECTION OF WELDING

F./1=v 8._ Weaving Motion
Vertical Position.
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Baking satisfactory
joints is_mor-diffiedlt_th4n 4..akitg_weidn
on tee joints in the verttcal
This is due mainly to the _cv4-vIspping
edge_of the top plate_on7.0p joints. The
overlapping edge of the joint is easily
overheated if the proper manipulation of
the eleCtrode is not used. This causes,

undercutting at the upper edge of the
weld and possible overlap on *.
edge.of the weld.

Electrodes

The electrodes used for vertical
welding have lighter coatings than the

used fdtflat position welding.
:re desisned'to allow -the weld metal
:.ag to solidify quickly This type
strode is used on reverse polarity;

;;;.-Ation is secured easily since the

greatest amount -of heat is_at thepositive
Side of the welding circuit (the tip of
the electrode); This is an: aid to. a _

position in which penetration is otherWiSe
more diffiCUIt" to obtain; The electrodes

--are classified under American. Welding- _

Society SpecificatienS at AWS 6010 and in
Al supply catalogs as Class B.

Current Sattings

When using coated electrodes in the
vertical position, use Smaller electrodes
and lower current settings as compared to
flat position welding. This helps to
maintain a small pool of'molten metal;
thut permitting surface tension to
overcome the force of gravity. The
current settings recommended by the
electrode manufacturer serve as a guide
in making initial settings for a given
electrode size.

.4

Joint PrepArafkon and Weld Specifications

The joint preparation and weld
specifications for welding in the vertical
position are the came as forvelding in
the flat position.,-It may; however, be
necessary in vertical-welding, to make a
number of passes fora joint -which would
require only one pass in the flat
position.

Procedures for Welding of Tie JointS'..

1. Clean the surfaces to be

welded.

191
2. Set up the work, tack weld it .

securely, and support the work firmly so
that it will not fall off the table.

3. Complete the first pass in each
joint, being careful to acquire adequate
penetration at the root.

4: Complete each side_ with two
additiodil stringer bead6-.

5. Weave a pass over the preceding
beads in each joint.

__6. Continue the weaving passes until
All the joints are filled.

Procedures for Welding of Lap Joints

1. Clean the surfaces to be welded.

2. Set up the work and tatk weld the
-top and bottom.

3. Star&'the weld at the bottom of
the joint. Weave_the electrode in,the
manner illustrated it figdre 6, making
the upper part of the 3 rapidly and the
lower part more slowly.- This is- required
since it is-desired to deposit the weld
metal only during this part of the
movement.

. _

4. Try different electrode angles
and -rod manipulations until the best one
is found.

5. Weld the joint on the reverse
side.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all the questions on a
separate sheet of paper. DO NOT WRITE
IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. When are multiple passes used on
lap welds?

2. Why is the electrode_ moved
vertically -away from the crater in making
a "3" weave?

3; . What is the main purpose of the
root bead in a vertical weld?

4. What determines the nuMber of
passes required for tee joints ?.



5. Can a vertisal weld be ma__
with the torch moving downward?

6. Why -must the electrode be
manipulated when welding lap joints?

7. Wheredhodld most of the arc's
heat be directed in vertical welding?

8. What type of electrode is
suitable for vertical welding?

6

9. Why is a vertical lap joint more
difficult to weld than a vertical tee
joint?

10. Why is it necessary to assure
good fusion at the root of a weld?

REFERENCES

TO 34W4-1-5i Welding Theory and
Application, Modern-Welding atiiidlitidk

(Chapter 5).

180
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Metal & NDI Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

FILLET WELDS IN THE OVERHEAD POSITION

OBJECTIVES

3ABR53131=SG=402

.

After completing this study guide and classroom instruction; you tIll,apply the

techniques and procedures reqUired for welding overhead fillet joints;

.INTRODUCTION

The overhead position of welding is
one in which filler metal is_deposited
from the underside of the joint and the
face ofthe weld is'approematay
-horizontal._ This is probably the moat
difficult of all the ttlditg positions;

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT_OF_DEFENSE.
ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of energy
resources, do -not write in or mark on
any trainingliteratUre since it will be
reused by other Classes; Lights will be

turned off any time the classroom is
vacant for more than 20 minutes. All
consumable materials will be used
conservatively throughout Block IV.

OVERHEAD WELDING'

In the erection of structures and
equipment,"andAspecially in repdir work,
it is often necessary to weld_in the
overhead position. FOrtunately, there
are forces present-in the electric arc
powerful enough to overcome the force of
gravity and Make it possible --, deposit

metal overhead; one of the most
effective of these forces is the
propelling -power of tie gases forMed by

the combustion of the_Plectrode coating.
These -gases are expanded at a tremendous
rate due to the heat-of the arc;

Dependitg on arc:lengths, the
transfer of metal in the overhead
position is accomplished in different
ways. An overhead deposit Made while
holding a long arc is relatively small
and due only to condensation_ ofvaporized
metal. In the case of the Short arc,
there is a globular growth until contact
is made with the liquified plate or

_

181

Surface of the deposit; as shown in figure

9; Here the forces of adhesion and
surface_ tension at the plate overcome the
combined fortes of gravity, cohesion; and
surface tension holding the globule to
the electrode tip: The forces acting
against the depositing of molten metal
may be-overcome by using a small diameter
electrode and holding a shorter arc.
Heating the joint locally is also helpful
in starting an effective metalideposit.
This"can_be accomplished by. holding_ a_ long

arc at the start of the weld; It is often
desirable on heavy_plate to burn or waste
2 to_3 indhes of the electrode it heating
the joint.

941 IC

Figure P Themv_.--.0',2-;e7:sheaci

,c Deposi.ta,

Rectrodci.

Or , those electrc.s 4esirt.te. for _

overhea:4 welding shon1,-: be _

Weld.:tng_with large co.aMetet electrodes= is

dtffi,:ult. The 3/16" diameter electrode
the m.-1;-imum p%Acticml A.= to _used

for nverSee.7 amount.

si=_teUCSactle he :Irefully
adjuA'.:ed so 'mat ashc.e; arc length_ can

be ha'. slight amou-i. of

electrode is Xy if the
currint aate.4tzent and el.,ctrode angle

is correrz.L.

Polarity

Reverse polarity z's used when usIng .

a direct current .e.1-7. rt..Lding machine.

. -

7



SECOND PASS

rri:RD

Figure 10: Tee Joint OVerhedd.

Penetration is more easily obtained since
the_greatest amount_of_ heat is at the
positive terminal of the welding circuit;

Limsreht settings

The selection ofweIding current _

depends on the size of the electrode, the
thickness of the plate being welded; the
position of'uTelding, and the welder's
sail. or overhead position. Welding,
lower current values must Be used; In

general, the proper current_settings_are
obtained from experience and :Should be

'-iSdjUtted t&ftlfill the requirements of
the particular welding eration. Data
published by thUmanufaCturei the:AIM be
used only as algid-de-Since many factors

the' current requirements.

Welding Technique

_When making fillet Weida in the
o verhead position; a Short arc should be
held and there should be no_weaving_of
the electrode. The electrode Should be
held approximately 20 degrees to the
vertIcs1 plate and moved uniformly in the
direCtion of the welding, as Shown in
agurt 10; The arc motion should be
controlied_to ecure a good penetration to
:las tcot of the weld and good-fUti n With
the tidettilt of the vertical and
horizontml plates; If the molten metal
becomes too fluid and tends to sag, the;

= 8

electrode should be_moved away quickly
from the crater to lengthen the arc and
allow the metal to solidify. The
electrode should then be. returned
immediately to the crater and the weld

continued;

When welding heavy plate in :the _
overhead position, several passei_or
beads are required to'make the joint.
The Order it which these beads are
added to the joint_is_shown in. figure 10.
The first pass.or_bead is a stringer
bead With no weaving notion of the
electrode; Tice second and third pastes -

are_maduwith a very slight circular
Metitz of the end of the electrodewhiIe
the:tr. the electrode is tilted 'about

L5_de in the_direction of welding.
This MOt1On pollute greater control and
better distribution _of the weld netal

being _deposited. All slag and oxides
thonld be removed from the surface of
each stringer head by chipping_Ot:virc
brushing before additional beads are
deptidited in the joint;

PtOtedUtet
V

The fonowing_are general procedures
to be used when making overhead welds.

-182

1. Clean the metal to be welded.

1;



2._ Set up the fixture in. the
manner described by your instructor.
Make sure that the work is securely
fastened to the fixture;

3. Attach the work to the fixture
in the overhead position.

4.__ Strike an arc, then hold a long
Art until two or three globules fall to .

the-floor, and then shorten the arc to
the correct length.

5. Complete the root bead, trying
various angles of the electrode until
the best one is found;

6. Continue laying stringer beads
until the weld is complete. Chip off

all slag after each pass.

QUESTIONS 0
Note: kiswer all questions on a
separate sheet of paper. DO NOT
WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. What is .-the muse of slag
inclusions in position weldine

2. How may:the fortes acting
against_the deposit of meta; in the
overhead position: be overcome?

183
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3. What diameter electrodes are

usually used for overhead-welding?

4. What are the causes of .

undercutting on overhead welds?

0.

5. Why do you use a short arc in
overhead welding?

6. What is the principal difficulty
in welding in the overhead position?

7._ Which forces in the arc aid in
overhead welding?

8._ What force hinders overhead we
welding?

9. When 'direct current is used for
welding in the overhead poSition? What
polarity is used?

10. What type of electrode should
you use in welding in the overhead
position?

REFERENCES

TO 34W4=1-5
Application, Modern Welding Handbook.
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PIPE JOINTS

bBjECTIVES

After completing this study guide and classroom inStructien; you

toi
3ABR53131 -SG -403

techniques and procedures required to perform metallic arc welding of

INTRODUCTION

A tubular section is the most
effecient where a large amount of torsion
is involved, It is for this reason that
aircraft engine mounts and 'landing gears
are constructed -chiefly of tubular Shapes.
In the construction field; pipe is being
used extensively for structures such as
framet; platforMS, and fiktUret. The
petroleum,industry uses.pipe for k.

transporting liquids and gases_and the
.eqUintent.nedettary for production of
these fuels; Welding has made available
the use of- tubular sections ft:it the:Tie

purposes since joints are made directly.
to other tiers without' the use of a
mechanical co:Lcting member.

INFORMATION

MAkAGEMENT_OEDEFENSE '
ENERGY RESOURCES- c

Due tothe-conservation of energy
rettitirte64-de not write in or mark on any
train:fag literature since it will
reused by other dlasSeS. Lights will be
turned off any time the classroom-is
vacant for more than 20 minutes._ All
consumable materials will be ucel
conserVatively:thredgnout Block IV;

TYPES OF JOINTS__ r>

The advantages of arc welded piping
systems are: (1) permanently tight
connections -of great strengthiand_
rigidity; (2) resistance to flow due to
elimination of projections inside the
pipe;_(3) a pleasing appearance;_(4) easy
and cheap application of insulation, (5)
simplification of*detigni,and (6)
elimination of many fittings required by
mechanically connected.systems.

:This_freedom_of design with_tubular
steel members is just-One way welding
mak,_es. savings possible that-cannot be

tobtained_by any other method of
fabrication or construction.

184
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Butt Joint

Will
pipe

apply the
joints;

The most common type -of joint used
in the fabrication of welded pipe systems
is the butt joint; It is the most .2.

satisfactory from thestandpoint of stress
distributien. When the wall thickness of
the pipe is 3/16" or greater; the ends of
the pipe are beveled to an_angle of 26 to
37-1/2 degrees to within 116" of the
inside wall of the pipe; as shown in
figure -11. _Theoxyacetylene_cutting torch
is used to bevel heavy Walled pipe,
whereas; thin walled pipe can_be beveled
by using a pedestal grinder.

--f

_A-backing ring ii,used when joining
_large diameter_pipe which is subjected
to severe service conditions. This is a..

ring shaped strap whichisitted to the
inside surface of the pipe at a joint
prior to welding. It may be either a
plain flat strap rolled to fit the inside
diameter ofthe_pipe or_a forgeeor
pressed. Shag with or without projections
which space the two pipe ends the prpper
distance apart; as shown_in_figuid 12.
ItS ftinetiOn.it to assist the welder i
securing complete penetration to the _\
inside surface ofthe_niOd Withedt litittitg\
through and to prevent globules of
spattered weld metal andelag_from
entering the pipe. Back'ing rings help

align the -Oise ends but are not normally
used in shop fabrication: They are
removed after the welding has been-
completed when internal _ leaning is to

be,done.

Butt joints should be reinforced
with weld. metal in excess of the_net
throat.dithenSien by at least 1/16". The
reinforcement should be gradually
increased in thicknessfraar the eige to

the center. Avoid excessive
reinforcement because it tends to
introduce undesirable stress
concentrations.
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THICKNESS (1) _THICKNESS (T)_
GREATER . THAN 3/4 INCH 7.1I6 TO 3/4 INCH

FORMS OF BEVELS FOR .BUTT-WELDED' JOINTS

Fillet Joint

Figure-11. Forms of Bevels for Butt-We icied joints.

Figure 22; Types of Backing Rings;

The general application foi, the
fillet joint in_ pipe is the intersection
jointrshOh as the tee, ell, or wye.
Joiningpipe where one meMberforms_an _

angle to anotheri_presents the problem of
either_ preparing both ends of the pipe to
form the joint or fitting a single pipe
to join another at angle. _Depending
on..the_timdfactor'involved, the joint
prepration can either -be done by guessing
at_the proper_angle of the cut or by
mAking and using a template;

The materials necessary for making .

patterns consist of a straight edge,
triangle; compass, rule, a piece of
heavy paper, and __a pencil. In laying out
a,pattern for a 90-degree bend, first lay
out the joint actual size, letting Zhe
lines represent the outside diameter of
the pipe, as shown in figure 13. Next,
inscribe a circle and divide it into 12

ti

;

12

6

equal parts. Nutber the parts beginning
with zero. Extend these joints,-over liue

AA and wither the iseersections:to
correspond with-the points of the circle,
as shown in figure 14; Draw line BB at a
right angle to the diameter, starting it
three inches fro1 the corner; This
completes the prelim nary details'prior to
making the actual pattern.

0 Proceed to lay off Iine CC which
represents the circhtferined of the
circle,as Shown in figure 15; Divide
this line into as many equal tarts as
the circle was divided_into and number
them beginning at the left with zero;
At each division, draw a line at_a right
angle to CC. Starting at:0 on the
vertical line, lay off a length equal to
B-0; on line 1, lay off length Er1;_on_
line 2, B-4 etc. 1 11=12 is laid off,

which is equal to B-0. Now; joiErthe
extremities of these lines and the result
Should be the curve AA. which dOrreSpOiddit

185
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Figure_13. Laying Out a Pattern
a 90° Band (First Step).
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Figure 14. Laying Out a Pattern
a 90° Bend (Second Step).'

to the line A'A' in firge 15. The
pattern is cut- out -by cutting along the
edges CA', A'A', A1C, 'CC.

The pattein is then wrapped around.'
the-pipe. Rad it in-position with one
hand and mark an outline on the pipe with
soapstone following the line A'A'. This

is the cutting edge, Cutting the two
pieces of_pipe on line A'A' and butting
them together results in "a 90-degree bend
which should require no trimming other
than beveling of the edges.

This procedure can be_applied'to any
pipe joint. If a pattern for a tee is to
be made, the joint is laid out as shown
in figure-16. The pattern is wrapped
around the outlet of the le so.that the
circle is inscribed in the outlet and not
in the run.

The-difference between this pattern'
and the pattern forthe ell is that-the
cutting line AA iS half a circle instead

. of a straight line: After the outlet is

'186
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cut_along the -edge A'A' on the pattern,
it is placed in position on the run and
the outline marked and cut; The outlet
serves as a pattern to cuuthe opening
in the run. This procedure may also be
used in laying out patterns for a pipe
elbow as shown in figure 17.

WELDING PROCEDURES

,.Cleaning

The_ welding faces and the adjoining
pipe surfaces should be cleaned back at
least 1/4" from the welding groove. All
rust, paint, scale, oil, or grease should
be removed by either the chemical or
mechanical method. They make it
difficult, if not impossible, to secure
penetration and fusion to the base metal
and a sound weld deposit..

Alignment

The pipe must- be-carefully lined up
Jefore welding. If the two pieces to be
joined have the same internal diameter;
regardless-of wall thickness, backing_
rings may be used to bring the bore of
the two pieces into .alignment; When
backing_rings_are not used, the two pipes
or fitting ends are often secured in a
fixed position by an external 'lamp:
They can also be secured by positiming
in a chcmnel or section of angle iron
large enough to permit the ends to fail
into proper -line; as shown in figure 18.
Where the .pipes =eet at an angle, a
suitable fixture may be constructed if
a number of such joints warrant
construction. Proper argnment for
angular 3rs can beciosey maintained
by predetermined allowances for
contraction of the weld, along With proper
welding procedures, thus eliminating the
heed for a fixture-.

Tacking

After the joint is aligned, tack
weld at regular intervals prior to actual
welding. This maintains the joint
alignment and permits removal of any
external fastenings which may have been
used for this purpose and which -would
interfere With the complete welding -of
the joint. 'Tack-welding also permits
handling the pipe after setting up and
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LINE CC REPRESENTS CIRCUMFERENCE OF CIRCLE

. Figure /5. Pattern for 900 Beni.

A'

Figure 16. Laying Out the Pattern for a Tee.

before welding. As a rule, the length
of tack welds in arc welding Should be
two to three times the thickness of the
parts joined. Tack weld' should be
thoroughly fuse4 into the Main weld.

Welding Technique

Pipe welding involves no new
principles of welding. The; main

difference it that either the position
of the work or-the welder must be

coneLantly changed
form.

due to the ciicular

There is no specific direction for
welding pipe in a fixed position; Tht
preferred direction is usually from the
bottom upwir,i; however, considerable
welding, especially Ofthin or -Alum
wall thickness pipe, is- done -in the
opposite direction. Ordinarily, more
metal per layer is deposited in welding
upward, and the requirement of having
the layers thin enough to undergo

14
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Figure 17. Layout of Welded Angle Joint of Heavy Pipe Constructiorz.

SUPPORT {LOCK

Figure 18. Angie Iron Serving
as Fixture for. Small

Diameter Pipe.

complete grain refinementmuit be _
considered. DoOnward weldingte4Uitet a
higher degree of Skill to sect re adequz:e
fusion with the side walls and to avoid
trapping the 9.4g.

L

The nuMber of passes requiredto
make_a pipe weld varies with wall
thicimess of the pipe and the position
Of the pipe whin it is welded. Whin_the

work can ..hen the pipe is

in a fixed herison..al position; a layer

re

88

"4

of metal is deposited across the full
width of the welding groove during -each
pass. When'the pipe is in a fixed
vertical position; the metal is deposited
in a_series of stringer beads._ Regardlead
of the position of the pipe, there is
usually one layer or pass for each 1/8"
of wall thickness:

-Each layer of weI0 meta17should be
thoroughly cleaned before depositing the
next layer, Chip with a slag hammer and

'wire brush it to remove all slag deposits.

Weld Repair (

When a_weld is to be repaired, the
defect should be removed by chipping,_
machining, flame gouging; or flame
cutting. After removing the defect, Clean
and Shape therepair area so that asound

_ weld deposit-can be obtained.

Procedure

The fUldWing_are general
procedures to be used when making pipe

-welds.
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Figure 19; Butt

1. Cut two pieces of pipe to the 4

required length.

_Clean and bevel the Joint ends
as ehawn in figure 19.

3. Set up work in V blocks Or at
an angle and tack weld at four equally-
spaced points. .

4. Using one hand toturn the
work. weld the first pass using a 1/8"
diameter electrode.

5. _giip_off the 'slag -and inspect_

Lhe weld for penetration and fusion. :A

6. Weld the second pass in the
same manner using a 3/32" electrodi.

QUESTIONS

MAX

QUESTIONS-

Note: Answer all questions on:a
separate sheet-of- paper. DO NOT
WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. What is t#e purpose of the
backing ring in butt welding pipe?

2; What is the purpose of.a
template?

Weld in Pipe.

AMAX.
16

.3. 'How doet the metal thiCkness
affect the number of passes in butt
welding pipe?

4; that are the advantages;in

wrinkle bending pipe?

5. How -mach pipe'would be required
to- produce a 90°. bend with an outside
radius of 28 inches?

6. Haw is the spacing of the
Wrinkles determined?

7. ;Why is excess penetration_
undesirable in a butt weld?

8._ What methOds are used to bevel
large-diameter pipe of heavy wall

thiCknessq

4proxmately size are the
welds in comparison to metal. -

thickness?

IO. -How can_the ilignment_of pipe.
ends be maintained prior to welding?

. .

9

REFERENCES
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TO 34W4-1-5,)ALLagTheca-y; and
Application, Modern-Welding_ffandbook.
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OBJECTIV

HEAT AND CORROSION RESISTANT FERROUS ALLOYS

3ABR53131-SG-404

After completing this study guide and classroom in:_zuctiw; you
techniques_anCprocedures_requiredto perform metallic arc welding of
resistant ferrous alloys.

INTRODUCTION
,,

Heat and corrosiom resistant ferrous
alloysi_sometimes_referred to as stainless
steel, have come into their present wide
use mainly Oecause of one characteristic
they -have it common._ They are all
resistant to heat and corro-sion. This
corrosion resistant_quality is due -to a

chroMium content inpamountsbver10
perc-ttit; 'Other elements added to attain;
certain desirable properties are nickel,
manganese, columbium, titanium,
mclybdehum; silicon, and carbon.

INFt-AMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of energy
resourcesi.do not write'in_o tic_ on any

. training literature qdnce it 11 be
reused by.other classes. Li is will be
;turned of any time the classroom is-
vacantvacant for more than 20 minutes. All
consumable - materials will be used
conservatively throughout Block IV.-

METALLIC_ARC_WELDING_OF_HEAT
AND CORROSION RESISTANT

FERRQpS ALLOYS

As far as we eerned,

practica4All St ess s eelS can be
divided into two gataarai" classes;:thAe
conta4nini only chromlum as the alloying
element, and the austemitit'types. The
Iatter,cottairl:bOth chromium and nickel

crying amounts.

Yhtifirse-class; known as straight
chromium stainless steels, are more
ckiftlicdltLtb weld than those containing
'bothittoium and nickel; When metals in
the flr.t:class_are heated:to Melting_
'temperatures, they are subject to rapid
grain groWth;and do not respond ;to grain
refinement through heat treating. Such

19O
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will apply the
heat and corrosion

Alloys, when welded, possess very little
ductility; therefore; welding is not -

recommended whemthe part is subjected tO
movement or shock at room temperatures;

The second classi or chromiumrnickel
group, is most highly recommended for
welding; These metals; being of an
austenitic nature, are extremely iodgh
and ductile in the as-welded condition;

The techniques and procedures
employed in welding stainless steel are
different than those used in welding
carbon steels. Not only must the strength
of the base metal be maintained across the
weld area, but, in practically all caseA
the corrosion resistance must be retain
as well. Frequently, welding must be done
on this gauges. Often, the appearance of
a polished stainless steel surface must
be protected; Preservation of these
qualities rest not only in your ability as
a welder, but also in your knowledge of
stainless steels; You should know how.

117

each st ess steel is affected under the
influen of heat and anticipate this,
effect that you may control the
damaging-effects of welding.

The American Iron and Steel Institute
has standardized stainless steel -types SY/
the use of a nuMbering system. Foldout
1 (located at back of this SG), shows the
common types of stainless steels, their .

approximate chromium-nickel cuntent,
usage, and generai,characteristics.

Fusion welding by use of the metallic
arc is used in the fabrication of stainless
stainless bteels. For best results in
welding, stainss steel should not be
held at the melting temperature too long:
This causes_loss of corrosion resistance,
warpage; and undesirable:grain growth.
Metallic arc welding can help you to
avoid these harmful effects because_the
heat application it immediate in this



method. In making a weld, the metal _

deposited and the joint edges are heated

to the melting temperature of about

2690oF. The body of the work; however;_

remains cold; This_causes a zone parallel

to and near the weld whith igheated
between MOO° end 1500°F; causing carbide

precipitation; Since arc welding is
rapid; this zone is quite narrow and close

to the weld. The deposit cools quickly
resulting in a minimum of_heat_build-up
adjacent_to the weld. This_ allows the

letying_of a deposit which can be
accurately.controlled. _Good control is
also possible_becauSe the composition of
the weld metal deposit is the result of

two known compositions; that of -the metal

being joined- and the metal in the

electrode. Where metal thickness permits;
metallic arc welding Of stainless steel
jet engine and reciprocating engine
exhiUSt manifolds is highly recommended

for the following reasons:

1. The intense heat orthe arc
permits faster welding speeds with
minimum heat inrit and warpage of the

part.

2. Th.=

provides a I'

gas shield.
deposit of tt.

of the wel- ibc moo.:

of the electrode
-tion; prbtectiye
covering during ,

trode and cooling

3. Variousi Electrode combinations
are aVailaLle which make it possible to

compensp. loss_of certain elements

such -as om,ae; and columbium during

Welding

Since many jet engine parts are
fabritated of very thin stainless steel;
arc welding is restricted topartS__in
which heaviet gauges of metal are used.

Other aircraft parts; such as exhaust

manifolds and_collettot rings, are

fabricatedand sometimes repairCd by

this method,.

SELECTION OF: ELECTRODE4__PO1ARITYi
AND CURRENT SETTING

Electrode

The composition -of electrodes for

the welding of stainless steel is of

critical importance fran the standpoint

of corrosion resistance and tensile

18

strength. This is especially true of
numerous jet engine repairs where the weld
deposit must meet exacting requirements.
Manufacturers of electrodes must meet
certain commercial and military standards;
which are established by_the steel
industry and using agencies;

_Specifications_of welding electrodes
for heat and corrosion resistance steels
are contained in military specification
MIL-E6844A._ Electrode composition,
commercialdesignation; and color
identification for each is shown in

Foldout -1. The method of matkihg__
electrodesbycOldr is shown in figure 20.
In requisitioning electrodes from federal
supply_catalogs; the military
specificaticit number will be shown as

part of theit.a_nomenclature. Positive
electrode identification can be Made by
reference to MIL-E6844A;

c000_47
.acct.., coke. (1.0* co. o,

/

CND C.1. (LECT.00CS

mown WM. IPOT 0 ....I -- -- sup.., c0.101 11.9, w 4.01

Figure 20. Color Marking
for Electrode Identification.

Electrode manufacturers consider
certain elements lost as they pass through

the arc. Such losses are compensated for
by an increase in known volatile elements
in order to produce wtlds whose
composition will be close to that of the

baSe_tetal. Approximately 30 percent of
the columbium in an electrode will be
lost ikwelding. In welding 18-8
stai4eilssateel; an electrode containing
19 percent chromiumend 9 percent nickel
is often used. Titanium cannot be
transferred from the electrode through the
arc and-for this reason titanium beating
rodsare not used in arc welding;

Polarity

Difect current with reverse polarity
is generally used -for metallic arc welding_

of stainless steel. This places the hotter
hotter end of the welding circuit at the
tip of the electrode. This causes faster'

191
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melting; therefore, faster depositing of
filler metal from the electrode; It also
results in less heat input to the base
metal being joined. Straight polarity is
sometimes used on heavy gauges of
stainless steel. .

Current Setting

The welding current should be
adjusted to provide only enough current
to ensure good:fusion. Lower current
settings are- required more:for stainless
steels than:for ordinary steels of equal
thiekness because they possess a lower
heat conductivity than common steels.
This tends to keep the heat ofthe arc
1nrcalizeil-ar rhe point_of_oontact_rathet___

than allowing it to travel back into
the plate. 'Stainless steel will also
penetrate much better than; steel because
it is very fluid when molten; whereas
ordinary steel.tends to-be more viscous
and sluggish. Foldout 1 lifts average
current settings for the most frequently
used sizes of electrode. Other factors,
such as metal thickness, Mass of metal,
type of stainless steel and the ability,
of the,operaCpr must be considered in
determining exact current settings for
a-particular welding job.

Procedures for Butt Joints in the Flat
Position

The following are general procedures
to be used when welding butt joints in
the flat position.

1._ Clean the_surfaces of_the'metal
arc to be weld& (1/8" x 6" x 6").

2. Set up the joint with proper
spacing and tack weld the ends.

'3. Hold the proper_arc length to
ensure good fusion..

4. Weld_the,butt joint according
to weld specifications.

5. Check'the weld for contour of
bead, penetration at root,.and slag
inclusions;

Procedures for Tee Joints in the
Horizontal Position

19
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The folloVingare general_procd%re
; to be used when welding tee jointsit.Lht

horizontal position.-

I. Clean surfaces of the metal areL
to be welded (1/8" x 1-1/2" x 6 ").

2. Set up the joint with proper
alignment and tack weld the ends.

3. Hold the proper arc ledgth to
ensure good fusion.

4. Weld the tee joint according
to weld specifications.

5. Check the weld for contour of
beadi-penetration-at root, and slag
inclusions.

Procedures for Lap Joints in the
Flat P itiOn

he following are general procedures
to be used when welding lap joints in the
flat position.

1. Clean surfaces of the metal
area to be welded (1/8"x 2" x 6 ").

2. Set up the joint with proper
overlap (approximately 3/4")_and tack .

Veld the ends.

3. Hold the proper arc length to
censure good fusion;

4. Weld-the lap joint according
to weld specifications.

5. Check the weld, for contour of
bead, penetration at bottom of plate,
and slag inclusions.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all quest Ions on a
separate sheet of paper. DO NOT
WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. Why are stainless steels
commonly known -as heat and corrosion
resistant steels?

2, -Into-what two general classes
can stainless steels be divided?



3. List by type number the
stainless steels used to.fabricate gas
turbines, exhaust,systems, and exhaust
manifolds.

4: What factors must be considered
in order to produce good welding r.sults
in stainless steel?

5. Why is the composition of the
electrodes for welding stainless steels
critical?

6. How are the various types of
welding electrodes identified?

7. What polarity is used to
metallic arc weld stainless steel?

8; How-do current settings
differ between ordinary steels and
stainless steels?

REFERENCES

TO 34W4-1-5, Welding Theory and
Application, Modern Welding- Handbook
(Chapter 18).
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CAST IRON ,

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and classroom instruction; you will apply the
techniques and procedures required to petforirmetallic arc welding of cast iron.

INTRODUCTION

Cast iron is a combination of iron
andcarbon with other elements- picked -up
during the refining process. The carbon
content of cast iron may vary from 1.7 to
4.5 percent. It is the high- carbon
content that-gives the.daSt_iton its dark
color.

-

There are three types of cast iron
Used in industry:' gray, i./hite; and

malleable._Gray_cast_iron_is made -by
slowly cooling the molten iron, white
cast iron by quickly cooling the molten
iron, and malleable cast iron by heat
treating white cast irdn.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of- energy
resources; do not write in ormark on
any training literature since it is to
be reused by other rI-ases. Lights will
be turned off any_time_the classroom_ia
vacant for more.then 20 minutes. All
consumable materials will be used.
conservatively throughout Block IV.

WELDING CAST IRON

Cast iron is an alloy of iron
containing a high percentage of carbon
and is made in cast form. The carbon
content is usually from 1.7% to 4.5%.
Cast iron generally contatns_small.
percentages of silicon which act as a
fluxing agent and improves fluidity.
Alloys of cast iron contain such elements
as nickel, chiaMium",- molybdenum, vanadium,
titanium, aluminum, and copper. eneral
characteristics of cast irdn include
hardness, brittleness, great compressive
strength, lot tensile strength, high shock
resistance, wear resistance, and
corrosion resistance. It is not malleable
at any temperature and has a tendency to
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crack if it Ls subjected to quick changes
in temperature._ For this reason, it
:cannot be fOrged,-tolled, ttisted, or
bent. Its low meltingpoint, fluidity,
and fusibility make it an excellent metal
for casting. -

Gray castr.ironis_the most common
type. Whet this cast iron is fractured,
the break-appek.s gtay because the"
surface is covered with free graphite.

White cast iron contains carbon in
the combined fori. It is readily
distinguished:by itS hardness and
brittleness and when frattured;ithe break
appears silvery. and whitewith little or
no visible graphitic carbon. White cast
iron is produced by'rapit quenching from
the molten state. It is availablein
various compositions, some of thich are
used in making malleable iron castings:

Malleable cast iron, is produced by
prolonged annealing of white cast iron.
This annealing causes a decarburized
steely skin and a'dark core of tempered
carbon. These castings will bend before
breaking and are more suitable to use
when shock occurs. :-

Metallic Arc Welding

Metallic arc_welt:;.1,4.is the only
welding process Adaptable for certain
cast iron applications; Examples of this
are found frequentIi_in
permit the use of only a liMited amount
of heat and in jobs which require welding
to_be_done in the overh'ead_position;
This latter is usually prohibitive by
other methods because of the fldidity of
the molten metal. Cast -iron can,be_ -

welded with heaVy-Coated Mond]. or 18 .=8
type stainIets steel etectrodes. Other
high-niCkel rods such as "nirod" and
"nicast" tali; with proper precautions,
produce a fairly machinable weld.-
VariouS types of mild steel electrodes



-

such 'as "strongcase_and "ferroweld" are
available for arc welding of cast iron

a nonmachinabie weld is satisfactory;
nze electrodes are also available -for

joining cast iron, cast iron to steel, or
any other combination of bronze and iron
based alloys. These eleotiodes ire_
recommended for malleable iron castings.

Metal Preparation.

The edges of theTjointahOuld be
chipped out or beveled by grinding to
form a 60-degree included angle bevel;
The vee should extend to within 3/32"
from the bottom of the crack. Always
maintain' original alignment of the parts;
Where a crack is=to-be=:weldsmall
hole should be drilled In the casting at
each end of .the crack to prevent it'from
lengthening when the welding heat is
applied.

Studding

Where maximum strength is necessary
in heavy cast iron parts;__ studs of steel__
approximately 1/4" to 3/8" diameter should
be used (refer to figure 21A). The'cast
iron. should be_veed out, drilled, and,
tappid.aloag the vee so that the studs
may be screwed into the casting. A
coarse threaded bottoming tap should be
used; The studs should project 3/16" to
1/4" above_the cast iron surface. The _

studs_should be long enough to he screwed
into the face of the casting and to a
depth' of at lease the diameter of the._
ItUds. The cross sectional area of the
studs should be 25% to 35% of the area of
the weld_surface. It is good practice to
first weld one or two beads around each
stud; making sure fusion is obtained with
the stud and cast iron ')ase metal-
Straight lines of weld metal Should be

PF.Pide4_4s_much:_as
should be depoSited_intermittently and
.ach bead peened before cooliag. Where
Lt is- difficult-to apply studs to a joint;
:he edges of.i.the_casting can be machined
,r chipped out with a round nose tool -to
Eorm a long U-shaped groove aa the
:niface and face Of-aach.beverias shown
to figure 21B. These grooves serve as_.
inchors for weld metal deposited in the
Oint and_helps to increase its strength
ledhanically.
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STUDDING

Figure 22A. Method of Reinforcing
Cast Iron Welds.

GROOVING

Figwre 21B. Method ofkein arcing
Cast iron Welds.

-Welding Procedure

I7C

Reverse polarity with a minimum.
=Tent setting should be used for.
metallic_arc welding of cast iron.'
Foldout 1 lists recommended current
settings for cast Iron-type of electrodes.

Welding shauldproceed_wIth stringer
--Yead-s-aiiiioximately 1" in length; Each
bead should be allowed to_cool before
proceeding with the next bead. In some
cases the skip procedure-should bdused;
Each short length of weld should be
peened lightly immediately after the bead
has been deposited. It should also be
allowed to cool before additional weld
metal is deposited. The peening action
gives a forging'effect to the metal and
helps relieve the stresses see' up by
uneven cooling. Peening reduces the
danger of cracking in the weld or base'



metal. 117.-..e cooling between_beads _ _ 2. .Which type of cast Iron is
'-educes the amount of heat inducted into annealed?-
the part. Using a small diameter
electrode also helps to_reduce the amount
of heat inducted. Weaving of the
electrode should be kept to a minima
Each bead must_be cleaned thorovahly by
shipping and wire brushing before
additional metal is deposited.

QOM.=

Note: Answer all questions on a- .

separate sheet of paper. DO NOT
WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE;

recomMended-Inciuned
angle of a cast iron butt joint?

3; Why is peening used Jn cast
iron?

4. What is the principal drawback
in welding cast iron?

5. What is studding?

REFERENCES

TO 34W4-1 -5; Welding-Tneonraud-
Application, Modern Welding Handbook.
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Metal E. NDI Branch _

Chanute AFB, Illinois

HARD SURFACING; CUTTING; AND RESISTANCE-WELDING

OBJECTIVES

171
.3ABR53131=SG=406

After completing" this_ study guide aad classroom instruction, you wilt apply the
procedures and techniques in metallic arc hard surfacing and Cutting, and 7esistance-
welding,

INTRODUCTION

The bard surfacing process has been
used for a long time to increase the
service life of equipmentused in
construction ana-EiHing operations. The
proper application of hard surfacing .

Material can increase the service life of
any given piece of equipment from two to
25 times. Imagine the cost involved Ia
a road building operation or a mining
operation if. hard surfacing were not done.

It IS important to know hoW to save,
Air Force equipment and material; however,
it is just as important to know how tc
.dispose of it once it is no longer of any
use. Many items must be reduced to a
_manageable size and separated by
of material. ,In man' cases this is done
by means of metallic arc cutting.

Yau are now familiar with the
methods used to join metal. You know
when and how each method is applied.
What happens then when a metal is too
thin for normal welding methods? You
must learn a new method known as
resistance welding. This method was
designed for metals that are too thin
to be joined by other methods.

__A resistance welder known as a foil
welder( baS been developed for -use on-
metals too thin for other resistance
welders., Its primary purpose is for
repairing insulating blankets used on
jet engines;

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE ENERGY RESOURCES
. .

Due to tye conservation of energy
resources, do not write in or mark on any
training literature since it will be
reused by other classes. Lights will be
turned off any-time the-classroom -is
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vacant for morethan 20 mi;autes._ All
consumable materials Will be used
conservatively throughodt Block IV;

WELDING PRINCIPLES

The principles involved is metallic
arc hard surfacing are basically the
same as those of oxyacetylene hard
surfacing; The major difference is in
the methOd of application. The

of the arc process become
readily apparent when you have to build
up and. hard surface a_large item or area;
In most cases, there is little or no
preheating since the arc supplies the
heat.

__Spot, flash, and seam are resistance
welding processes. The required heat -at
the joints to be welded is generated by
the resistance offered by the work parts
to the relatively short time flow of ;
low-voltage; high-density electric

-Current. _Beat developed in this manner*
is Sufficient to raise the temperature
of the metal in a very localized area to
a plastic- state.' The maximum temperature
achieved is ordinakily_aliove the melting
point of the base metal. Pressure la-

--then app/fed-fETingh the electrodes;
whith fdige the paits together. The-weld
is made between the sheets to form a spot
or weld nugget. Spot welds properly
Spaced and of specified size produce .

joints comparable in strength to joints .

that are fusion welded.

__ The various types of resistance
welding processes differ,in equipment'
design and welding-technique. All '

prOtesSes, however,- have-one-common
feature- no filler rod is added to the
weld. Recent improvements in the design
of resistance welding machines and the
development of special alloys for aircraft_
and-missiIes-haveTbrought-About an



increased use for this process in the
fabrication of parts; Spot and seam
resistance_welding_haa aImast totally
replaced the use of riveted joints. This
new method produces assemblies with a
smooth outer_surface which_are light in
weight and high in strength. Also, the
effects of expansion and contraction
common to the fusion welding processes
of oxyacetylene and_metallicarc are
overcome by resistance welding;

The metal foil welding.machihe-is
designed Primarily for assembly and
repair of stainiess_steel foils which are
used as insulation blankets on some types

used to_hold in the heat_of high
temperature exhaust sectionsWhidhhelps
to maintain maximum engine performance;
These blankets also act as protective
shields to prevent high exhaust
temperatures from coming into contact
With structural:members of the aircraft
Which could weaken or destroy them.
EnsUlation blankets are frequently
!a/paged &Ain the removal of the engine
from the aircraft. The type of damage
maybe snags, tears, pinholes, or
,unctures Which must be repaired before
,eing'reinstalIed.

Recently, thi_metal fail welding
machine has been sed -in the assembly of
stainless steel honeycomb structures
4hich_tre being used as structural support
'embers in our latest supersonic aircraft.

HARD SURFACING ALLOYS

There are many types of-hard
mxfacing alloys. Each allby IS
Tecificaily designed to provide
ire rties which are best adapted to
bilinet the destructive forces met in a
imen operation. In any type of
echanical operation, moving parts are
object to wear Which results in_a_loss
f materiaI.:7.Bard surfacing reduces ;

ear. Hard surfacing alloys are used,
of only to protect new parts to ensure
rester efficiency, but to repair worn
quipment. No single hard. surfacing
aterial is satisfactory for all .

pplications. Many types:a:I-herd-fading
lloys have been developed to meet the
arions requirements for hardness,
aughnesg,_shack,_wear resistance, and
ther special qualities. These alloys
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are generally classified into five broad
groups.

Group 1 Allays

The alloys in this group consist
mainly of -an iron base and less than 20
percent Allaying elements. These are
mainly Chromium; tungsten, manganese,
silicon, and carbon. Group 1 alloys_
have greater Wear resistance than any
machine steel; Although not as hard;
they have greater toughness and shock
resistance than other hard facing alloys.
They are used to build up badly worn
sections before applying a'finaI harder

alloys are used for rock crushing and =

similar equipment where resistance to..
shock and impact are most important and
hardness is only secondary;
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Group 2 Alloys (.

The_alloys in this group consist of
an iron base of 50% to 80% iron With the
remainder being the same elements which
are used in Group_ 1. Small percentages_
of cobalt and nickel are sometimes added. ;

...Some of these-alloys have the property of
"redhardneSS" which is. the ability_to
remain hard at a red heat. These alloys
are -used for final hard wear.:resisting
surfaces after the part_has been built up
with a high strength rod:

Group 3 Alloys

, -
The alloys in this group consist of

tEtvnonferrous alloys of cobalt, chromium,
and tungsten; as well as other nanferroUS
bard gurfacing materials.;__Same-nf-rhei.

alloys_alsobtave the property of red
hardness. These alloys are available in
different grades, all of which are highly
resistant to wear and possess a toughness
and strength which give them a wide range'
of_ application, Valves made -from these
alloys are designed for handling gas, oil.r
acids,,and high temperature and high
pressure steam. These alloys are used
extensively for the :elate seats in
Internal combustion engines.

Group-4 Alloys--

Thi_alloys in this group consist of
the carbide materials or diamond
substitutes and are-the hardest and most



weak resistant of all the hard surfacing
Materials. Some of these alloys contain.
90%to:95% tungsten Carbide; with the
remainder being cobalt; nickel; iron; or-
Similar metals. ,These give strength,_
toughness; heat resistance; and impaft
strength to -the tungsten carbide. ,Sume
of these alloyS are alMostpure7tungsten
carbide and_contain no alloying elements.
AlleyS:of'this group areTurilished in-the
form of Small castings: They are welded
to the surfate of the metal or other
hard surfacing material. This
application of tungsten carbide pieces
to wearing surfaces .is known as "hard
.setting."

=GrOUp-5A11OyS

.The alloys in this group consist of
crushed tungsten carbides:of various _

sizes. These may be fused to strips of
mild or low alloy steel, embedded in hard
surfacing material; -high strength_rod; or
packed it Mild steel tubes of various
diameters. All of-these are available in
short lengths which may -be applied to-the:
wearing surface as welding rod. Crushed
tungsten'carbides are also available in
loose ferm_as granular pieces_or powder
which may be, sprinkled onto the ''wearing
surface and melted_into it. The alloys
it this group; Although more expensive
than other types, are used for many
applications because of their long life.

HARD SURFACING

MMat metals and their alloys can be
readily hard surfaced with the exception
of.copper;aluminum;_and their alloys._
These metaId cannet-be-Satitfaetorily-hard
surfaced because of their low melting
points: In some casea; heavy sections _

of braat, bronze, and copper can be hard
surfaced by preheating to a red heat and
then applying the Group 3 alloys. Hard
dUrfacidg.alloyt can be applied to the
following metals and alloys:

. 1. LOUT and medium carbon steels
with a carbon content of 0;50% or.Iess.

High-carbonsteels, if
heat treated before and after hard
Surfacing to remove hardness_and
brittleness to.prevent crackitg.
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17.9
3. Lou alloy steels; depending

upon the base metal. Heat_treatment is
required after hard surfacidg.

4. Manganese steels;_which are _

hard surfaced by the metallic arc t4614iiiit-
process. Care shouid,,be takento avoid
overheating this metal and to apply the
welding heat in order to heat the part _
utiformly. The deposit should be peened
to relieve cooling stresses.

5. SLalill.aa aLeeIs; including the
high_chromium andAromium-nickel steels.
The physical properties of the particular
steel should be known in order to
maintadtthe-corrosion resistanme-aftr.r_____1_
hard surfacing. Uniform heating and
cooling help to prevent warping and
cracking due to the higher coefficient of
expansion of the stainless steel.

6. Gray cast iron. Since the
melting point of cast iron is lower than
steel;_special precautions should be
taken in working with thit sections.

7. Malleable iron._ The malleable
iron surface beneath the hard adrfacing
layer hardens. Some of this hardness can
be removed '.-Ay reheating the Metal to
ApproxiMately 1500°F.

Metal Preparation

The surface of the_metaI to be-hard
surfaced must be' cleaned of all scale;
rust; dirt; or other foreign subStances
by grinding; machining; or chipping;
When these methods are.not available;
the surface may be prepared by filitg;

----Wirebrusbing; or sandblasting. The latter
methods are not as satisfactory since
small particles of foreign matter which
remain on the surface must be flowed out
during the hard surfaCiti operation. All
edges of grooves, corners; or recesses
must_beyell rounded to prevent
overheatitg the base metal.

Preheating

_ The same precautions for preheating
should_he taken in bard_surfacing as -are --
for welding the particular base metal.
If potsibie; steels in-the heat treated
condition should be anneiledrbefore the
hard surfacing. Iayeis applied.



Quenching in water will crack .the hard
surfacing layer. When it is necessary to
heat the metal toz-the critical temperature
after hard surfacing, oil should be used
as the quenching medium. When it is
impossible or undesirable to anneal high
carbon steel or high tensile low-alloy -

steel, the hard surfacing alloy is
deibsited by the transition bead method.
This is_done by first depositing a thin
layer of stainless steel, such as the 25
percent chromium/20 peicent nickel rod or
the 18_- percent chromium/8 percent nickel
rod. Next, build up the section to
approximately the original dimension,
using an 11 to 14 percent manganese or

hard surfacing with one of the Group 2
alloys.

Deposit Thickness

Depending upon the specific
application2 worn sections are rebuilt
with hard facing deposits ranging from
1/16" to 1/4" in thickneis. When it is
necessary to deposit hard surfaCing
naterial in-excess of 1/4", the part is
rebuilt with the Group 1 alloys to within
1/16" to 1/4" of the finished size. The
Final deposit, consisting.of Group 2 or
3 alloys, is added with some excess to
)ermit grinding to the desired finished
limensions. _When harder and more brittle
:coup 4 and 5 hard surfacing materials are
Lpplied, either as a final deposit or in
single layer, the shape of the.depOsit

Could be carefully controlled. Thit is
mportant in order that impact, or shock
pads may be transmitted through hard
urfacing metal into the tougher base
etal. When not backed up by tough base
etal, corners, sharp edges, or built-up
ections will chip or break off in
ervice.

pplication

Every hard-facing metal, except some
f the Group 4 and 5 alloys; is applied
ith either coated or base_electrodes;
ring reverse polarity. The flux coating
i coated electrodes reducfs spatter loss,
;sures good penetration_prevents
cidation of the-deposited metal and helps
stabilize the arc; The bare

ird- facing electrodes are used when it
;-necessary to apply a heavy bead or to
!posit the metal against a copper form.

.Forbest_resultsi the filler metal should
be deposited by using a long arc:
Foldout 1 nay be used lt a guide in
selecting the- current Settings for
hard-facing electrodel.

Procedure's; _

_ The following are general procedures
to be used when hard.surfacing metals
(Lew carbon plate).

1. Select a_low_carbon plate
measuring 3/8" x 6" x 6" and secure_
Toolweld,Number 55 electrode 1/8" diamiti.tt'
(Group 1).
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2. Clean the surface to be
hard-faced. t

3. Bevel the edge of the metal
plate to 600.

4. Apply hard-facing materiai*
the beveled part of the plate.

5. Ins-pect the weld for porosity,
overlapping, burnt, and insufficiently
built-up edges.

6. Grind the surface smooth and
check for proper cutting edge.

ARC CUTTING

Mcst metal can be cut by the
metallic arc process. The metallic arc
process depends on graviv, heat, and
force of the arc to remove the molten
metal from the kerf. Oxidation (burning
of the metal) does not take place is-in--
oxyacetylene cutting.

Arc cutting is used for cutting of
scrap -steel, for preparing metal prior to
welding, cutting heavy castings, and
cutting nonferrous petals. The last
application makes the process adaptable
to the scrapping of salvaged aiteraft
Cuts made with the metaIlic_and carbon
arc electrodes are rough and Irregular_
and are not as clean-as cuts made by- -the

-oxyacetylene-process.

Metallic arc cutting is best
performed by using mild steel electrodes
of down-hand (flat)- deep groove type with
a heavy coating. The heavy coating burns
more slowly and serves as an insulator,
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Electrode Diameter Current

1/8

5/32

3/16.

200 amp

300 amp

400 amp

Table 1. Current Requirements for Metallic Arc Cutting.'

preventing arcing to the sides-of the
kerf. Current requirements for metallic
arc cutting are _

It gli1;be noted-that the current
requirements for metal arc cutting are
much higher than those used for metallic_
arc welding; Polarity adjustments are '

consistent with_recommendations of the
manufacturer. When lacking this:
information; experiment until desired
results are obtained. In starting the
cut; the arc is held at_the point
selected until the metal begins to-flow.
The arc is_thenuoved along at.a rate
which permits the molten metal to -

continuously' flow out of -the out,as
shwa in figure 22.

Figure 22. Metallic Ara Cutting
Removing. Caet Iron Tear.

RESISTANCE WELDING

Spot Welding

This is the most widely used
resistance welding process.. The name
"spot welding" is derived from the fact
that the weld is made at one point or
spot between the electrode, as shown in
figure 23.

Figure 23; Spat wading.

Spot welding machines are
manufactured in a yariety of types and
sizes .but are usually classed as "ROCKER
ARM" Orp"PRESS," depending upon the
movement of the upper arm; The rocker
arm machine; shown in figure:24, is so
named because the upper arm is pivoted
and- swings in an arc; These machines are °
used for welding light gauge metals,: The
press type spot Welder has_ a straight up
and -down movement-of the upper arm.
Mailer to that of a-punch press.

In addition to these; there are,
Modltiple spot welders that make several..
spot welds with one movement of the upper
arm. Portable gun'spoeweIders are used
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on parts and assemblies that would not
fit_into the throat of conventional
machines. The control panel_and
transformer of portable machines may be
suspended frOm overhead rails and moved'
freely abOut the work area. '

.F.gure 24. Rocker 4 Type Spot Welder.

"Seam" or "Roll" Welding

Thit is a resistance welding process
similar to spot welding except that the_
electrodes used in the latter method are
replaced by copper alloy Wheels cr _

rollers; The work is placed between the
rollers and pressure is applied to -hold
the parts in close contact. One of the
wheels is motor-driven at an adjustable
speed. The speed at which -the workis
moved and lengthOf tithesthat current
flows may be regulated to produce

. overlapping welds and gas-tight seams; as
ahovn in figure-25,or they may be spaced
an_inch or more apart; This machine is
widely used in manufacturing jet engine
inner and outer cdtbustion thaMbers and
tail cone assemblies; aircraft and
automobile_fuer tanks; and other liquid
or gastight assemblies.
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. _

Figure 25. Cross Sectiona1
View ofeVeam

Spot Welding Electrodes

Electrodes are made of copperlloy
with a hardness of at least 70 on the
Rockwell B scale and at least 80%
electrial conductivity. _Although these
eIedtrodes are simple in design, local
manufacturing from warehouse stocks of
ordinarycOpper is not recommended. They
may deform under high pressure and may be°

-low,in electrical conductivity. The
aadius oftheelectrode contactlace
determines the size of the spot weld. If
the contact_face is too small; the weld
may be sound_butlow in total strength.
If the contact faceis too large; a
higher current will "Se required to

avercome_the_increased resistance._ This
condition can cause localized haatitg and
result in poor weld surface appearance;

Electrodes are made in any different
shapes and sizes, depending_on the design
of the part to be welded and desired size
of the spot weld (figure 26); Regardless
of the shape of electrodes,; provisions -

-ct

must be made for keeping them cool. This
is accomplished by. machining a recessto
Within 3/8" of the contact face. Water
is circulated through this recess at the
rate of_one gallon per minte to cool
themand to prevent surface fusion of
electrodes and work.

A rule to follow when Selecting
eIectiodes for a given fob is to select
one with a contact -face diameter equal to
fourthtcknesses_of one of. the sheets to
be welded; Pressure on the electrodes
may be varied slightly to-produce

1



indentation and
proper dixnPter
weld:.

B.
C;

FOR WELDING METALS OF DIFFERENT CONDUCTIVITY.
FOR WELDING METALS Off' DIFFERENT TVICKNESSfG.
FOR WELDING CLOSETOANANGLE. I

,4"41

Figure 26. Various Types ofrieetrodes.

thereby arrive at the
contact area and spot

After being in Service, electrodes
will develop flat surfaces and flash pits;
They should be inspected regularly and
redressed with an electrode-die-point
dresser and rough (75-190 rit) emery
cloth or paper.

Maintenance of Resistancs Welders

I _Like any machine, continued operation
of a resistance welder depends upon proper
care and maintenance. The following
preventive maintenance operations_ should
be performed on all,resistance welders;

1. Clea17.Nt-i-c--surfaces-Of
lower horuways with steel" ire every six
months when welding steel1and every month
when welding aluminum

2. Clean contact surfaces of
electrodes and eleCtrode hollers with d
steel wool every week; as. shown in
figure 27.

3_. ,CIean contac4. surfaces between
lower horn and horna3r4licket with steel
wool every week.
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CLEAN THESE CONTACT SURFACES WITH STEEL WOOL

OR FINE EMERY CLOTH AND WIPE OFF

ROCATES SURFOCI3 =EARED ONCE A *TM
o mums SUWACES CLEARED ONCE EVERY 6 MONTHS INNEN 1111011G

STEEL 6.0MCE EVERY MONTH WMEM MELDING ALIAMMAL

Figure '27; Surfaces to be Cleaned;.

4. Lubricate ways of upperpress
arm (or swivel) each eight hours of
operation.



-CLEWING AND WELDING

. Carbon Steel

C=0.1770. Greasy or oily steel
should be degreased in_a_vapor degreaser
or as specified it technical order
"Cleaning of Aeronautical Equippent;!!
NIIllscale, present on_hut_rolled steel,
may be removed -by steel grit blasting,
wire Wheel buffing; or by the manual

2applicit.ion of ,.-clo.th.----Sandblast
_____Slinulii-be-aviaaa as particles of

silicious material may remain on the metal
surface and causeratic-s.urface

___=r-eSittante conditions, spitting, and
expulsion of the molten metal; The
operator should -avoid touching_the Cleaned
metal surface with the hands since the
film of deposited -oil and moisture affect
the quality of the weld.

JarlaNd.;---Caltxml-steel-is the easiest
of all metals to weld. It ha.sa wide

bplastic range and can e welded with a
variety of current; pressure; and time
settings. It- should be remembered,
however, that all resistance welding
operations should be preceded by a series
of_experiments to determine what control
settings areebest for a given job.
Variation in_line voltage, water pressure,
air pressure; and cleanliness of_ parts to
be welded prevents prescribing-specific
control settings.

Stainless Steel

CLEANING. Cleaning_cif stainless.:

steellS_A-3*.ly limited to removing dirt;
oil, or *ease in a vapor degreaser_or
manually With_adegreasing agent. After

. being in- service at elevated.temperatures,
atainlesssteel develops a'ceramic coating
that acts as an itadlator.between the
electrodes and work. This coating:resi4ts
the action of a_wire wheel:but iseasily
remoVeilby soaking the part for a few
minutes in molten caustic; The- caustic

bath should
er ruse to remove, or nentralizei

all trated"of..the caustic solution.

WELDING; Stainless steel is easily
welded but requires exacting:dOntrol of
tiMe.and pressure. The electrical
:resistance of stainless steel is greater
than that of carbon steel and the thermal
condqctivity less; therefore; it requires

less welding current and a corresponding
increase of pressure.- Stainless steel
should bewelded as rapidly as possible
because of the danger of carbide
precipitation between 800 and 1500°F.

Inspection and Testing of Spot Welds

INSPECTION. The outer surface of a
good spot weld should be smooth, free of
dracW,ess.entdalIy-free-of-tip pickup
and_flash_pits. Internal inspection of a
weld may be made by lap welding two
coupons -(1 x.6 inches).
-figure 28, and shearing in a vise._ The
-sh eared weld shoUld present around, find
grained; rough fused area; The rough
weld_area is proof that a good bond was
Obtained and that chUnks-of metal from. one
coupon have fused into and pulle away
from_the other coupon.. The sheared_
section Should :7-hen be inspected under
-microscope to determine grain size and to
check for minute Cracks. If the sheared
weld appears.to be satisfactory, another
weld should be made, sectioned 1/32"
above weldicenter, Pal-shed, etched; and
again examined .under the microscope. The
etched weld should -be an oval
approXiMating an ellipse: Penetration
Should be of least.20% of the Sheet
thickness -(one sheet) -and should not

--exceed 80% of sheetthickness.

Figure 28; Lap W.lolied Coupons:

After a weld has passed
visual inspection; desdribed in the.
preceding seetion, two couponi should.
be lapped and. welded for a tensile. test,-
as shown in flappre 29; The weld is

32

Figure 29. Tensile Test Coupon.
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.considered satisfactory if it pulls
Above the Minimum weld strength_ specified
in,the table for that type metal.

FOIL WELDING

Metal Foil Welding Unit

COVONENTS. 'The VTW -1M (Vacuum Tube
Welder) in figure 30 is an enclosed unit
Which consists of a weldinutransformer,

imer,
and an adjustable speed-repeat timer.
The power input required is single phase,
205-240 volt AC; 50-60 Hertz.

_L.

CONTROL PANEL. In figure 31,_ the
controls; theit'arrangement; and their
location on the -panel can be.seen. (II__
Power SOitch, (2) output receptacles, (3)
actuator. receptacle, (4) welding :

indicator_Iights,(5) weld power control
switch, (6) repetition rate control
switch, (7) single-repeat switch; ;

-11 1 11.

OFF ON

POWER:

(I)

-INDICATOR LIGHTS

-POW ER=ON READY

(4)

6

same manner except that a wire mesh is
added to the outside of the blanket for
greater reinforcement and protection from
damage;

FOIL TYPE. The metal foil is a
corrosion resistant,steel-; typd 321 or
347;- and the thickness may vary from
.002 to .008 dePending on where the
insulation blanket is to be* used.

and/or punctures in the skin or foil of
the blanketii over an area of -15 degrees
on each side of the blanket installation
bottom center line, must be repaired;

2; Patches must overlap 1/4" and
light, overlapping spot welds used to

.Make a tight repair.

0

WELD POWER

154

ACTUATOR .

(3)

SINGLE

REPETITION REPEAT

Figure Control Panel.

Types of Insulation Blankets

. -

Foil and mesh insulation blankets
are,used on_various'parts Of-the eihaust
section of'jet'aircraft. In figure 32,
;the foil blanket is constructed. with
insulation material placed between two

.thin slicots_of=foil;:-Tne-mesh type.-
insulation blanket is constructed in the

34

RATE .

(6)

(7)

3.' in the ramain4ng blanket area;
patches maybe installed by spacing spot
welds in a straight.or staggered-line
pattern. Figure_33.1ists type of damage
and typical repairs.

1 '.577 TYPE. The mesh type insulation
. blanket is-fabricated differently from
; the foil type. A wire mesh is added,on



127

Foil Type Mesh Type.

Figure 32. Types of 3nsulation Blankets.

Damage RePair

Pinholes, tears or cuts
' in skin of blanket.

.

__Seal with 0.002 inch to 0.0-04 inch cor-
rosion resistant steel foil, type _321 or
347. Attach to blanket using light spot
weld.

Tear or cutout in edge of
blanket__

Patch with 0.002 inch.to 0.004 inch cor-
: rosion resistant steel foil,-type--32,1-or-
347, wrapped around edge Of blanket._
Attach to blanket' Using light spot weld.

-

Wrinkled blanket edges. Flatten out wrinkles. Check for tears -.
. and cuts. If any are present, zepair as
described .in preceding step;

.
Torn out grommets.

--'

. .

Patch 'Skin area with 0.002 inch to 0.004. .-.
inch corrosion resistant' steel foil, type
321 or 347, allowing 0.25 inch patch_
overlap. Attach to blanket using light
-spot-weld. ....For torn edge, wrap -sheet': .

~ "round edge, overlapping torn edge .,

Y good;rdoinfticiepnuntic:ht000rbtcauint outhoWieef1do:rsTiejalomrTa-

and install,new grommet. If groMmets
are not available, Seal edge of hole by:
overlapping spot welding around -hole.:

.

:

.-.

I

.1
1

Figure 33. Types of ferrage and itipiexzl Repairs.
-



the exterior side_to protect the'foiI
froM damage. It is placed'on the blanket
as_a reinforcement to prevent tearing or
snagging of the foil during maintenance
and eandling. The mesh blanket may be
repaired by. the following steps:

.1. Inspect the blanket carefully
for snags, tears, or punctures in the
wire mesh;

2. A mesh type insulating pad with
tears in the Wire mesh may be repaired,
provided the damage is nor'more than 36
square inches in any one area

3. Mesh repair patches must overlap
the damaged area approximately one inch
and be secured in place with .032" steel
bostitcb staples or laced with safety
wire. The staples should be located at
one-half inch intervals.

Caution: Do not staple through the
pad or foil.

4. Patch repair small areas which
have become separated or matted.

Insulation<Slanket Repair

_ _In order to properly repair
insulation blankets with the least- amount
of difficulty, the follOW1hg shoUld be
observed:.

I; ;The insulation blanket must be
cleaned prior to welding. No attempt
will be Made to clean the blanket with a
solvent soaked rag, or to remove
discoloration which remains after vapor
degreatiug.

2. Accumulations -of hard crusted
material Will be removed by cutting. out
the area or areas and patching dOne---7 -

within prescribed limit's.

3; Useduek.biII:snips or scissors
to trim foil to required size for
patching, allowing a tiniM4M-4if-174",edge
distance for lapping-All around.

4:- -Patch,MateriAl must be clean.
and the edgeS smooth. Form_pateh to fit,
the grooves of.the blanket.

Procedures for Machine Setup

36

I; Connect metal foil welding
machine to power source;

2; Connect ground cable_and either
the spot or seam welding handpiete to the
front_pandl receptacles-marked "OUTPUT."

3. Insert_ actuator plug into the
receptacle marked "ACTUATOR."

4. Turn on POWER switch - a red
light Will indicate that power has been
applied.

5. After a one minute time lapse
a green light will indicate that the unit
is ready for operation.

Note: Material to be repaired must
be cleaned prior to welding. Keep
welding electroaes clean. Electrode
pressures must be held as uniform
as possible.

ifrocedures for Spot Welding

1; Set SINGLE-REPEAT switch to
"SINGLE."-

2; .Set WELD POWER CONTROL .switch
at -low value_ if light gauge Material

.002)._is to be welded. Set
.-control to mid-range for heavier gauge
material (.006 - ;008);

3; When making all welds, the
ground electrode must be positioned -with '

the tapered portion"of the electrode held
'flat agiigat the Work material to obtain
the best POssibIe ground conneetion;

4; Depress the ticroSwitch on spot
weld handpiece.

Note: Make sample welds-And
test the material before-At enpting
to make repair. The

weld nugget breaks.

Trocedures for Seam Welding'

1. Set SINGLE REPEAT switch to
"REPEAT."

2; Set WELD POWER CONTROL7switch
the same as for apooveldiug;



3. The REPETITION RATE-CONTROL
switch allows the adjustment of welding
speeds from 1 to 20 spotsper second.
Your to five spots per second is most
desirabIesunder normal welding conditions.

4. Depress the microswitcl; on the
seam weld handpiece.

QUESTIONS

Note: Answer all questions on a
separate sheet of paper. DO NOT
WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. What is hard surfacing?

2. What is the carbon range of the
low and medium carbon steels that may be
hard surfaced?

3. Can carbon steel above 0;502
carbon content be_hard_surfaCed? What
precautions must be taken?

4. Name three functions of hard
surfacing.

5. What.percent:of alloying_
elements are -found in the Group 1 hard
-surfacing maierial?:-.Gtoup 2?

-
6. In what group is Stoodex found?

Stoodite? _Stellite9 Borium? Tube
Borium?

.

.

What..;type:Of-hard surfacing

ma s found in valve seats of
internal combustion engines?,

8. Whit-baxd surfacing AlloyS are
generally useeWhen parts are subjected
teuse in sand and srdvel?

9. What is the transition bead
. method of applying hatd surfacing ?_

111
14. How does the.Current setting

compare between welding and cutting with
a 3/16" diameter electrode?

.

15. Will the carbon:etc cutting _

process satisfactorily cut armor plate?

16. What_methods may be used to
remove the scale and rough edges after

17.
determine

_18.
with some
:cutting?

What two factors largely
the current setting?

IS oxygen used in conjunction
metallic electrodes for-
Explain.

19. What are the three important
factors in resistance welding?

20. What is electrode contamination?

21. Why shotild spot welding
electrodes be made of a spec:ULt.copper
alloy?

22.. Why is -the timing so critical
in welding stainless steel?

23. DOes the Welding of stainless
steel require a tigher'secondary current.
than aluminum of t _erne thickness?:

Eiplain..

24. 'What will happen if-.the
electrode radius is toosmaII7

._25;27...-1&y---are short heat times-

.ecessary in we/ding titanium?

26. What is_the_purpOse of
insulation blankets?

27; -How are mesh repair patches
secured in place?

28. _ Hoyt is patching Material cut
to shape?

29. -How are areas that hate
accumulations of bard-crusted material
repaired?

. 10. WillCarbon or metallic arc
cutting produce as smooth a finish as
oxyacetylene.cuttingr .

11. What type of electrode is best
suited for metallic arc cutting?

12. What is the,approXimate amperage
setting fot'a'3/16"-diameter electrode?

13.' What'polarity-is used for carbon
arc cutting? Aetallit-arc cutting?

37

30. What type of'welding is used
to. attach patches to the foil?

31; Are-anY particular welding
patterns used in'bianket repair?
Explain.

REFERENCES

TO 34W4-1-5i Nelding_Theory and
Chapter 20.

o.
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